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CANNABIS SEEDS SUPERSTORE 
WE STOCK MORE STRAINS THAN ANY OTHER SEEDBANK, PERIOD! 

PLUS BRANDED SEEDS WITH EVERY ORDER 
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+ frts sec-ds. with 4very order 
IndPOf / Outdoor 

BC bud Bud SVD 

Tbe Pw^pf 5*>C 

TheSlacK S75 
EC V1.ingr 5 75 

BC Swet'T Cl- ir I J t '.< 

BC Blueberry 575 

BC Hash Plant 5 75 
Nofdwm Lights 575 

[Slur Euddaih 5/5 
RC Swerl: ToQtn 575 

SC HaM Bush $60 
Purple FSi.lfiJih $6(1 

ECKuj*i $60 W 
Purpfd Afgarn 560 

LJSduttr Hare 5 tO 

indoor 

BC Chrome 5 75 
UBCChcmo 5 75 
BC Love LcHul l 575 

Wine Widow 575 

Williams Wonder 560 
MervWFe Blueberry 560 
BC Big Bud 560 
3C Albino Rnino 560 

rndoor Ml* 550 

F emi nired 

BC Cod Bud 5 125 
Original Blueberry $ T25 * 

BC Hash Pfant 5175 

EC Sweet Drams S liZ5 . * 

BC Skunk -1 MS 125* * 
Outdoor 

Tcxacto TTmewarp 575 

BC P^nrwarp 575 
5au#na$atraA 560 

Swcrr bland Skin- 5^*0 
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BC Purple Star 5 60 \ 
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* We also accept cash 
or *blank* money orders: 

GFS Industries 
Suite #65, 
Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal 86 
1012 SE Amsterdam 
Tiie Netherlands 

telephone: 011-31-64-465-3362 
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As the amount of pot produced annually skyrockets, the cul in equipment marketplace flourishes. 

The growing industry is a growing industry! As most other businesses struggle to 

emerge from the recession, marijuana farming-equipment companies continue to 

expand and thrive as more and more people decide to take matters into their own 

hands and start raising their own cannabis. With the needs of all these new growers 

in mind, we at HIGH TIMES present our 12th Annual S.T.A.S.H. Awards (short for 

Significant Technological Achievements in Secretive Horticulture), our picks for the 

best cultivation products in the world. 

Products that make our esteemed list have to meet several criteria. They must 

ease the burdens of growers as well as increase their yields. They must be simple to 

use while also guaranteeing heavy harvests. We’ve traveled to hydroponic-industry 

conventions from Spain to Canada and visited cannabis gardens throughout the 

United States to find the most innovative horticultural lighting, grow trays, plant 

nutrients and all-in-one growboxes around—items that indoor and outdoor ganja 

gardeners are sure to appreciate. 

Along the way, we’ve also learned new tips and tricks to help beginners and 

experts alike grow bigger buds and produce more connoisseur-quality medical 

marijuana than ever before. In this issue, you’ll find helpful hints on everything 

from organic pest control (page 38) to indoor garden design (page 116). Check out 

our “3 Easy Ways to Get Started” feature (page 66) for a few handy ideas on how to 

set up your first grow, and take an inside peek at California’s cannabis dispen¬ 

saries to see what’s possible for all of us down the road (page 79). 

All in all, the issue you hold in your hands is a pot-packed horn of plenty meant 

for newcomers to the grow scene as well as longtime weed aficionados. Add to that 

Dan Skye’s hilarious interview with pot-friendly comic D.L. Hughley, Bobby Black’s 

Doobie Awards coverage and managing editor Natasha Lewin’s trip to the Kentucky 

Derby, and you’ve got a well-rounded look into a cannabis community that continues 

to keep on growing! 
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34 THE 2010 D00BIE AWARDS 
BY BOBBY BLACK 

Seven bands and six-foot vapor bags were among the highlights 

at this year’s annual music-awards party and Cowboy Cup at the 

SXSW festival in Austin, TX. 

38 ORGANIC PEST CONTROL, PART II 
BY HUGH JIELDER 

Two months back, we began with a lesson on growroom hygiene 

and some basic preventative measures for pest and disease con¬ 

trol. This second installment goes even deeper, examining spe¬ 

cific insects, molds and diseases that can afflict your garden. It 

also offers a comprehensive list of natural, organic solutions to 

combat these pests as well as ideas on how to keep your grow¬ 

room safe without the use of commercial pesticides. 

48 THE 12TH ANNUAL S.T.A.S.H. AWARDS 
BY ERIC SCHONER 

The HIGH TIMES Cultivation Department presents its annual 

rundown of the best gear of the year to assist cannabis farmers 

in their never-ending quest to increase yields and decrease 

workloads. Try these handy pot-production products in your 

own growroom for better efficiency with less effort! 

66 3 EASY GARDENS 
BY FELIX GREEN 

Given all the new indoor growers trying to achieve marijuana 

self-sufficiency these days, we offer beginners an introduction 

to the merits of both hydroponics and soil, as well as three easy 

gardens that anyone can set up in their own home to get grow¬ 

ing simply and quickly. 

79 DEFENDING DISPENSARIES 
BY DAVID BIENENSTOCK 

The media often portrays the dispensary scene in California and 

Colorado as some kind of "Wild West,” but our insider’s look 

reveals that America’s $2-trillion-per-year health-care indus¬ 

try could learn a lot from the best dispensaries when it comes 

to putting patients before profits. Plus: A guide to landing your 

own green job! 

86 HIGH TIMES Interview: D.L Hughley 
BY DAN SKYE 

If you’re looking for a comic who can take the essence of reality, 

turn it inside out, and make you laugh your ass off, then you’re 

looking for D.L Hughley. In this exclusive HT interview, D.L. 

gives you the DL on just about everything on his mind. 

06 PAGE SIX 

12 HIGHWITNESS NEWS/BUZZ 
EDITED BY DAN SKYE 

Watermelon returns; Wal-Mart evil; Radio to the 

rescue; Statistical lies; Montana firebombing; 

Marc Emery extradited; Hats for heads; Cannabis 

bling; Showbuzz: Activist icon Gatewood Gal¬ 

braith; Kentucky-Fried Story; Jucifer; Brian Jon¬ 

estown Massacre; Liars; Reviews; Brain Damage 

Control; Band of the Month; Miss HIGH TIMES; 

Almost Infamous. 

97 GROWORLD 
EDITED BY DANNY DANKO S NICO ESCONDIDO 

Pix of the Crop; Cannabis Clinic; Munchies; NORM- 

Lizer; Freedom Fighter; Dr. Mitch; SSDP Report; 

Indoor Growing Guide; Dear Danko. 
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140 POT 40 
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GLASSBLOWING ROCKS 
Loved the Flameoff article! I man¬ 

aged to locate my old glassblow¬ 

ing partner, who works in Los 

Angeles now. He offered to let me 

use his torch and even sell my 

pipes for me. Sadly, it wouldn’t be 

the same as the old days, when we 

would puff a hit after every pipe. 

Peace! 

Mikey Neides 

TOJACK 
I recently learned of Jack Herer’s 

death. I found a copy of his book, 

The Emperor Wears No Clothes, at a used book¬ 

store and read it several times. Jack was one of 

my heroes, and I think I even smoked his name¬ 

sake bud once. 

Mike 

MISS HIGH TIMES Q 
Okay, I’ve gotta go there: How come the HIGH 

TIMES lady of the month is always a slim, bikini- 

clad, twentysomething girl? Where are the nor¬ 

mal-looking chicks, the average- or bigger-size 

women that represent a huge portion of your 

loyal readers? 

I understand, of course, that your target 

demographic is probably males in their twenties 

or thirties. I'm just sayin’.... 

Emily 

HIGH FROM DOWN UNDER 
I’ve only been reading HT for six months. I enjoy it, 

but I get jealous of the pics. In Australia, we don’t 

get those breeds. 

I was wondering if there’s any way that the big 

pharmaceutical companies can be sued for 

neglect if Rick Simpson really does have affidavits 

and testimonials from people who have been 

cured of cancer using cannabis? Surely there 

must be some way to sue the companies that 

make ineffective cancer drugs for their neglect 

and disgusting profiteering off dying people, even 

in the US. 

Ryan 

PROUD VETS 
Keep up the good work, Bobby. Just read your 

article on veterans caught up in the Drug War in 

the latest issue of HT ("The Thin Green Line,” June 

’10) and was very pleased to see that something is 

finally being done. Ya’ll will be hearing lots from 

me in the future. I’m just beginning an entire new 

life. A year ago, I didn’t know what NORML was; 

now I’m a member. I am devoting the rest of my 

life to legalization and growing—maybe writing 

also. Peace and love, bro! 

Billy Mac 

that have to follow the VA’s pain 

contracts and are forced to take 

narcotics instead of smoking.” I 

think helping these vets is what 

“supporting the troops” is all 

about—not just when they’re on 

the battlefield, but when they 

come home, too. I may be in the 

New York area sometime in 

late May or early June and 

would very much enjoy it if I 

could stop in by you, maybe do 

lunch and a bowl. Thank you for 

what you do. 

Hemp Solo 

(I smoke pot... SO WHAT?) 

COLORADO MARKET QUOTES 
Could you guys start including Colorado in the 

THMQ? I’m a Denver dank lover, and I’d like to be 

able to keep a better ear to the ground in my local 

market. Colorado had the longest section in the 

dispensary directory in the March "Top Glass of 

2010” issue. I know that because I’ve got it sitting 

open in front of me—and in the very same issue, 

the THMQ has got someone talking about Col¬ 

orado Springs-grown bud! 

Your hazy homeboy, 

purplehazer7 

The THMQ is entirely generated from reader sub¬ 

missions. We do our best to include every state in 

the THMQ each month. However, if we don’t 

receive a submission from a certain state in a 

given month, that state is left out. The best way 

for people to ensure that their state regularly 

makes the THMQ is to submit their strain, price 

and location info to thmqfthightimes.com. 

CANNABIS CRUSADER 
I began my journey into the world of cannabis at 

age 12, and with six years of bud experience 

under my belt, I find myself with an overwhelm¬ 

ing interest in the plant and everything about it. I 

often stay awake late at night reading HIGH 

TIMES articles that I have already read, simply 

because I want to read them again. Unfortunate¬ 

ly, this sacred plant still isn’t legal in the US, and 

although I hope for the best, I fear I may never 

see the end of prohibition. 

I want to take an active role in the legalization 

of marijuana—not only for medicinal use, but for 

recreational and industrial uses as well. Honestly, 

I believe that until stoners around the world stand 

up for themselves and say, "We just wanna get 

high,” we will never see the first legal 4/20 (which 

would certainly be a glorious celebration—one 

that would bathe the world in pot smoke!). Right 

now, one of my biggest "fears” is being forced to 

choose between my love for MJ and employment. 

Keep up the good fight!! 

Steve 

Semper High, Mr. Black! I have been getting feed¬ 

back from vets that toke. They tell me that if they 

piss positive, they’ll be denied treatment. Mean¬ 

while, these heroes are being forced to take large 

amounts of heavy-duty narcotics to deal with pain. 

Here is a quote from one vet: "Help us veterans 

Send your letters to: Feedback c/o HIGH TIMES, 
419 Park Avenue South, 16th floor, New York, NY 
10016. Email: hteditor(a)hightimes.com. 
We reserve the right to edit for length and clarity. 
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paaBjippBiMpfflaBBipg 
A video of a February SWAT team assault on a home in Columbia, MO, which was 

released in May, has gone viral. People are outraged by the needless terror in¬ 

flicted upon a family, but the senseless killing of a pet raised a new level of aware¬ 

ness as to what the Drug War continues to be—a violent, wrongheaded assault on 

our rights. It’s bad enough that American citizens involved with marijuana face the 

possibility of having their doors kicked in by law enforcement, and being threat¬ 

ened at gunpoint. But routinely shooting the family dog, which seems to be a policy 

adopted by law enforcement nationwide, is unforgivable in America. Just ask 

Michael Vick. Wouldn't animal handlers make more sense than firing live ammo? 

Visit youtube. com/watch?v=RbwSwvUaRqc. Caution: graphic footage. 

r 
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ms uyyysy m 
Though "terrestrial radio" is on the downslide and losing ground to both satellite 

and Internet radio, there are still cool stations out there on the old-school air¬ 

waves, with none being cooler than KMUD-FM, broadcasting in Northern Califor¬ 

nia’s famed Emerald Triangle to 20,000-plus listeners. 

KMUD goes beyond the standard nonprofit "community radio” station by broad¬ 

casting live warnings of incoming police helicopter raids to Triangle farmers. An 

example of a recent KMUD report: "Around 9:40 a.m. this morning, a large gray 

helicopter was seen taking off from the Garberville airport [in Humboldt County], 

apparently heading toward Reed Mountain. The occupants were fully dressed in 

combat gear, and the convoy of cars they arrived in were unmarked.” 

Law enforcement has objected to KMUD’s unique PSAs. Mendocino County 

Sheriff Tom Allman expressed concern that these warnings will allow the Mexican 

drug cartels allegedly growing in the Triangle to arm themselves to the teeth in 

anticipation of raids on their wild gardens. Of course, these same "Mexican car¬ 

tels” have been offered for years by Northern California cops and the Feds as a 

justification for conducting raids on legitimate Triangle residents. Moreover, in the 

last 15 years, much of the pot targeted has been intended for legal medicinal con¬ 

sumption, meaning those raids violated state law. 

B HIGH TIMES 

MONTANA DISPENSARIES FIREBOMBED 
In early May, two medical marijuana dispensaries were firebombed 

in Billings, MT. In both incidents, rocks were thrown through the 

windows followed by Molotov cocktails. The fire scenes were also 

spray-painted with the message: ’’Not in our town.” Locals believe 

the bombings were carried out by a radical group of area residents. 

The bombings came just before the Billings City Council was sched¬ 

uled to meet to discuss regulating medical marijuana. Eighty-nine 

licenses for medical marijuana dispensaries have been issued and 

some city residents have voiced concern. The council voted to tem¬ 

porarily ban new medical marijuana businesses and freeze the 

businesses already in place. Billings police are working with the Bu¬ 

reau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms to apprehend the bombers. 

CONSPICUOUS CONSUMPTION 
The newest addition to the "Was this really necessary?” category 

of new product ideas is the gold-plated Volcano Vaporizer. The 

standard Vaporizer already retails for $539—ouch!—but if you 

really need to show the world that money—or common sense¬ 

is no object, get it gold-plated. Contact Computer Choppers of 

Oregon. Plunk down $1,495 for a gold-plated Volcano available 

online or send in your own and get it encased in gold or plat¬ 

inum; you can also have it decorated with jewelry or engraved. 

We suggest "I’M RICH AND STUPID.” 

Visit computer-choppers.com. 
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WE THINK... 
In May, Mick Jagger of The Rolling Stones 

came out for legalization of pot on the Larry 

King L/Veshow. However, the 66-year-old 

rocker suggested a feeble way of getting 

there. "You usually try these things out in 

very small places,” he said. "You know, like 

you try a new product out in a small kind of 

society or an island somewhere. In Eng¬ 

land, they always try out new mobile 

phones in the Isle of Man. They've got a cap¬ 

tive society. So I said, you should try the le¬ 

galization of all drugs on the Isle of Man and 

see what happens." 

The Isle of Man, with a population of 

approximately 80,000, sits in the North 

Irish Sea between England and Ireland. 

Mick then did some convoluted theoriz¬ 

ing on drugs: “Human beings seem to have 

a propensity to want to take drugs in some 

form. It seems to be the propensity of 

human beings to want to use them. I think 

you have to take that as read, you know. 

But then what do you do when it affects so 

many people's lives, and not in a good way? 

And then also you get a lot of violence at 

both ends of the scope. So you get violence 

in some countries. That's the part that 

speaks to some sort of legalization. Be¬ 

cause that, you would hope, would help the 

violence from both ends of the supply line." 

We’re pretty sure this is a statement of 

support. 

“fra 

EOLOOt 
Pot production in Mexico is climb¬ 

ing. Despite a massive offensive against 

Mexican drug cartels, cultivation in Mexico in¬ 

creased 35 percent in 2008 and 

continues to grow. According to the 2010 International Nar¬ 

cotics Control Strategy Report (INCSR) released by the State De¬ 

partment: “Despite the efforts of the 

[Mexican government], drug cultivation rose significantly in 2009.” 

In 2008,12,000 hectares of land (the equivalent of 46 square miles) was used for 

marijuana cultivation, up from 8,900 in 2007. This increase is a 16-year high. Meanwhile, 

eradication of plants has decreased. 

The report specifies that the recent focus of the military and law enforcement on 

combating the rise of methamphetamines and violence of the cartels has fueled the in¬ 

crease in cannabis production and smuggling operations to the US. 

IEIUIIEI1Y EXTRADITED 
In May, the order to extradite Canadian cannabis activist Marc Emery to the US was 

signed by the Canadian Minister of Justice. Emery is the founder of the marijuana 

magazine Cannabis Culture and was the proprietor of Marc Emery Seeds, which 

distributed millions of pot seeds across North America. He now faces a 5-year 

stretch in a US federal prison for exporting those seeds to America. Marc’s wife, 

Jodie Emery—who in his absence will continue to oversee the cannabis-related 

businesses that she and her husband have established—said, “I am absolutely dev¬ 

astated that this government has opted to send my husband, a Canadian citizen, to 

the United States for a crime that amounts to a $200 dollar fine in Canada. This case 

is about silencing my husband for his marijuana activism. This Conservative gov¬ 

ernment has declared a culture war in Canada and my husband is its latest victim." 

SEPTEMBER 1010 13 



-RMELON SWEET AS EVER 
Our stunning two-time cover girl from Canada has been very busy 

since the last time she graced the pages of HIGH TIMES. Water¬ 

melon (yes, that’s her legally changed name) was the star of the 

2006 "Buds and Babes” calendar in the UK and has appeared in 

several pot documentaries, including Escape to Canada, The 

Union: The Business Behind Getting High and Women in Weed. 

All the while, her status as the high priestess of baked goods 

in her hometown of Vancouver, Canada, has remained 

undisputed. 

Her Baked & Baking DVD from 2002 is still a steady seller. But 

she’s starring in Baking a Fool ofMyse/nbakingafoolofmyself.com), a slickly produced, contem¬ 

porary Web cooking show that teaches the modern stoner how to bake with shake, infuse booze, and 

create delicious treats with a special kick. 

Each show features Watermelon’s mouth-watering recipes, made with assistance from her real- 

life mom. If you can take your eyes off the dishy Watermelon long enough to focus on the dish she’s 

king, you’ll be preparing premium pot food in no time. 

Lucky locals can sample Watermelon’s culinary skills at her regular sampling parties. Invi¬ 

tees will delight in dishes like "spin-akopita” puff pastry, "waken bacon,” black Sambuca mari¬ 

juana ice cream made with organic cashew milk, or one of her infamous gin-and-chronics. 

Watermelon is still a regular at Wreck Beach, Canada’s best clothing-optional spot. She also per¬ 

forms in comedy/burlesque shows that she produces. Presently, she’s working on her tango skills as 

as a degree in philosophy. On top of that, she’s making plans for the 70-year-old movie theater 

recently purchased. This girl just never stops—except to spark one up. 

Visit melongirl.com. For more shots of Watermelon, visit mariacoletsis.com. 

14 HIGHTIMES 

THETRUTH 
COMES OUT! 
Remember when Bill Clin¬ 

ton was running for Presi¬ 

dent back in 1992 and 

famously declared: "I 

smoked marijuana, but I 

didn’t inhale.” Apparently 

Bubba wasn’t lying. British author, essayist, and 

public “intellectual” Christopher Hitchens at¬ 

tended Oxford with Clinton when the future Prez 

was studying in England as a Rhodes scholar. 

Hitchens recalls: “He preferred, like many an¬ 

other marijuana enthusiast, to take his dope in the 

form of large handfuls of cookies and brownies." 

Hitchens also believes Clinton ratted out 

American students who participated in anti-Viet¬ 

nam protests to the London desk of the CIA. 

THE SPORTING LIFE HURTS 
If you’re a pot smoker and happen to be a 

sensational athlete, expect nothing but 

pain. Andrew Lambo, a minor leaguer in 

the Los Angeles Dodgers baseball organi¬ 

zation and a fourth-round selection in the 2007 

amateur draft, was suspended a whopping 50 

games for testing positive a second time for pot. 

Lambo is considered to be one of the organiza¬ 

tion's top outfield prospects. 

^ The US Naval Academy dismissed 

star slotback Marcus Curry from the 

football team for lying about why he 

missed a curfew, but insiders say a drug test in 

December led to the harsh punishment. He re¬ 

portedly told the brass that he hadn’t known he 

was smoking pot; therefore it technically wasn’t a 

violation. But the word is administrators never 

bought the story. 

Nevadans for Sensible Marijuana Laws 

(NSML) came out in support of Univer¬ 

sity of Nevada, Las Vegas basketball 

player Matt Shaw who was suspended for a 

year because of one positive test for marijuana. 

The suspension effectively ended his college ca¬ 

reer. “At the age of 22, Matt is an adult,” said 

Dave Schwartz, NSML campaign manager said. 

“He made a rational decision to use a substance 

less harmful than alcohol. We hope all Nevadans 

will stop to think about this for just one mo¬ 

ment—and think specifically about the fact that 

players who drink alcohol to excess face no pun¬ 

ishment, at least until they assault someone. It 

simply makes no sense. And for those who say, 

He should have just followed the rules,’ we say, 

‘Why do we have rules and laws that horribly 

punish people who choose to use marijuana in¬ 

stead of the more harmful substance, alcohol?’ It 

is time for a change.” 
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SUPERBQX 
18" * 24* * 3d* 

£695 

SUPERLOGKER 
IS" x 19" x 61" 

$1,295 

SUPERCUBE 
36h*24h *4r 

$1,695 

DELUXE 
36" * 54*’ *72- 

$2,395 

GUARANTEED TO GROW EASIER, BIGGER, and BETTER! 
Place your seeds or clones in your Supeiponics System o Fill with water and provided nutrients 0 Harvest every 1-2 months. Repeat 

The ONLY Automated Superponics Cabinet available today. 
Superponics: Fully-Automated hydroponics: systems combining bubble, top feed, ebb n' (low. nfi. and aeroponics technology 

SuperGiosets provide you EVERYTHING. Including "Growing Easy, Bigger, and Better with your SuperOoset1 DVD. a full year o; nutrients. TDS meter, ph kit. 
Activated Carbon Air T itration, "SuperCool1 lights on yo-yo s, Superponics System and SuperCEoner, hydrometer, internal circulation fan, plant trellis (helps 

growth up to 40% more), I fetime technical support, and a 3 year full warranty on EVEFfYTHiNG. Grow now and order your SuperCioset today. 

SEE WHY WE RE THE #1 SELLING GROW CABINETS IN THE WORLD 

CALL 1-877-GROW-SUPER (476-9787) 
VISIT WWW.SUPERCLOSET.COM 

PLUG IN 
& GROW! 
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Derek Jeter, that’s not 
a bat. Now this a bat. 

. i /p . 
romcon your head or 
uoking awesome? 

J 'P Don't let Kentucky fool 

you. It’s a central state, 

" technically, but every- 

A nugget of Witty's Wonder. >hin9 about il screams 
Southern"—biscuits 

and gravy, bourbon, horses, baseball, seersucker 

suits, drawls. So let’s dispel all the rumors right 

now: There is no restaurant at the top of the 

Louisville Slugger Bat, the Hotel Saratoga is not 

an actual hotel, Bloody Marys are an alternative 

to breakfast, and Kentucky is still—and always 

will be—a major ganja-growing state. (In fact, it’s 

the No. 1 cash crop.) All those Kentucky exports, 

mixed with a little Southern hospitality, equals 

one stoned state. 

Kentucky is also a commonwealth—one of 

four states in the nation with a government based 

on “the common consent of the people.” The rule 

of the Kentucky is that there are no rules—unless 

you get caught. 

My tour guide is J-Sho, a Kentuckian born and 

bred. She picks me up shortly after midnight at 

the Blue Grass Airport, where snow globes are 

The green spirit is unbridled in the Bluegrass State. 

Derby-mama! And Abraham Lincoln 

Churchill Downs is 
packed waiting for 
the Derby race. 

- 

still allowed and a drink in your hand won’t get 

you hassled, as long as you don’t flaunt it. 

We hit Ramsey’s for lunch the next day in Lex¬ 

ington. It’s a town favorite located on High Street 

(go figure). If you’re a vegetarian, Kentucky will 

keep you on your toes—I stick to the green beans, 

fried green tomatoes and kale greens. J-Sho 

stops me before I take a bite to ask the waitress if 

they have bacon in them. Our server doesn’t bat a 

lash: “They sure do, honey. Want some extra 

bacon on the side, too?” 

On to the great Kentucky Bourbon Trail, home 

to such legendary bourbons as Wild Turkey and 

Jim Beam. We get our trail passports stamped at 

the Four Roses distillery. Remarkably, Four 

Roses was one of four distilleries allowed to stay 

in production during Prohibition—for medicinal 

purposes, of course. Sound familiar? 

The free tour includes sampling the dis¬ 

tillery’s finest wares. We ask for seconds and get 

them. The only warning outside reads: "Please do 

not bring your handguns inside.” 

Then we head to Louisville, a 90-minute drive 

away. We stop in at what the locals call the “gen¬ 

eral store.” Phones are ringing constantly. A pix- 

ieish woman in her early forties answers the one 

attached to her belt. "Hello, Mary. You’re hungry, 

huh? Okay, give me an hour and I’ll be over." 

Then she answers the kitchen-table phone: 

“Yes, I have some sugar you can borrow. Give 

me 20.” 

“Everything is code words—’apple pie,’ eggs,’ 

they all mean something different,” I’m told. 

Nancy is a single mom who runs her own busi¬ 

ness and is also one of the biggest suppliers in 

town. "Everyone either knows her personally or 
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'Story by Natasha Levuin 

Southern Culture on the 
Skidz at Headliners. 

Beau stops to 
smell the buds. 

Ben Lang of 
Louisville Glass 
Institute gets 
all fired up. 

Bubblefunk and 
Northern Lights. 

knows of her. Most pot in 

Louisville runs through 

her," one of her clients 

tells me. Louisville leg¬ 

end has it that the show 

Weeds is loosely based 

on her life. In the back- 

the hippest part of Louisville. The Lang Broth¬ 

ers run Natural Mystic, a headshop specializ¬ 

ing in detailed glass. Their shop Louisville 

Glass Institute is preparing to host glasswork- 

ers from around the world for the annual 

Glass Art Society (GAS) conference. 

Later in the day, it’s time for mint juleps 

get into the hills. Plants grow really well 

there. The soil is really good. We get plenty of 

sun and rain. We don’t have to worry about it 

like in a lot of other places.” 

We sample some of the doctor’s own Baby 

Girl, a G-13 hybrid crossed with a couple of 

his own strains. It has got a little Jack in it, 

The mint julep 
salesman makes 
a good pitch. 

B 
yard, folks are sampling her finest 

strains: Bubblefunk, Willie’s 

Wonder and Northern Lights 

get packed, rolled and measured 

out for purchase. 

“I’ve got a bunch of cancer 

patients, many in wheelchairs. I 

have to go to them,” Nancy tells 

me. “The guy across the 

street 90t diagnosed with 
Ik muscular dystrophy when 

L he was 30, so I’ve been 

taking care of him for 

* over 20 years. He’s 

wheelchair-bound too. 

We watch out for 

■each other.” 

J-Sho and 

I move on to 

yTiutr Bardstown Road, 

across the street at O’Shea’s and a visit with 

the good doctor. Armed with a Ph.D. in 

botany from the UK and a love of good weed, 

the doctor’s been growing indoors and out 

since the ‘70s. 

“There are still family patches here and 

there,” he tells us, “but not like it was yester¬ 

year. The outdoor thing just kept getting 

tougher and tougher. Harvest is hunting sea¬ 

son. But instead of hunting, they are hunting. 

You need protection, especially around harvest 

season—laying trip wire... you just want to 

discourage somebody. Some people, around 

harvest, camp with it—they sleep with it. 

“This goes on everywhere," the doctor 

continues. “Some of the guys hike into the na¬ 

tional and state parks because it’s public 

land. So they hike in and out, in and out. But 

there’s no specific parts of Kentucky—they 

grow further south and to the east, where you 

some G-13,” he tells us. 

And then it’s time for the toast of the 

town, the Kentucky Derby—13 races, crazy 

hats, Churchill Downs, bourbon, bourbon, 

bourbon. We have box seats around the first 

turn. My pot-leaf-shaped hat brings me luck: I 

win $50! A woman in a poodle skirt tells my 

pals that my “hat looks like the Chronic.” The 

expected rain results in a few good old-fash¬ 

ioned freak-outs in the muddy infield. Num¬ 

ber 4 wins out of 20 horses. Pot solidarity 

runs deep at the Derby. (4/20!) 

The smell of fresh marijuana wafts from 

the stands, but the cops are too busy dealing 

with underage alcohol poisoning to bother 

anyone peacefully smoking grass. Then the 

rain turns to sun and we spend the evening at 

Jack Frye’s, eating baconless potatoes after 

enjoying a Baby Girl spliff in the parking lot. 

Good night, my old Kentucky home. ^ 
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Gatewood Galbraith talks pot, politics, and the passing of his hero, Jack Herer. By Natasha Lewin 
Gatewood Galbraith has run for Congress, Kentucky commissioner of agriculture, state attorney general and, now, five times 
for governor. He lost them all, but won more than 10 percent of the vote. He’s an ultra-outspoken proponent of civil liberties, 
personal privacy and the right to grow, smoke and tax marijuana. He cites Jack Herer as huge inspiration. Currently, he’s run¬ 
ning for governor in the 2011 election with fellow Kentuckian Dea Riley as his running mate. He has already received en¬ 
dorsement by the United Mine Workers of America. We caught up with Gatewood in Lexington, KY. 

Kentucky down. They called in the National 

Guard. Next to Kent State, Kentucky was the 

only other school where the National Guard 

came in with live rounds in the chambers. 

There were 5,000 guards, and 5,000 students 

behind me—but turning into Superman won’t 

solve the problem. I don’t know what laws were 

invoked to put them there, so I decided to write, 

study law. Then I figured if I’m going this far, I’d 

run for governor. 

By 1981,1 was pursuing the legalization of 

marijuana. In 1984,1 ran as a Democrat promot¬ 

ing legalization. Everybody laughed, but we had 

the advantage: There were more marijuana 

smokers than there were Republicans. I got 14 

percent in the primary. 

Later, when I tried to run as a Democrat in 

the ’90s, the Democrats froze me out. I ran for 

Congress as a Democrat in 2000; I ran in 2003 

for attorney general as an independent. But re¬ 

ally, I ran to change the laws for marijuana. I 

knew that, at some point, economics would give 

way to legalization. This transition from black 

market into legitimate status is worth trillions 

of dollars. And people don’t understand it. 

Cannabis has been used for hundreds of years. 

California is going to legalize marijuana this 

November. Once this money starts coming in, 

the only question left is whether you’re going to 

be the second state or the 50th to legalize. 

It is going to cut the cost of health care by 

half a billion dollars a year, because a lot of 

people would rather smoke a joint and lay in 

bed than be stuck in a hospital with tubes and 

be zombies. Each state has to understand that 

sovereignty rights are big here. The right to 

grow your own or to not grow at all—it should 

be left up to the individual. 

We are going to remove all these people be¬ 

hind bars that are in the prison industry. We are 

going eliminate the Drug War. We are going to 

celebrate the individual. We are going to enun¬ 

ciate the principles of America. That’s what I am 

saying, and that is why I will keep running until 

the laws change. ^ 

For more information, visit gatewood.com or 

check out Galbraith’s book, The Last Free Man 

in America: Meets the Synthetic Subversion 

(Outskirts Press 2004). 

Tell us about Jack Herer. 

He changed my life. Jack was a social and 

philosophical tsunami; the ripples of his philos¬ 

ophy will reach every shore of every country. 

He was willing to teach every individual—not 

only in his own sphere, in language and culture, 

but in ways that were appealing and inspira¬ 

tional to people. He found a common denomi¬ 

nator with everyone: freedom. 

Jack gave us the factual information; he 

gave us the tools to be warriors. We had to 

use the facts in order to stand up to these law- 

enforcement tyrants. Jack used the informa¬ 

tion that they presented and told us how to 

use it as fuel against them. We would not be 

anywhere near where we are today if it wasn’t 

for Jack Herer. I don’t have many heroes— 

, Willie Nelson, the Chinese man that 

stood in front of the tanks ... people that stood 

up in the matter of rights. 

How did you get into politics? 

In student demonstrations, I was one of the 

four with bullhorns. In 1971 .with three to four 

thousand people, we shut the University of 

THE ‘LAST FREE MAN IN AMERICA’ SPEAKS 
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Introducing the all new sensor control system that auto monitors and 
adjusts key systems to give you the absolute best grow, with the least 

amount of effort... Suck it Popeit 

r Temperature 
Adjustment 

Automatic PH 
Adjustment 

TDS and Pater 
Temperature 

Grow Your Own 
GROV THE BEST 

Call For Information: 

1-888-236-1266 
Sw’ BCNORTHERNLIGHTS 

AA vtistrt'd 
.'■‘ft nans 

www.bcnortberrilight5.CQm | toll free: 1-988-234-1266 
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Trans-High Market Quotations (THMQ] reports pot prices by the ounce, strain 
and location. To submit prices, go to the THMQ link at hightimes.com. 

CURRENT US PRICE INDEX: $383 (last month: $344; YTD: $360] 

CURRENT KIND INDEX ($350+ PER OZ): $434 ($405, $427] 

CURRENT MIDS INDEX ($150-$349 PER OZ]: $286 ($279, $279] 

CURRENT SCHWAG INDEX ($1-$149 PER OZ]: $100 ($110, $97] 

STATE CITY STRAIN PRICE 

ARIZONA Tucson Orange Kush $400 

CALIFORNIA Compton OG Bubba Kush $350 
Redding Silver Haze x Trainwreck $200 
Sacramento Grape Ape $275 

Sour Diesel $275 
San Diego Hindu Kush $400 

Belladonna $400 
Temecula Clockwork Orange $550 

COLORADO Craig Pure Power Plant $400 
Denver Cheesel $300 

Super Lemon Haze $350 

IDAHO Boise Bubblegum $300 
Hash Plant $350 

ILLINOIS Berwyn Blackberry $425 

IOWA Sioux City Trainwreck $375 
Super Silver Haze $375 

LOUISIANA New Orleans Cheese $560 
Jack Herer $560 

MAINE Portland Silver Haze $400 
Jack Herer $400 

MARYLAND Annapolis Snow Cap $350 

MASSACHUSETTS Boston NYC Diesel $400 

MICHIGAN Bay Harbor White Widow $300 
Detroit LA Confidential $350 

Sour Diesel $500 
Grand Rapids Chocolate Trip $300 

Chemdog $300 
Bubble Hash $800 

Harbor Springs Blueberry $350 

NEVADA Reno Purple Urkel $300 

NEW HAMPSHIRE Manchester Sour Diesel $475 
OG Kush $350 

NEW JERSEY Mays Landing Blue Dream $450 
Bubblegum Haze $450 

NEW YORK Rochester Headband x Sour Diesel $350 
White Rhino $320 

NORTH CAROLINA Greensboro Cream Kush $460 

OKLAHOMA Tulsa C-99 $400 

PENNSYLVANIA Bethlehem Sweet Tooth $600 
Blueberry $500 

Pittsburgh Trainwreck $390 

SOUTH CAROLINA Charleston Strawberry Cough $400 
Jack Herer $400 

TENNESSEE Nashville Sour Diesel $440 

UTAH Salt Lake City Mazar $300 

INTERNATIONAL (prices in US or Canadian dollars or British pounds] 

ARGENTINA Buenos Aires Kong $230 

CANADA Kamloops Bubblegum C$200 
London White Russian C$230 
Toronto OG Kush C$250 

ENGLAND London Kong £240 

Once again Kush took the top spot, narrowly beating out Diesel and Purps in total submis¬ 

sions. However, while Diesel’s average price dropped $45 from August, Kush’s average price 

shot up $30 this month, and Purps essentially held steady [-$10]. The top five submitted 

strains for the month, with average price, were Kush ($417), Diesel ($413), Purps ($361), Haze 

($363) and Trainwreck ($329). 

Index Watch: All indices finished above both their year-to-date and previous month’s average, 

with the exception of the Schwag Index (-$10). The US Price and Kind indices experienced the 

biggest increase from their previous month’s average (US Price +$39, Kind +$29). 

HIGH TIMES wants to know what you’re smoking. Submit your strain information, 
including location and price by the ounce, to thmq@hightimes.com. 

Kong-$230 
Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA 

“It’s a true beast-the second crop of Kong is 

even more lethal than the first! Big, dense calyx¬ 

es with a very unique flavor and coated in fat 

resin heads that give you a truly mind-numbing 

stone." 

Silver Haze x Trainwreck - $200 
Redding, CALIFORNIA 

“A beautiful plant that grows large yields and 

loves the outdoor Northern California sun the 

best. The smoke gives you an energetic euphoria 

that soars higher and higher. The price reflects 

the flooded market... even in dry times!” 

Bubblegum - C$200 
Kamloops, CANADA 

“Awesome. Very sweet-smelling, with the 

most sugary taste when smoked.” 

Pure Power Plant - $400 
Craig, COLORADO 

“Grown indoors. It has a great smell and 

very potent high.” 

Trainwreck-$390 
Pittsburgh, PENNSYLVANIA 

“Some of the densest and least-stringy 

Trainwreck I’ve ever seen-beautiful, crys¬ 

tal-caked nugs with lots of dark red hairs.” 
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Nothing equates to more yield than sheet ' 

lumens. HID Hut Digital Ballasts will bum 1 

brighter, while using less electricity than 41 

conventional ballasts. Our digital ballasts I ^ 

safely start both MH and HPS bulb types! ^ 

150w *79.99 600w *179.99 | 

250w *89.99 lOOOw *279.99 

400w *119.99 (Our lOOOw Sate is (fimmeWeJI Affordable BljIbS 
J y;fTL „■ V W 

Our bulbs are optimized for plant growth, 

with high lumens and a full-color 

spectrum output 
{all bcftos available in MH or HPS) 

150w *19.99 400w *24.99 

250w *22.99 600w *34.99 

—» lOOOw *44.99 

High-Quality Reflectors 
The 99% reflective aluminum in our reflectors 
ensure the light from your ballasts and bulbs 

reaches the canopy of your plants. 
We have three options to meet each 

gardeners needs and budget 

Cool Tube *79.99 

Economy *24.99 

Deluxe *119.99 

ISOOppm CO, *299.” 
Sequencer and Meter J 

Plug and play C02 emission, 
controls any regulator or generator. 

^ Times 

The Supernova 
L.E.D grow light 

270w for only *1199." 

The MotherShip 
L.E.D grow light 

540w for only *2299.* 

The Original 
L.E.D UFO 

90w for only S499." 

We ship discreetly in brand-new, 
plain brown paper boxes. 

We have everything you can possibiy imagine! 
Give us a caff or visit us oniinel 

^HID Hut 
Discount Gardening Supplies 

web: www.HIDHut.com telephone: 1.866.678.8565 



jucircnn KH U* 
tobiographical, or random, we fig¬ 

ured out we needed to start making 

the concepts known—not because 

we felt misunderstood, but because 

the songs have more emotional im¬ 

pact when the listener knows what 

they’re about. I think it really makes 

a difference to know the basic topic, 

even if you don’t care about lyrics. 

[Adhering to a concept is] also a 

great way to accommodate the kind 

of mood and sound shifts we like to 

put in an album sequence. 

Live shows form the backbone of 

your considerable reputation. Do 

you feel that Throned in Blood cap¬ 

tures the energy that Jucifer wields 

live? 

We’re happy with the album, [but] I 

think the songs will translate 100 

percent more intense in person. It’d 

be a bummer if they didn’t. We hope 

to always have something to offer in 

our shows that transcends what’s 

on the album, because that’s what 

we believe a live show should be. 

We want to give people a great 

record for their money—and when 

they’ve already bought the record 

and pay for the show, they deserve a 

whole extra return for that extra in¬ 

vestment. ^ 

Definitely. States like California, 

where medical marijuana is legal, 

have really loosened up on non¬ 

medical use. It’s shocking [to me] to 

see how nonchalant people are, hav¬ 

ing grown up in the Bible Belt, where 

it’s still aggressively prosecuted. 

As the daughter of a mom who 

has lupus and fibromyalgia, I get re¬ 

ally upset about the states still for¬ 

bidding medical use. Doctors are 

putting my mom on extremely dan¬ 

gerous, strongly addictive, nervous- 

system-depressive synthetic 

narcotics for pain, and she can’t opt 

for something natural and more low- 

key? It’s awful. There are so many 

people who would benefit from med¬ 

ical marijuana—not to mention the 

ludicrous concept that alcohol and 

cigarettes are okay, but pot is some 

kind of "gateway drug.’’ Legalize it! 

Let’s talk about Throned. The record 

is about the folly of war. Your last 

release, L'Autrichienne (Relapse 

2008), was also a concept album. 

What inspired you to start making 

albums focused on a central idea? 

We didn’t let people in on it back in 

the day, but all of our records have 

been concept records. After years of 

people assuming the songs were au- 

Road warriors Jucifer have been blowing minds-and stacks-since 1993. Married 

couple G. Amber Valentine (guitar, vocals] and G. Edgar Livengood [drums] travel 

the country in their RV 365 days a year, delivering their trademark bone-crush¬ 

ing stoner garage-metal riffage through a towering wall of 14(1] cabinets. The 

band just released their fifth full-length album, Throned in Blood, on their very 

own brand-new imprint, Nomadic Fortress, and are also the subject of two forth¬ 

coming feature films, one by Derek Cianfrance (who directed Michelle Williams 

and Ryan Gosling in Blue Valentine) and the other by David Hall (director of Mary¬ 
land Deathfest: The Movie). Before they departed to give Europe a taste of thun¬ 

der, Valentine spoke with HIGH TIMES. By Polly Watson 

Describe the first time you got high. 

It was [right at the end of] high school. 

My friend worked at a movie theater. 

We smoked with his mom—which 

blew my mind, as my household was 

much more conservative—and then 

got in his car for the short drive to the 

theater. I started feeling good about 

halfway there. I remember looking at 

myself in the car’s side mirror, stick¬ 

ing my head out the window and 

seeing huge eyes and a pasted-on 

grin. I said to myself, "I have glass 

rabbit eyes!” I couldn’t stop laugh¬ 

ing. My friend had keys to the the¬ 

ater, and we went in—it was 

closed—and had a private screening 

of whatever was out at the time. I 

don’t even remember the movie- 

just the sensation of being high. We 

both passed out in our seats and 

woke up to a quiet theater and stiff 

necks. 

How do you deal with having weed 

on tour? 

We stopped touring with weed years 

and years ago. We're obviously a 

band, and we look like we’d have 

drugs, so we always get profiled. 

But the kindness of strangers en¬ 

sures that we have access to it. 

Do you find that some states are 

more forgiving than others when it 

comes to weed? 
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Feed Tour Plants Carbohydrates, L*Aminos And Vitamins, 

Seeing 70 tr roomful of huge flowers that 5 mol I like 
ua frr ay be Ifke the cotton candy ac an amusement 

and then after harvest, savouring the fine taste, 
iron i ar d patency of huge amounts of potent, sweet¬ 
ish ng flowers with your friends is what really makes 

happy nqht? 

he smiles on their 'aces, end them patting you 
on the back, that's what the good life is all about ,,, 
■ i Mvhat can you do right now to grow the oiggest 
h ar v* ■ s'of the mo s i pot ei it best-tasti ng flowers? 

Start by Providing Flower-Boosting 

Energy When Your Plants lYlnst Need It 

Gett ng sweeter, digger harvests is easy when you 
give yt ur pla its carbohydrates that jolt them with an 
energy boost. 

Remember that during peak bloom cycle your plants' 
need for Sugars exceeds their ability tn manufacture 
them The none you push them, the more CCL and 
11 i.kti 11 v u give them. the more they need carbs, 
and '.lie more d ay fall behind The resulting carb deficit 
is the same thing that happens when athletes collapse 
near the end of grueling competition. Ard it's why card- 
load inc is □ then shed lactic athletes use to keep going 
strung fun v-ctgr y, when uLher s full and fail. 

Fortunately, Advanced Nutrients scientists nave 
successfully managed the complex Lusk of sourcing, 
processing, and combining all these aminos, carbs, 
and vitamins into Bud Candy SO you get. bigger, sweeter 
buds right away 

Best of all. you're getting two products in one because 
Bud Candy gives you everything in Sweet Leaf and 
CarboLoad. but it also gives you a lot more in an easy to 
use formula. Whether your plants are in bloom phase 
right now, or you're preparing for bloom phase, this is 
the time to procure 100% organic Bud Candy and get 
cotton candy taste, fatter1 buds, and stronger1 plants. 

Fast Facts 
PRODUCT TYPE; 
Bloom Booster, Taste/Aroma Enhancer, Plant 
Protector 

GARDEN TYPES: 
Bud Candy has been specially designed for use with 
ell hydroponics, sphagnum, coca coir and soil growing 
mediums. Bud Candy has been developed for use with 
any and alt hydroponic, aeroponic drip irrigation, 3\JFT 
flood S. drain, drip emitters and continuous liquid feed 
growing systems. 

Sweeter Flowers Are Worth More 

Sv eater flowers are yours when you boost your crop's 
taste, potency and aroma by furnishing anthocyamns, 
iaoflavonoids, polyphenols, iscterpenes and tannins 
Found ir cranberry and grape extracts. Growers using 
these .compounds report that a sudden bouquet of 
pleasant -.cent n- ses from the rflowers within moments 
of the compounds being fed to plants in water ... and 
. . after harvest, you and your friends will enjoy the 

it.i N-.sv.- "V., 111 rti i riii i! I taste that your flowers provide 
{Plus, chere l be more flowers to enjoy tool). 

A1 lot he, 1 technique for upgrading the aroma taste and 
value of your crop is to feed vitamins to your plants. 
For example, Vitamin C stimulates photosynthesis and 
cell replication while also protecting your plants from 
negative effects of intense light and heat. To go along 
with Vitamin C studies show that feeding your plants B 
vitamins provides many f owe r-boosting benefits while 
also protecting Crops from stress. 

So how can you get this extensive menu of crop- 
buosting compounds you've just found out about? 

WHEN TO USE; 
Bloom phase. 

MIXING DIRECTIONS: 
Use 9 rnL per Liter 
during weeks 1 through 
6 of your flowering 
phasa. 

GROWER 
EXPERIENCE LEVEL: 
Expert. Professional 
and Grand Master 
Growers 

DERIVED FROM; 
Magnesium Sulfate 

COMPANY 
FOUNDERS1 NO-RISK, 
100% MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE: 
If for any reason you're 
not absolutely delighted, 
well refund all your 
money back it's that simple. 

Advanced 
Nutrients 



‘First and foremost, it’s 
still psychedelic music, and 
to me psychedelic doesn’t 
mean “blotter art,” it 
means “mind-expanding.’” 

ANTON AT THE GATES OF DAWN 
Brian Jonestown Massacre break on through to the other side of psychedelia. By John Payne 

Like his band, the infamous Brian Jonestown Massacre, the even more in¬ 

famous Anton Newcombe is one deeply misunderstood phenomenon- 

something that BJM’s new album, Who Killed Sgt. Pepper?, will only push 

to more troubling extremes. Yet the crankily opinionated (in fact, wickedly 

witty) Newcombe—best known for his role in the documentary Dig!, which 

focused on the Brian Jonestown Massacre's falling-out with the Dandy 

Warhols—has good reasons for proclaiming that he’s got the most impor¬ 

tant band on the planet. 

Who Killed Sgt. Pepper? is a thoroughly mind-melting melange of ar¬ 

cane world music and semi-blatant grabbings from the cheesy pop 

rock/R&B/funk of the past, all of it juxtaposed with the trademark gnarly 

punk/garage slams that the band have been mastering since their birth in 

1994. But that’s a fairly superficial way of describing such a mysteriously 

moving sound, for all of this pop detritus has been trapped in the Farber- 

ware of Newcombe’s complex mind, and what’s strewing out is an extraor¬ 

dinarily evocative and ambiguously gorgeous mess. 

That "ambiguous” part is important, because most rock bands just don’t 

deal in the in-between nebularities of sound and word, generally preferring 

to conk you on the head with their populist anthems and fist-pumping calls 

for action!. But Newcombe’s done with all that—now, he says, without a 

trace of pretension, is the time for making art. 

"First and foremost,” says Newcombe, "it’s still psychedelic music, and 

to me psychedelic doesn’t mean ’blotter art,’ it means ‘mind-expanding.’ So 

there’s a lot going on in my sort of silliness when I was setting out to do 

this. The first goal was trying to make movie music, like Giorgio Moroder 

back in Midnight Express, but something more shamanistic and dark or 

something. And really weird—I wanted to see how quickly I could scare the 

shit out of myself.” 

Who Killed Sgt. Pepper? is a beautifully baffling thing that sounds different 

every time you listen to it. Newcombe was curious about what he could do with 

the mythology of the Beatles’ Sgt. Pepper, which he calls "a suffocating sort of 

iconoclasm.” While you might hear a slight referential thing here and there— 

"Ring My Bell,” "Rock With You” and "I Feel Love” wisp like ghosts through 

these tracks—for the most part, these references are turned completely in¬ 

side-out. The only place where the musical cues sound kinda obvious is in 

“This Is the One Thing We Did Not Want to Have Happen,” but here it’s Joy Divi¬ 

sion getting eviscerated. And that, Newcombe points out, was intentional. 

"Sometimes I create questions for people,” he says. "I have a beef with 

bands like Interpol or the Strokes: These people approach their art—or 

their commercialism—going, ‘Wow, Wire! Pink Flagl It’s a great record—I 

think I’ll live it! I’m gonna be it!’ And then you’ve got the media pushing that, 

to where you’ve got Interpol just whizzing as Joy Division Lite. So my joke 

was, ‘Well, who’s Joy Division? I’ll rip it off Interpol.’ I set up a booby trap. 

Today, everybody’s best ideas become everybody else’s ideas.” 

These days, the Brian Jonestown Massacre is a communal circle of like- 

minded weirdos that split their home somewhere between Iceland and 

Berlin, with the latter being where Newcombe got clean of his old vices and 

basically started afresh. It's a better life over there, apparently. 

“It just seemed like a good time for me to sort of make the jump,” he says. 

"Politically and culturally, the writing is on the wall. In Europe, you don’t hear 

these people shouting each other down about socialism, whatever they’re 

saying about Obama and all that crap. It’s like you know a certain segment of 

the population is gonna stand up for human rights, education and all that 

stuff, and then you’re gonna have public debate about militarism et cetera." 

However, Newcombe does get homesick for California from time to time 

... sort of. 

“But that rat race?” he continues. “I just can’t see it. There’s no reason 

for it. It’s like a series of bubbles: You’ve got your little bubble house, your 

bubble invitation to go to your bubble party to be with your bubble friends, 

and you go to this club or this restaurant and you stay in your car and you go 

to your job and your gym and your golf course, your street, your area of the 

beach ... so that’s a life worth living? It’s a joke.” 

Whereas, in olden times, Newcombe might have dealt with his varied 

frustrations by getting well and truly slammed, he now lives by choice as a 

clean machine tapping the magic serums of his own inspired head. But 

then, he also thinks that whether he’s “clean” or not is his own damn busi¬ 

ness—as it should be for anyone who might prefer to do otherwise, such as 

peaceably puffing their pot pipe, for example. 

“The government has no business dealing in that,” he almost snarls, 

before adding with a laugh: “In fact, their business is law enforcement—and 

their business is getting that stuff on the side. It’s just nuts that someone 

could get busted for dealing weed and not get busted for stealing banks!” ^ 

Anton Newcombe (center, in denim jacket) and 
the ever-changing Brian Jonestown Massacre. 
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As the Liars pull out their 
medical-marijuana cards, 
Aaron observes that there 
are now more marijuana 
dispensaries than 
McDonald’s inside LA’s 
expansive borders. 

LA VIDA MOTA 
A perilous LA uueed dispensary inspires the Liars’ Sisterworld. By John Fortunato 

Lanky Filipino-born Australian globetrotter 

Angus Andrew came to California after attending 

Vassar College in Poughkeepsie, NY, for a semes¬ 

ter. While in Los Angeles, he met fellow prospec¬ 

tive medical-marijuana cardholders Aaron 

Hemphill and Julian Gross and formed the Liars. 

In 2001, Angus and Aaron relocated to Brooklyn, 

and these post-punk experimentalists dropped 

their bombastic dance-punk debut, They Threw 

Us All in a Trench and Stuck a Monument On Top. 

Soon after, they crossed the Hudson River to 

dwell in New Jersey for their witchcraft-informed 

noise-rock follow-up, They Were Wrong, So We 

Drowned. From there, and with Julian in tow, they 

did a two-year stint in Berlin, culminating in their 

'06 conceptual labyrinth, Drum’s Not Dead, fol¬ 

lowed by a neo-psychedelic ’08 full-length simply 

titled Liars. (Stony fans should take note that 

each Liars album contains at least one ethereal 

track where the ambience comes from the sound 

of smoke going through a chamber.) 

Now back in LA—where Angus just forsook 

his loft apartment within a perilous marijuana 

dispensary—the Liars return with the more song- 

oriented Sisterworld, a tragic epilogue exposing 

the seedier underside of his current adopted 

hometown. 

"Aaron lives in Venice, and Julian’s at the op¬ 

posing north end in Highland Park. I was in Le 

Brea in between,” Angus says. "I found a weed 

dispensary with an abandoned studio above. That 

seemed thumbs-up, but it was a beacon for 

crime. They have a security guy to show ID. I was 

close with him, buying a good amount of weed.” 

However, a few robbers murdered the secu¬ 

rity guard, and this experience, along with the 

way the cops dealt with the situation, tormented 

Angus. 

“The cops cut off his clothes. He was naked in 

the street bleeding,” Angus says. "When you’re in 

a position as a writer, you’re both inspired by the 

situation and disgusted by your reaction—being 

excited by seeing this horrible killing. But I had a 

lot of those scenarios going on around me, which 

was perfect for what I was looking for, but noth¬ 

ing I could hack for long.” 

The album’s raging industrial-metal mantra, 

"Scarecrows on a Killer Slant,” captures all the 

murderous, gun-wielding pandemonium that 

Angus observed that day. However, while he was 

dismayed by LA’s myriad lawbreakers, Aaron and 

Julian seemed to take it more in stride. 

Angus reflects: "Their perspective is differ¬ 

ent—it’s a little more romantic. I felt it was ‘shock 

and awe.’ The experiences we had were the types 

of things that’d make you want to find some sister 

world that’s completely undefined either physi¬ 

cally or mentally, in terms of a place to reestab¬ 

lish yourself away from the constant barrage of 

influences we always feel—particularly in Amer¬ 

ica, especially Los Angeles. Advertising is con¬ 

stantly coming at you. How do you get away from 

that to get a sense of what’s important?" 

Back at the dispensary, Angus once wit¬ 

nessed, on a security camera, an individual trying 

to use the "jaws of life” to break into the place. 

And if all that wasn’t crazy enough, he soon had to 

cope with another ordeal. 

Eventually, these guys sledge-hammered 

through the wall to my studio one night. It was a 

good experience to get the visceral taste of the 

landscape,” he recalls. "What interests me is the 

fantasy of LA. It’s extremely different. Sisterworld 

explored areas that aren’t spoken about: 90 per¬ 

cent of what’s shot for movies in LA is done in 

about two percent of the city. Even geographically, 

the idea of LA is difficult to grasp. Downtown has 

many homeless shelters in this big sprawl. How 

do you achieve an identity in a place that’s so 

loose and fluid? Whereas, in New York, it’s not so 

much fantasy—it’s the opposite.” 

Aaron chimes in: "There are very shady and 

badly operated dispensaries. There’s one in 

Venice that has a locked-door holding area, and 

there’s another one that looks like a boutique 

where nothing’s written on the wall. It’s all big 

jars—they take out tweezers and describe the 

pot. Some are old X-rated theaters. One looks 

like a fancy silk boutique where things are 

wrapped in an organic screen displayed like an 

ice-cream parlor.” 

As the Liars pull out their medical-marijuana 

cards, Aaron observes that there are now more 

marijuana dispensaries than McDonald’s inside 

LA’s expansive borders. Weirdly, Julian’s pre¬ 

scribing doctor posed in a bikini for her business 

card. 

"She was a real doctor,” Julian affirms, "but 

she makes more money writing weed prescrip¬ 

tions than working 20-hour days five times a 

week for 30 grand. You can either pursue medi¬ 

cine at a hospital or sell marijuana.” 

Though the Liars maintain that the marijuana 

quality at the dispensaries is fine, Angus has a few 

doubts concerning legalization. "The idea of legal¬ 

ization, I’m happy about,” he elucidates. "But it’s 

not easy to pull off, realistically or logistically.” 
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MICK FARREN 
Speed-Speed-Speedfreak 
(Feral House) 

^ ^ 
In the '60s, the warning “SPEED KILLS!" 

could be found everywhere from bath¬ 

room walls to public-service radio spots 

by the likes of Frank Zappa. While speed 

can indeed kill, the claim has also been 

made about cannabis, so its credibility 

has always been an issue. 

Mick Farren is one of the leading 

lights of underground culture—the au¬ The Deviants (L to R) Sandy Sanderson. Mick Farren. Russell Hunter & Paul Rudolph 

thor of 40 books, the frontman for 

proto-punk bank the Deviants, and an all-around shit-stirring trouble¬ 

maker. In his new book, subtitled A Fast History of Amphetamine, Farren 

doesn’t whitewash speed’s gnarly effects, but he does tell the truth so 

that people can make informed decisions separate from the influence 

of Drug War propaganda. A former devotee of crank himself, Farren 

knows whereof he speaks, chronicling the rise of the sleep-robbing 

chemical from its initial synthesis as amphetamine in 1887. As with 

other drugs, its use was encouraged—even mandated—by those in 

power when it suited their purposes: Militaries from the Nazi Wehrma- 

cht in World War II to the US forces in Iraq have popped uppers when 

needed or ordered to (in the latter case, 

at the same time that George W. Bush 

was proclaiming National Methampheta- 

mine Awareness Day. Such is the schizo¬ 

phrenic nature of drug policy). 

The author examines disparate per¬ 

sonalities from Adolf Hitler to Elvis, 

Hunter Thompson to JFK, Hank Williams 

to Judy Garland—all of them speed 

freaks. Despite speed’s debilitating 

burnout, people can get a lot done while 

using it, and, as Farren points out, it was 

the perfect drug for ’50s America and its 

mindless work ethic. That it also fueled 

Jack Kerouac—and thereby kicked off the 

Beat movement and influenced every 

counterculture since then—is just one of 

life’s little ironies. And from the Hells Angels to the Mexican mafia, the 

demand for illegal speed has been a boon to black markets. 

The book is cleverly formatted in the shape of an amphetamine 

capsule and is chock-full of Farrenisms (referring to Hitler at his most 

tweaked, Farren describes him as “high as a swastika-decorated 

kite”). The author and his publisher, Feral House (legendary for their 

controversial tomes), have provided a sometimes fun, sometimes 

scary, always fascinating look at one of the most popular items in the 

recreational pharmacopoeia. Speed may indeed kill, but its history 

teaches us a lot about human nature.—Michael Simmons 

ROKY ERICKSON 
Love Cast Out All Evil 
(Anti) 

^ ^ ^ ^ 
Austin native Roky Erickson in¬ 

spired the entire San Francisco psy¬ 

chedelic scene and many lo-fi garage-rock acts 

when his early group, the 13th Floor Elevators, 

scored a national hit with their howling ’66 smash, 

“You're Gonna Miss Me.” Arrested for possession of 

one measly joint in 1969, Erickson has spent the rest 

of his life reeling from the outcome. After pleading 

insanity for marijuana possession, he was commit¬ 

ted to Rusk Hospital for the Criminally Insane and 

received shock treatment in the 70s. Suffering from 

mental illness and convinced he was an alien, Erick¬ 

son became a toothless, hoarding recluse, yet still 

managed to cut such cult classics as “I Walk With a 

Zombie” and “Don’t Shake Me Lucifer” despite his 

disturbingly misanthropic behavior. 

Recorded with folk-edged indie rockers Okkervil 

River, Love Cast Out All Evil serves as a resounding tes¬ 

tament to Erickson’s curious compositional ability. A 

solemn autumnal reclamation, its deep-rooted, soul¬ 

baring religiosity stands in direct contrast to his earlier 

demonic bedevilment. The sentimental orchestral 

madrigal “Be and Bring Me Home,” the balladic lullaby 

"Forever,” and forlorn plaint "Please Judge” all expose 

a genuine confessional melancholia previously unseen 

in Erickson’s work. On the other hand, the hard-dri¬ 

ving, piano-pounding mantra "John Lawman” and the 

beat-heavy country-punk rampage "Bring Back the 

Past” have the same full-blown intensity as the 

schizoid guru’s finest garage-psych missives. Remark¬ 

ably, this engaging set contains his most demurely 

earnest, easily approachable and consistently reward¬ 

ing batch of tunes. Fans who crave more are also di¬ 

rected to Erickson’s career-spanning compilation, / 

Have Always Been Here Before.—John Fortunato 

KATIE ARNOLDI 
Point Du me 
(The Overlook Press) 

In her latest novel, Point 

Dume, Katie Arnoldi deftly of¬ 

fers a vivid, unflinching and 

entertaining look into the lives 

of various Southern California denizens. 

Easily the two most interesting characters 

in the book have lives that revolve around mari¬ 

juana. The first is Pablo, a rough-around-the- 

edges young man who lives in a camper and 

makes a living by skimming and selling buds 

off the plants growing in the mountains he calls 

home. The voice that begins the book, Pablo is 

an easygoing, likeable slacker, prone to dis¬ 

cussing the differing types of camouflage cloth¬ 

ing he wears while riding his bike around the 

back trails searching out gardens. The other is 

Felix, an impoverished Mexican who agrees to 

be smuggled across the border into the US to 

watch over one of those cartel plantations for 

what is, to him, an unheard-of sum of cash. Un¬ 

used to the solitude and loneliness of hiding 

out in the woods for an entire planting season, 

Felix goes a bit bonkers. He begins to build an 

entire menagerie of animals from sticks, at 

first to pass the time, then gradually treating 

the animals as though they’re not just alive, but 

family. Felix goes so far as to supply both sides 

of their conversations—some of which Pablo 

overhears as he’s on his rounds, inspecting the 

fields and gardens he plans to raid at the end of 

the season. 

A somewhat sad twist comes at the end, but 

otherwise, this book is funny and heartwarm¬ 

ing, and many of the situations will be familiar 

to readers of HIGH TIMES.—Preston Peet 

Gold: Before Woodstock; 

Beyond Reality 

Directed by Bill Desloge 

and Bob Levis 
(MVD Entertainment Group) 

^ ^ 
In 1968, "organizers” (not "direc¬ 

tors”) Bill Desloge and Bob Levis shot this hellza- 

poppin’ satirical hippie western starring Garry 

Goodrow as Captain Jinks, a cop determined to 

bust a commune for lewdness, and Del Close as 

Hawk, an inept revolutionary who comes to the 

aid of the communards. Goodrow and Close are 

underground-comedy legends, members of The 

Committee, the San Francisco acting troupe 

known for its brilliant antiestablishment humor. 

(Close was also a veteran of Chicago’s improvisa- 

tional theater Second City and a mentor to John 

Belushi and Bill Murray, among many others.) 

There’s topical social commentary here (f’rin- 

stance, Jinks’s murder of a longhair is intercut 

with images of the Kennedy and King assassina¬ 

tions), as well as rampant carefree nudity from 

both sexes. And no freak flick would be complete 

without music: We see Ramblin’ Jack Elliott sur¬ 

rounded by a gaggle of hippie chicks who have 

neglected to put their clothes on (Elliott looks de¬ 

lighted), and we hear the MC5 on the soundtrack 

(their late-period manager, pirate-radio king 

Ronan O’Rahilly, executive-produced). With the 

exception of a vague reference to a gold rush at 

the beginning of the film, the most obvious gold 

here is the kind from Acapulco that the cast 

smokes throughout (the crew audibly giggles off- 

camera). It’s hardly Fellini, or even a classic pe¬ 

riod piece like, say, Robert Downey Sr.’s Greaser 

Palace, but Gold does accurately capture the au¬ 

thentic sense of tribe that any veteran of that era 

can attest to.—Michael Simmons 
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MEMORIES OF JACK 
The legacy of Jack Herer is tinged with moments of humor and triumph. 

By Paul Krassner 

In 1973, "Captain” Ed 
Adair, Jack’s partner in the 

marketing of countercul¬ 

tural items, insisted that 

they take a joint oath: "We 

swear by our life, and our 

love for it, that we will work 

every day of our lives, all 

day, all night, to legalize 

pot—until we're dead, or 

it's legal, or we can quit 

when we’ve turned 84.” 

In 1980, they began a 

series of protests on the 

front lawn of the Los Ange¬ 

les Federal Building that 

would last for as many as 

100 days at a time. The 

demonstrators would feed 

and provide clothes and 

portable bathrooms for vol¬ 

unteers attempting to get 

legalization initiatives onto 

the local and state ballots. 

On the flagpole, they even 

hung a huge marijuana-leaf 

banner right beneath the 

American flag. 

One morning in January 

of 1981, President-elect 

Ronald Reagan came to LA. 

It was five days before his inauguration, and he 

needed a haircut from his favorite barber. With 

his entourage of Secret Service agents, Reagan 

visited the Federal Building. "You're doing a 

fine job,” he told the manager, "and I want you 

to know that you can bring any of your problems 

to us. Incidentally, why are those Canadians on 

the lawn?” Reagan had mistaken the five-point¬ 

ed hemp leaf for the maple leaf featured on the 

Canadian flag. 

"They're not Canadians,” the building man¬ 

ager explained. "Those are the marijuana pro¬ 

testers, and they live down there 24 hours a day.” 

"Well,” said Reagan, Til be on the job in a 

few days, and I'll see what I can do for you.” 

A week later, after only two days in power, 

the Reagan administration renewed a World 

War ll-era anti-sabotage act, which had origi¬ 

nally been passed in 1943 as a wartime mea¬ 

sure to prohibit anyone, such as saboteurs, 

from being on federal property after regular 

business hours. As a result, Jack and five oth¬ 

ers were arrested for registering voters on fed¬ 

eral property after dark. But Jack refused to 

accept a year of unsupervised probation and 

pay the maximum fine of $5 (the original 

amount specified in the law, which had been re¬ 

enacted so hastily that federal authorities 

neglected to adjust it for 

inflation). He was sen¬ 

tenced to 14 days in jail. 

"It was the best thing 

that ever happened to 

me,” Jack once told me. 

"I had never been given 

the opportunity to write 

so clearly and without 

interruption.” 

In his dreary cell, 

Jack composed an out¬ 

line for The Emperor 

Wears No Clothes: The 

Secret History of Hemp 

and the Conspiracy 

Against Marijuana. Self- 

published and without 

major distributors, 

wholesalers, advertising 

or reviews, the book 

became an underground 

classic—never officially 

recognized as a best¬ 

seller, though it has sold 

over 700,000 copies. 

My favorite anecdote 

about Jack comes from 

another outspoken 

visionary, Gatewood Gal¬ 

braith, who’ll be running 

for governor of Kentucky next year. 

"When Bill Bennett was named the Drug 

Czar,” Galbraith recalls, "he held a news confer¬ 

ence at the National Press Club. So Jack and I 

rented the room next to them, and he gave an 

anti-Drug Czar talk. Jack wore a three-piece pin¬ 

stripe suit—the first time he had a suit on in 30 

years. He looked like a heavyweight Phineas T. 

Freak Brother, and he was so funny. He said, 

‘Gatewood, this is a national news conference, 

and I have a very serious question. I said, 'What's 

that, Jack?’ And he said, ‘Should I take three hits 

of acid, or six?’ So I said, 'Suit yourself.' He said, 

‘Okay, six.’ He took six, and he went up there and 

gave a brilliant performance.” 

In 1994, at the Seventh Annual Cannabis 

Cup, a new strain of marijuana, four years in 

development, was christened "Jack Herer.” 

Jack mused: "Long after l‘ve died, people will 

be smoking Jack Herer." It may not have been 

that particular brand, but the mourners at his 

funeral were sure smoking something. ^ 

The full story behind Krassner losing his mind is 

included in the expanded edition of his autobiog¬ 

raphy, Confessions of a Raving, Unconfined Nut: 

Misadventures in the Counterculture, available 

at paulkrassner.com. 

‘We swear by our life, 
and our love for it, that 
we will work every day 
of our lives, all day, all 
night, to legalize pot.’ 
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r» BY BOBBY BLACK 

The Midwest has long been a hotbed of success¬ 

ful hip-hop artists, but Shrub’s eclectic fusion of 

rap, reggae and rock brings a whole new flavor 

to the scene. 

Shrub’s debut EP, Senorita, is quickly setting 

this Columbus, OH-based band apart from the 

pack. From the ganja-induced club anthem “We 

Wanna Smoke,” to the dancehall banger “Come 

and Get It," to the much more emotional “Cher¬ 

ries,” Shrub has tapped into a unique and raw 

sound all their own. 

The EP features guest appearances by DJ 

Rasta Root (current DJ for Phife Dawg of A Tribe 

Called Quest and Chip Fu of the Fu-Schnickens), 

Lyrical (artist/producer for Myrical Records) 

and Jenny Flory (singer/songwriter from the 

Wonder Twin Powers). Additionally, Opie Ortiz 

(from the Long Beach Dub Allstars) created the 

sick album artwork. 

Most recently, Shrub has been working with 

award-winning dub-reggae producer Dubmatix 

on a tripped-out, three-song remix companion 

album to Senorita. Both Senorita and the Dub¬ 

matix remixes are available through iTunes, 

Amazon.com and CDBaby.com. 

For more information on Shrub, including 

tour dates and audio samples, check out 

hightimes.com/shrub. 

MISS SEPTEMBER i 
NAME: Priya AGE: 25 

PROFILE: RottenRoll 

OCCUPATION: Rock Singer 

CITY: Toronto, CANADA 

TO ENTER OR VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITES GO TO 

MISSHIGHTIMES.COM 
YOU MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER TO ENTER 

t>a wv«# w<5KK HI4H 
Jersey rockers Cycle of Pain take home the Doobie for Pot Song of the Year 

While in the midst of 

putting together my "Cof- 

feeshop Confidential” 

video last summer, I got 

an email from the good 

folks over at Adrenaline 

PR about some new metal 

band they were promot¬ 

ing called Cycle of Pain— 

a side project of Black 

Label Society bassist J.D. 

DeServios. Each song on 

their self-titled debut 

(Reform Records) fea¬ 

tured a different guest 

performer, such as 

Korn’s Ray Luzier, Fear 

Factory’s Burton C. Bell, 

P-Funk’s Clip Payne and many others. 

There was one particular track, however, 

that the publicity people were most eager 

to bring to my attention—a cannabinoidal 

collaboration with Black Label (and former 

Ozzy) guitarist Zakk Wylde and Cypress 

Hill’s Sen Dog entitled "Do My Work High.” 

With lyrics like “Break time come, I 

roll up another / Do it big like I’m on the 

fuckin’ HIGH TIMES cover," this was definitely 

a song I could identify with. In fact, I liked it so 

much that I decided not only to use it in my 

potcast, but also to host a listening party for 

the band. So a few weeks later, the group and 

I met up at Rye Bar in Bayonne, NJ, where we 

played their album for a group of fans, then 

blazed a few bowls around the corner before 

sitting down for a live interview. 

“The first time I got high, I was like nine 

years old,” DeServios confessed. “We went to 

my brother’s house, and I stole a big roach from 

his ashtray. It was mostly paper, but I got three 

hits from it and held it in really good, and I got 

fuckin’ wasted. I remember feeling like I was in a 

movie... we were running through the woods, 

and I felt like I was in Starsky & Hutch and shit.” 

When asked what activities he most enjoys 

with weed, DeServios made it pretty clear that 

he’s an all-of-the-above kind of guy. "I was in a 

cover band once, and one day I was smoking, and 

one of the guys in the band was like, ‘Dude, I did¬ 

n’t know you got high.’ And I said, ‘Dude, I’ve 

been high ever since you met me!”’ 

“Speaking of which," I asked, “tell us the 

inspiration behind the song ‘Do My Work High.’” 

“Greg [Locascio, vocals] got fired from his 

job for doing his work high!” DeServios laughed. 

“He was a cab driver, and he was on a break 

around the corner smoking in the cab, and 

somebody called a cop on him, and they came 

and busted him for doing his work high!” 

Locascio picked it up from there: “So I 

was out of work, I was home a lot, and I just 

Cycle of Pain bassist 
J.D. DeServios and 
singer Greg Locascio. 

* *i 8 
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started jamming on this 

riff. The lyrics were 

pretty much true to 

where I was at during 

that time. I was stressing 

out about a lot of things, 

and herb is always a 

good solution for that.” 

When Locascio played 

the song for J.D., he loved 

it immediately. 

“He said, ‘Man, this 

would be so perfect if we 

could get B-Real or Sen 

Dog to do a little rap 

on this,” Locascio 

continued, “because 

it really captures 

that Cypress feel.”’ 

Luckily, DeServios 

was in a position to 

make that happen. 

“Back in 2006,1 

was in LA recording 

with Black Label, and 

Sen Dog happened to 

be across the hall from us recording with his 

rock band SX-10,” he explains. “Apparently, 

Slash was supposed to come in and do a guitar 

solo on one of his tunes, but he never showed 

up. So I said, ‘Dude—Zakk’s right across the 

hall, man ... he’ll blast a solo for you if you 

want!’ Zakk came and did the solo, and it was 

totally awesome. After that, Sen said to me, ‘If 

you ever need a favor, you got it.’ So one night 

when we were hanging out at the Rainbow, I 

asked him if he’d rap on a tune for me, and he 

said, ‘No problem.’ Sen is a beautiful guy—he 

was very accommodating. And obviously Zakk 

is my brother, so he was good enough to jam a 

solo on it for us. That’s how the whole tune 

came together, and it ended up being perfect.” 

Perfect, indeed—with its catchy chorus, 

relatable rhymes, and synergistic synthesis of 

rap and metal, “Do My Work High” is destined 

to become one of the all-time great stoner 

anthems—one that we were proud to announce 

as our Pot Song of the Year at the Doobie 

Awards this March (see story on next page). 

“This is such an honor,” J.D. gushed as he 

admired their tokable new trophy, “because 

this song isn’t just some shit we made up—we 

really fuckin’ live it!” 

You and me both, brother. 

Fora free download of 

“Do My Work High" just 

scan here! Check out 

more from Cycle of 

Pain on MySpace or at 

cycleofpain.net. 
Get L he free mobile app at 

http://get.tag .modi 
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in height. Good production of 
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aroma, hints of 

and yeast 

Our most recent and fastest auto 
flowering strain. Excellent 
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TIMES headed down to 

il Doobie Awards 

From high noon 

blazed down the 

bands, six-foot 

Once again this spring, 

Austin, TX, to throw our Ei< 
party at the SXSW music conference, 

till sundown on Sunday, March 21, we 
world-famous Emo’s club with seven 

vapor bags, and six hours of sunshme and free 

__ arouD Prospect Hill, Maryland reg 

Best Stoner Rock winners 
House of Broken Promises 

" camera. get brutal for the 

Trinidad of Dixiewitch. winner of Best Local Band award. 

Austin's own 
Amplified Heat. 

Prospect Hill accepts 
the award for Best New 
7 Undergound Artist. 

Lionize singer / guitarist Nate Bergman. 

Barry Cooper. 
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Ponybo, of Los Marijuooos hits the Zephyr Ion vapor hag. 

yimts highest music 
BY BOBBY BLACK 

Candi Cooper, as well as local activists from Austin 

NORML, Texas Cannabis Crusade and Outgrow Big Bro. 

In addition to awarding 10 of our fabulous, fully functional 

glass trophies (created by the diabolical Dr. Bobalicious from 

Las Vegas), we also announced the results of our Third An¬ 

nual Cowboy Cup (see the sidebar next page) and the Hemp 

Hemp Hooray!soundtrack contest. This online music compe- 

tition was organized by Melissa Balin, director of the docu¬ 

mentary film Jack Herer’s The Emperor Wears No Clothes 

who was on hand to represent. The lucky winners (Benedict 

Arnold & The Traitors, Northern Lights, Superbitch, Ben 

Scales and Roland A. Duby) will now have their songs appear 

alongside Savannah, Los Marijuanos and DJ Dre Ghost on the 
CD of music from and inspired bv the film rnhlTIMIICn rui MCVT n*rr 

The 2010 Doobie 
Award trophies, 
created by Las 
Vegas glass blower 

Or. Bobalicious (left) 
shows off his wares. 

Hosts Natasha Lewin 
and Bobby Black 
present the award 
for Best Stoner Rock. 

POT SONG OF THE YEAR 

DO MY WORK HIGH 
CYCLE OF PAIN (FEATURING 
SEN DOG & ZAKK WYLDE) 
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pj mamuin 

House of Broken 
Promises guitarist 
Arthur Seay 
unleashes the fury. 

•he 2010 

[ Of Era’s and all of our sponsors: Zephyr Vapor- 
420 Science Ifor making the custom stashi jars) 

s and cool merch), 420 Exchange Ifor makmgthe 

cs Ifor flying in Los Marijuanosl. and Northwest 

call it good cheer). See y’all next year. 

- at 420science.com and T-shirt at 

is year’s nominees, photos, videos 
mvsoace.com/htdoobieawards. 

sponsors 420 Exchange wearing the shirts they made for the event 

irked outside! 

Austin actor and activist Jet Baker. 

HT photographer 
Chris "Pot Star" 
Eudaley. 

Vegas Price (right) and f; 

Each year before the Doobies, HIGH TIMES hosts the Cowboy Cup—an exclusive 

VIP tasting party where we judge the Lone Star State’s best weed. Hosted by Jet 

Baker and Vegas Price, this year’s competition included six strains, which were 

coded using cowboy-boot stickers and judged on the blind. As always, our panel 

consisted of some of the area’s top pot growers and activists, as well as some 

close friends and special guests. After several hours of delirious deliberation, 

the votes were tallied and decoded. And the winners were... in third place, N9M’ 

(aka Fierce Purple Boots); in second place, Southern Sweet (Two Boot Saloon); 

and in first place, Dank#1 (Arizona Boot). Thanks to all who voted! 
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“Why is my plant turning yellow? ... What are 

those spots on the leaves?... Isn’t it too early 

to be seeing crystals? ... Are those the same 

flies that are in our kitchen?!... Is that a spider 

web on top of Mount Cola!?” 

If these questions arise in your growroom, 

then keep reading, as this is where prevention- 

and, if need be, eradication-begins in our second 

installment of “Indoor Organic Pest Control.” 

INDOOR 
ORGANIC 
PEST 
CONTROL 
PART 2 by Hugh Jielder & Mike Utah 

What Are You Smoking? 
Does your herb unexpectedly pop when you 

smoke it? In the absence of seeds, that popping 

sound is likely the dead carcass of a spider mite 

exploding. Mite fireworks are harmless, albeit 

very unappetizing. The real question, however, is 

this: What chemicals did this grower use to eradi¬ 

cate—or even just contain—this pest problem? 

And is it okay to smoke those chemicals? (Answer 

to that last one: Definitely not!) 

Cannabis growers have been locked in a 

chemical war with spider mites and other pests 

for many years. Some commercial non-cannabis 

grows using toxic knockout pesticides like Avid 

also tend to rotate between that and other syn¬ 

thetic miticides like Floramite in order to reduce 

the likelihood of the pests developing resistance. 

Resistance, or tolerance, to chemical pesticides 

can occur because they are so heavily used in the 

treatment of pest problems. 

In the absence of rotation treatment, mites 

(especially on the West Coast) have developed 

some resistance to the widespread casual use of 

Avid on cannabis in the ’90s. It’s not uncommon to 

hear that the Avid doses necessary for the con¬ 

tainment of mites on cannabis increase on a 

yearly basis. If the application of Avid by cannabis 

growers continues without chemical rotation, it 

could eventually stop working altogether. 

And it’s not that the spider mite is special. It’s 

merely one small symptom of a larger pattern 

that manages to escape most newspaper head¬ 

lines: Over 500 species of pests have thus far de¬ 

veloped resistance to pesticides. 

We know that the repeated application of the 

same pesticide leads to the development of resist¬ 

ance in insects. If pesticide rotation is generally 

more effective, then it would seem that a combina¬ 

tion of many low-toxicity pesticides could be, over 

the long term, the best pest-control strategy. But 

before you start mixing up some sort of toxic brew 

in your kitchen that might harm you or your plants, 

let’s take a look first at what nature has to offer us. 

The Neem Revolution 
In our prior pest-control discussion, we explained 

that some plants possess special "exudates” that 

not only seal up plant wounds, but also possess 

pest-control properties. 

Neem oil and its more extracted form, Azatrol, 

are examples of such natural tree exudates, and 

they exhibit such minimal toxicity for mammals 

that they are even used as toothpaste ingredients 

in India. Some people eat neem leaves to cleanse 

the blood, stimulate the liver and boost the im¬ 

mune system. But to the same extent that neem 

appears not to harm humans, it can be devastat¬ 

ing to bug populations. Neem can prevent, contain 

and even eradicate most plant-munching insects 

like spider mites, thrips and fungus gnats. But it is 

not an instant knockdown, and there are dis¬ 

agreements among biologists as to the precise 

mechanism by which it works. 

What we know for certain, by observations of 

insects that have ingested neem, is that the neem 

causes them to "forget” to lay eggs, eat and mate. 

(Some insects forget that they can fly!) If eggs are 

nevertheless produced, they may not hatch. And if 

they do, the larvae’s molting process can be dis¬ 

rupted. Furthermore, these effects manifest them¬ 

selves at incredibly low concentrations (in the 

parts-per-million range). Some biologists claim 

that the neem tree protects itself from munching 

insects with fake insect hormones—rather than ac¬ 

tually poisoning the bugs, the tree throws noise into 

their biological programming. 

Aside from the low doses necessary, the fun¬ 

damental feature that sets neem apart from more 

traditional pesticides is that this wide variety of 

behavioral effects appears to derive from a multi¬ 

tude of active chemicals. Scientists have identified 

over 150 active substances in neem. With so many 

chemicals involved, developing resistance in in¬ 

sects seems to be comparable to the difficulty that 

humans have achieving "tolerance” to marijuana. 

It has also been observed that grasshoppers 

limited to a neem-only leaf diet prefer to starve to 

death rather than eat the leaf—suggesting that 

neem treatment should occur even in the absence 

of any obvious pest damage to plants. This is 

what’s referred to as a "preventative” pest-control 

program. For many pest problems, eradication 

becomes very difficult once the symptoms are ob¬ 

served on the plants. Hence, prevention is often 

the only sure way of growing pest-free. 
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Does Your Grovuroom Have an STD? 
Indoor and outdoor growers face different types of 

pest threats. For instance, the chances that slugs 

or caterpillars will attack your indoor garden are 

virtually nonexistent. But, by imposing these arti¬ 

ficial boundaries that reduce the threat of slugs 

and caterpillars to zero, your growroom’s walls 

and filtered ports also eliminate the natural bal¬ 

ance of the outdoor ecosystem that keeps spider 

mites and thrips in check. 

The organic pest-control philosophy suggests 

that we embrace, as much as possible, nature’s 

own methodologies for balancing the ecosystem 

by selectively introducing natural predators and 

natural plant extracts into our artificial grow envi¬ 

ronment. To avoid confusion, we’re going to focus 

here exclusively on an indoor organic pest-control 

program, as some of the chemicals we’re dis¬ 

cussing can actually harm beneficial outdoor in¬ 

sects (for example, bees). 

Indoor growers will most commonly contend 

with powdery mildew and spider mites. However, 

thrips, fungus gnats and, on occasion, botrytis are 

not unheard of indoors. Except for botrytis, these 

are basically growroom "STDs” (strain-transferred 

diseases): They typically transfer from one grower 

to another on clones—and, unfortunately, growers 

will oftentimes fail to disclose the presence of 

these pests in attempt to seal the deal on a clone 

transaction. For certain, the passing of growroom 

STDs has tainted many grow relationships. But it 

doesn’t have to be that way. There is a cure. 

Introduction to the Enemy: Thrips 
Thrips are winged insects that are small enough 

to fit through the eye of a needle (around 1 mm 

across). Identifying a thrip infestation during the 

vegetative cycle is easiest because thrips feed on 

the tops of leaves and the internodes along the 

main stem of the marijuana plant during this 

stage, leaving a distinct iridescent squiggle pat¬ 

tern in the wake of their dinner. 

Even though thrips may appear not to cause 

heavy damage to cannabis plants, they will feed 

upon your buds during the flowering stage. The 

bud will actually become a little "thrips house,” 

protecting them from direct contact with pesti¬ 

cides. It’s also worth noting that some experi¬ 

enced growers have noticed that powdery mildew 

may coincide with the arrival of thrips. This may 

not be a complete coincidence, as it’s already 

been established within agricultural circles that 

thrips can spread plant viruses. In fact, these bugs 

are sufficiently dangerous to crop yields that they 

are listed as a potential anti-crop weapon by the 

Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention! 

Spider Mites: The King of Pests 
Spider mites, on the other hand, leave their 

dreaded yellow-spotted calling card on leaves. 

They’re about as difficult to see as thrips: Growers 

tend to notice their damage before they see the 

mites or mite eggs. Given sufficient numbers, 

mites will spin tiny web highways that appear to 

facilitate their transportation—and that strike fear 

in every grower’s heart. 

Given their preferred hot, dry environment, 

spider mites are amazingly reproductive: Just one 

female can reproduce one million mites in less 

than a month! It is this incredible rate of reproduc¬ 

tion that lends the spider mite its unique ability to 

quickly develop resistance to most pesticides. 

The spider-mite life cycle can completely re¬ 

peat (from egg to egg) in as little as nine days, and 

the large mite eggs are impressively resistant to 

most chemical treatments. This means that nearly 

all treatment programs will involve multiple regu¬ 

lar applications. Growers tend to differ on the pre¬ 

cise schedule, but anywhere between three to 

seven days between applications isn’t uncommon. 

The act of clearing out mites is made particularly 

arduous by the need to hit both the tops and bot¬ 

toms of leaves during treatment. It wouldn’t be un¬ 

fair to call mites the King of Cannabis Threats. 

Pouudery Mildew 
Before we talk about mildew, we first need to dis¬ 

cuss ultraviolet frequencies. Natural sunlight con¬ 

tains ultraviolet frequencies called UV-C rays (at 

around 200- to 280-nanometer wavelengths of 

light) that destroy pathogens such as viruses, bac¬ 

teria, mold and mildew in outdoor air. UV-C can 

even destroy beneficial organisms within an or¬ 

ganic-nutrient formula. The UV-C rays can easily 

penetrate these organisms’ outer membranes, 

where it then damages their DNA. The glass en¬ 

velopes on a high-intensity discharge (HID) light 

tend to filter out UV-C because glass naturally 

blocks those frequencies. It’s arguably for the 

best, since these rays can be harmful to the 

human eye, among other things. 

Without some sort of filtration system de¬ 

signed to continuously cleanse or sterilize your 

growroom’s air, powdery mildew can spread very 

rapidly in indoor grow operations under HID light¬ 

ing due to this lack of UV-C. Under these condi¬ 

tions, a wet leaf surface or small pocket of high 

humidity is all that’s required for the powdery 

mildew (PM) fungus to penetrate the plant’s waxy 

scale armor. 

Powdery mildew will tend to establish itself 

either on young leaves up to two to three weeks of 

age, or on points of plant damage or death. Plants 

should be spaced to maximize air circulation and 

trimmed of old or dead leaves in order to mini¬ 

mize this threat. Infections are incredibly difficult 

to eradicate fully from a growroom, so infected 

leaves should ideally be quarantined before circu¬ 

lation fans spread the spores. 

Since the mildew establishes itself in moist 

areas, from which it sends out additional armies 

of spores, grow-op air intakes should ideally be as 

dry and sunlit as possible. The fungus spreads by 

sending spores into the air, meaning that growers 

would be wise to filter their system intakes as 

best as possible with spore and/or carbon filters. 

However, powdery mildew can also arrive on 

clones without any obvious initial signs of infec¬ 

tion. New clones should ideally be quarantined 

from the rest of the garden for at least two weeks, 

which should be sufficient for any pre-existing in¬ 

fection to announce itself. 

The PM fungus cannot survive without the 

proper host plant. Although growers often talk 

about powdery mildew as if it lives within the 

plant, it never actually invades the plant tissue be¬ 

yond the topmost epidermal cells. When mildew 

gets into a plant’s skin, it can initially look like 

small circles of a light, snow-like dust on the top- 

sides of leaves. For those cannabis strains that 

are susceptible to powdery mildew, the snow-like 

covering will intensify until the plant lacks the 

light necessary to photosynthesize. 
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Plants should be 
continually 
checked for 
botrytis through 
harvest. 

Botrytis (a.k.a. Gray Mold) 
Botrytis is a plant fungus that is known to attack a 

wide range of fruits and vegetables. Since botrytis 

tends to grow on dead or dying leaves and fruits, 

infections tend to occur around harvest time. 

Because moisture is necessary for all the life- 

cycle stages of botrytis, cannabis strains that 

generate dense buds are also more susceptible to 

it. The spores require wet plant tissue at 55°F to 

70°F in order to germinate. Once they do, high 

humidity and cool temperatures will ensure an 

efficient conversion of your prized buds into un¬ 

usable material. Lowering the humidity is one 

way to slow or halt their progression. 

The mold itself can take on a variety of colors, 

from white (like powdery mildew) to a smoky 

gray or brown color. In its wake, it can leave a 

dark brown rot or slimy, goo-type residue. If the 

mold strikes a plant within a flowering room, it 

can also release ethylene gas onto the neighbor¬ 

ing plants. Since ethylene is also a plant hor¬ 

mone given off by ripened or rotting fruit, 

vegetables and flowers, this might cause un¬ 

wanted consequences. Thus, any type of mold 

needs to be removed from the grow- 

room at the first sign of formation, 

even if it means removing maturing 

flowers. 

Fungus Gnats 
Fungus gnats start out as larvae that 

feed 1 to 3 inches below the surface of 

soils that are high in organic content. 

But it’s the larvae’s appetite for root 

hairs and small feeder roots that 

most concern cannabis growers. 

These root wounds can act as portals 

for the transfer of soil-borne 

pathogens like pythium and fusarium 

into the plant. As we know, it’s not un¬ 

common for one cannabis-pest prob¬ 

lem to snowball into other, seemingly 

unrelated problems. 

The adult female gnats will try to 

lay anywhere from 100 to 300 eggs on 

moist soil surfaces or in soil cracks in 

batches of two to 30 eggs—meaning 

this is a problem that can quickly mul¬ 

tiply in a growroom. The sudden wilt¬ 

ing, decreased vigor, poor growth, 

yellowing and foliage loss visible on 

plant topsides is typical of pests like 

the fungus-gnat larvae, which attack 

plant roots. Adult gnats are often seen 

flying beneath the plant canopy, as 

they require the moist soil near the 

surface in order to reproduce. 

an indoor grow may indicate that there’s some¬ 

thing wrong with the balance of microorganisms 

within the ecology of the soil. That’s because ne¬ 

matodes have many natural enemies, including 

viruses, bacteria, protozoa, other nematodes and 

killer fungi. Cannabis strains can also naturally 

release exudates which repel or kill many nema¬ 

todes, perhaps explaining why this pest problem 

tends to be uncommon in indoor grow ops. 

Aphids (a.k.a. Plant Lice) 
Aphids live very complicated lives, moving through 

multiple stages of development throughout the 

year that can vary quite a bit in appearance. There 

are thousands of different species, and different 

types of aphids vary in the plant parts they prefer 

to extract sap from—some actually feed from the 

insides of buds, but most feed on stems, branches 

and leaves. 

The earliest damage can be difficult to spot; 

it should appear as light-colored spots near the 

leaf veins. This damage can then cause the 

leaves to curl, among other easier-to-spot 

symptoms of leaf damage. One dozen scattered 

adult aphids can multiply into thou¬ 

sands in just a few days. 

Like thrips and fungus gnats, 

aphids can also spread fungi, bacteria 

and plant viruses. Aphids actually have 

a symbiotic relationship with plant 

viruses, which is worsened by the fact 

that some aphids enjoy variety in their 

diet: They will actually land on plants 

and only briefly probe them with their 

sword-like stylet before seeking out 

other plants. Still, this is just enough 

time to transfer disease among neigh¬ 

boring plants. This behavior makes up 

for the fact that they tend to be poor 

fliers, unable to completely direct their 

movements in a wind. 

Aphids are like the cows of the bug 

world because they exude a substance 

called honeydew from their rear ends, 

which ants unashamedly milk them for. 

This sugar-rich food source is more 

than just a tasty treat for ants; it’s also 

a fertile growing medium for sooty 

mold. Sooty mold, in turn, can reduce 

plant photosynthesis and leaf transpi¬ 

ration. Where there is an aphid prob¬ 

lem, there is oftentimes also an ant 

entourage protecting the aphids from 

predators. Making matters worse, the 

ants will actually find the aphids and 

herd them onto fresh grazing areas (in 

other words, your other healthy plants). 

Sticky-tape traps 
are good for 

catching winged 
assailants. 

Nematodes 
Nematodes are tiny, wormlike creatures that 

mostly live in soil. They are so small and abun¬ 

dant that a fistful of natural soil can contain 

thousands of them. Not all nematodes feed off 

cannabis plants, however. The parasitic ones 

that do can cause a symptom called incipient 

wilting. This is when plant leaves droop during 

midday and recover at night, and it can be a tell¬ 

tale sign of infestation. 

An outbreak of predatory nematodes within 

PEST Control Techniques 
Spider mites Neem oil/Azatrol 

Pyrethrum fogger with piperonal butoxide such as Dr. Doom (pyrethrum is 
extracted from chrysanthemum, and piperonal butoxide is an extraction of 
safrole oil). The goal is to fill room air. not coat plant leaves. 
Predator mites (temperature and timeliness of application need to be con¬ 
sidered when selecting a variety of predator. 

Thrips Neem oil/Azatrol 
Beneficial nematodes (breaks the root-zone life cycle) 
Minute pirate bugs 
Pyrethrum fogger with piperonal butoxide 
Spinosad 

Powdery mildew Neem oil/Azatrol 
Potassium bicarbonate 
Sulfur burner (best used before appearance of flowers; beware of house 
fires caused by burner) 
Organic compost teas 
Powdered mycorrhizae (will keep root zone healthy, where mildew begins) 

Botrytis Potassium bicarbonate 
Powdered mycorrhizae 

Fungus gnats Beneficial nematodes (breaks the root-zone life cycle) 
Neem oil/Azatrol 

Pythium 
(root rot) 

Roots Excelurator (seaweed extract. B vitamins and beneficial bacteria) 
Enzymatic root cleaners 
Hydrogen peroxide mixed with surfactant such as ZeroTol (extremely ef¬ 
fective. but also destroys all other beneficial microbes) 
Pythoff (a chlorine-based sterilizing agent that will destroy your beneficial 
insects too) 

Aphids 
(plant lice] 

Soapy sprays once a week for a month for small-scale problems 
Pyrethrum/neem oil applied twice a week for intermediate problems 
Predator insects such as ladybugs or lacewings for large infestations 
Low-concentrate malathion or diazinon solution 
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F*CKS YOU UP 
STRONGEST ABSINTHE IN THE WORLD 

ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNABIS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN THE UNITED STATES I PAYABLE IN US DOLLARS FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 
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Unique, high-potency genetics, available nowhere 

else. Home of the super-potent Endless Sky 
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OG Kush 
SI ‘'ghost' ferns 

C-99 
Si Pineapple ferns 

For a catalog, including a $10 off coupon, send $5 to; 
RWJ, Box 37085, Ottawa, ON, k1v0w9, Canada 

Free world-wide shipping Express shipping available 
Information or phone orders call; 613-330-2404 
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PEST CONTROL 

Whiteflies 
Whiteflies are really quite similar to aphids in 

many respects—in fact, the two are genetically re¬ 

lated. Like aphids, whiteflies suck sap and exude 

honeydew, and they also spread plant viruses. 

Whiteflies and aphids even generate fairly 

similar plant symptoms, including the sooty 

mold that follows the honeydew. However, the 

tricky thing about whiteflies is that they generate 

few initial plant symptoms, and the adults hide 

out of direct view beneath leaf undersides. They 

use this natural advantage to multiply before 

being noticed. 

Whitefly adults look like tiny specks of ash or 

tiny moths. When a severe infestation is disturbed, 

they will billow like a cloud before resettling. Like 

mites, whiteflies reproduce faster when tempera¬ 

tures are high (between 80°F to 90°F). 

Algae 
Algae is a plant, which means that most of the 

chemical options (such as algaecides) available 

for controlling it will kill cannabis plants as well. 

Algae requires sufficient heat, light and nutrients 

to survive. Reservoirs on recycling programs are 

often cooled below 70°F in order to minimize the 

growth of algae. Many growers also cover their 

rockwool media as an effective means of control. 

And though older plants can handle it, the mini¬ 

mum dose of hydrogen peroxide required to treat 

algae (50 ppm) also tends to be phytotoxic to 

young plants. 

When algae appears in nutrient solutions or 

on rockwool slabs, it can increase the pH of the 

solution or medium during the daylight hours and 

decrease it during the night. These pH swings may 

or may not be bad for your plants, as different ele¬ 

ments are absorbed by the plants to varying de¬ 

grees based upon pH values. 

A little bit of algae in a grow op is nothing to 

lose sleep over. However, there are downsides. In¬ 

sects do feed upon algae; the algae is feeding 

upon nutrients that were intended for the plants; 

and algae can become serious enough that it can, 

over time, block drip emitters and aeroponic 

sprayers, or even seal the medium off from fresh 

oxygen. Furthermore, when algae blooms, dies 

and decomposes, it can reduce the oxygen avail¬ 

able to plant roots. This decomposition process 

can also release toxins into a reservoir, which in 

turn act as a food supply for harmful plant fungi. 

It’s worth noting that when roots are deprived of 

oxygen, they tend to become susceptible to 

pathogens like pythium. 

Algae has turned 
this Rockwool 
black and eats 
up the plant's 
nutrients. 

Pythium 
Pythium is a water mold. Some pythium spores 

actually have tails (called flagella) that permit 

them to navigate through water. This means that 

pythium is less of a concern in soil than it is in sys¬ 

tems that recycle nutrients. In such systems, it’s 

not uncommon to see pythium affect all of the 

plants that share one single reservoir. When this 

occurs, the plants will wilt and turn yellow over 

time. Pythium is easy to spot because it turns the 

bark at the base of the plant stalk brown, and it 

becomes less of a concern as plants mature. 

There are two different types of pythium 

spores: One germinates at 82°F, the other at 59°F. 

Accordingly, eliminating large temperature fluctu¬ 

ations in the nutrient solution or medium will help 

to minimize the chances of a pythium attack. 

Eradicating Pests 
During the Vegetative-Grouvth Phase 
When it comes to thrips, it’s important to realize 

that insects in the family Thripidae don’t have the 

standard hooks at the end of their legs like other 

insects; instead, they have hoof- or bladder-like 

appendages. By far, the best and most organic 

way to greatly reduce a thrip infestation is to take 

the plants outside the growroom and shake them 

off. The adults will fly away, and many of the 

nymphs will jump from the shaking plants. But 

this will probably not fully eradicate them. 

Of all the available treatment options, one of 

the most effective treatments for both mites and 

thrips during the vegetative-growth cycle is neem. 

However, the application technique is incredibly 

important: Although neem will be absorbed by the 

plant and transported around, its effectiveness is 

in large part a function of how well it’s applied to 

the plant. That’s because neem works, in part, by 

smothering insects. And for this reason, dipping 

the plant in a neem solution is always more effec¬ 

tive than spraying—not to mention that dipping 

gets the neem underneath leaves and inside those 

tiny crevices where bugs can hide. 

A simultaneous neem dip and drench can 

eradicate a thrip infestation, whereas a spraying 

may only contain it. But dipping plants is only 

possible when they’re smaller and well sup¬ 

ported. Since dipping is as quick as it is effective, 

growers who maintain mother plants may decide 

to limit the size and shape of these plants. Since 

neem works best if applied repeatedly every 

three to five days through the third week of 

flower, any trick for speeding up the process of 

application will permit the grower to increase the 

number of applications per cycle. 

Neem solution should be used within hours of 

mixing it into water, as it is known to degrade 

rapidly with exposure to UV. Growers can also add 

organic dish soap to their neem solution at a rate 

of 1/4 teaspoon per quart of diluted neem or Aza- 

trol solution. This will reduce the beading of flu¬ 

ids due to the water tension that cannabis-leaf 

hairs can create. Not only will this improve the 

treatment’s coverage, but it may also reduce leaf 

burn, because water droplets suspended above 

the leaf by its hairs can focus light with sufficient 

intensity to burn the leaf in various locations. 

For this reason, it’s best to treat the plants 

with the grow lights off and to permit as much 

time as possible (preferably four to eight hours) 

for absorption of the neem. Growers should take 

very careful notes on their treatment methodol¬ 

ogy, because the crisp of leaf burn can take a day 

or two to show up. Many growers cut the neem 

dose in half and rinse it off the leaf tops four 

hours after application just as a preventative 

measure. 

Another new organic solution that has been 

very effective as a neem substitute is SNS-217, an 

all-natural rosemary-oil extraction that is mixed 

with water and applied to plants. Application is 

similar to neem in that growers can spray, dip or 

rub the solution onto their plants. SNS-217 is 

particularly effective in dealing with mite prob¬ 

lems and is generally safe for humans. One appli¬ 

cation per week, even on healthy plants, can help 

prevent an array of pest problems before they 

start, just as with neem oil. 
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cause application during bloom can damage 

delicate flower sites. Thus, the problem de¬ 

mands a different sort of solution. 

The term “beneficial insect” generally refers 

to insects that do not feed upon the plant of inter¬ 

est. Beneficial nematodes and minute pirate bugs 

can actually survive applications of neem; how¬ 

ever, it is possible to smother any insect with 

neem, given a sufficiently thick application like a 

dip. Once the neem application has dried, it will 

no longer harm the beneficial insects. 

The minute pirate bug is a beneficial insect 

that feeds exclusively on thrips (including the 

ones inside your prized buds). Each minute pirate 

bug can eat up to 20 thrips a day, making it im¬ 

possible for the thrips to get a grip on your gar¬ 

den. Although it’s certainly true that the minute 

pirate bug is known to go into a state called “re¬ 

productive diapause” (i.e., dormancy) in response 

to shortened days, the bugs will still persist long 

enough in a flowering room to have a useful im¬ 

pact upon thrip populations. 

Knowing that mites will leave a dying plant, 

mite infestations late in flower have caused many 

growers to skip their flushes and tear down their 

plants early. When neem is not an option, there ex¬ 

ists one other intriguing and legendary technique 

for fighting spider mites: carbon dioxide (CO2)- One 

grower reports that half of a 50-pound cylinder of 

carbon dioxide slowly drained over four hours into 

a 2,500-cubic-foot (1V x 22’) room with the lights 

off and the room temporarily sealed was effective 

as an instant knockdown specifically for the control 

of spider mites. The outcome was piles of dead 

mites on the floor beneath his plants. 

Details on CO2 technique are sparse, so grow¬ 

ers are advised to take detailed notes and share 

their experiences on this topic with others until 

it’s perfected. That said, it’s vital for everybody to 

that excessive carbon-dioxide levels can 

cause a person to become unconscious, at which 

further exposure can be absolutely lethal. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 96 

Predator or beneficial bugs like 
these lady bugs eat harmful pests 
without hurting plants. 

Dealing With Soil-Borne Pests 
When fungus-gnat larvae run out of fungus in the 

soil to eat, they can start to nibble on your plants’ 

roots. Large fungus-gnat outbreaks can reduce 

yields and even ruin crops. The trick with any pest 

that spends some portion of its life cycle in the 

soil—which includes both fungus gnats and 

thrips—is to focus on the soil. 

There are two options when it comes to soil- 

borne pests: a neem-oil soil drench or beneficial 

nematodes. The application of beneficial predator 

nematodes to the soil every two weeks is usually 

sufficient to break the life cycle of both of these 

predators. The steinernema and heterorhabditis 

species work best. You can apply the nematodes 

with nutrients, but be aware that your pump may 

possibly kill them. Obtaining natural predator 

bugs like nematodes is easy, and they can even be 

ordered online and sent to you via regular mail. 

Other advanced-gardening centers (and even pet 

shops) may also carry beneficial predator insects. 

Dealing With Pests During Flowering 
Whether or not your thrip problem can be 

effectively treated with neem will depend 

upon the part of the grow cycle you’re in. 

This is because thrips can actually feed 

upon your buds from the inside during 

bloom, making them invulnerable to spray¬ 

ing or fogging with pesticides, and also be- 
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'or ili#,I r i^cri ardor 

You Will ngl do d ^ppciriled 

VOLAUZER 
35 W. Main Street. 
Suite E323i 
Ventura, CAVa&Qt 

Call 1-880-485-7305 or visit WWW.VOLATiZER.COK 

GUARANTEED 

TO ALL WANNABES 
3351 Lake Shore Bird W - Toronto, ON M8W1N1 
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Incognito Belt 
M-UFiMUIItm - IMOtHtlt Pi 

■1M%Ef teelwe 
- Wflaks l#r AJI Tesis * Ideal Hbh! Saurc# - IH«-at 

■ Tnfnily Jridetn rIn H3& Pads -included 

* Highest Quality Train ■ IJfltsig* - Mflie nr Female Use 

Free Synttiat»c Urine * J00% Qoublfl ttwf Monty 

■ Na Mixing Reqirired 8 a cS Gutri ■He u 

—\ S125ea Buy 3 get 1 Free 

SPIKE 

■ Wurtd'sSmallasl, MnitFnnant 

Undetectable Urine Purifier ever Created! 

"Tiit Solution tor Random EMIT Test or 

Test Panel Testing 

- Famiulatsd to Destroy ALL Tomins on Contact 
* Simpln In Use - Just Pour u-ra Sampte 
■ l.ErrtL Micro Viol Ultra Small & Easy la Cancan I 

■ Goad tor Up ta Twa Tests 

»200% UDUBLE Your Money Back Guarantee 

— $125os Buy 3 get 1 Free ]— 

SPIKE 
Apcjnwf 

ClearChoice 
TR LI StfcD SlJgGfc 1B9 5 

iinimu/in iwimt 
r 

- Simple Two Step Process 
* Removes Ail Tax ns wilhm Minutes 

* Clear Zone lai Up to A hours 

* Fpr Any Hair Length 

■ Safe tortile Hair end 5-ceFp 
- ZOftS DOUBLE Your Money Bark Guarantee 

$75d3 Buy 3 get 1 Free 

NOW AVAILABLE 
Pnjsentirai fin NEW Oral Q*i»r GUM 

■&* 
TtwiHirttfl Hifl S*|n'x ^pi4rntifuiijC)j™ 
TliK BEST Silks i.jliiHwi nvrtiltfllt. 

* Wbri,* dti «i| trains 'ncbdimj N'C-ofcr,*! 

■ tk) Hfesbitnee (wiud 4 require# p mr in usrfig thi erotiuei 

* Ettcctw r just X raconiffl an# effect will last 30 n«iute& 
* 7TB ■ LLajWk Tom Mw*f Biel Guarantee 

Call Toll-Free 24h? Ordering Hotline 

ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNABIS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN THE UNITED STATES I PAYABLE IN US DOLLARS FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 

s Wf 

• ■ •«*,* •••-:• 

L _ . ^ * Online CiredtK and Cinders Now Accepted! 
n I ■ * Now wiLh Seeds (Tom around thiT^Varfd11 

* Regular and FEMINIZED seafct H ■ 
M uneseem * Photo Galleries &Vid|K)*! _ _ 

Suite 117 - 95 Wilton rd. Victoria London, UK, SW1V 1BZ 

%tnck Mam fa 
Hie ORIGINAL] High-Quality Damiana 

CtLoOfi tii 

www.elevidoninceiise.com 
retailers and distributors: 

make money with herbal incense! 
We are your source for Had Mamba, 
Ctoud9h and other brands, Self these 
monster brands, and/or let us help you 

CREME YOUR OWN HOUSE BRAND! 
CALL FOR MORE INFO-877-89! 2715 

frwwrj U «4»* m bun ¥ w m tin v mm h » ft f c-coG- m HOT FO* stftia i ftjtfifDM 
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3, Calculote your subtotal (/n<T 
add shipping 
4, Write your SHIP TO dd dress in 
the space provided below, 

NOUDiNG SHIPPING COS! 
$10 U S.A & CANADA, $13 

INTERNATIONAL 

Payment By Money O 
Payable To M.S.B 

ln$lructions 
1. Locate Hie name and price of 
•he ptoduci(a) you are plitciius.ir■ ;_j 

2 Fill in product name card price-. 

Multiply your desired quantity by 
We Also Accept Cash, 
3 Disguise Your Cash, Use A 

Bag Or'Bubble Envelope. 

DN'T MAKE IT OBVIOUS 

the pr jee p^r ite n and enlei the price tofut 

Product Info 

1 3-A Alliance Ulvd, Suite 425 

MAIL ORDERS TO: Barrie. Ontario, Cotiodn 
L4M 7G3 

MONEY TRANSFERS 
SpnrTTMl MADE PAYABLE TO 

SKUNK #11 
WHITE WIDOW 
MAZAB 
POWER PLANT 
JORGE S DIAMONDS 
BRAINSTORM 
EUFORIA 
DURBAN POISON 

SWEET WIDOW S110,00 
AK47 *110 DO 
BLUEBERRY SIIO GO 
WHITE WIDOW Si 10,00 
[SHEAT WHITE SHARK Si 10 00 

IjLfd T irLL WHAT ^ULJR LUUKHVu FIJI-, ‘. 
QALL FOB iOLITrOMAL ST1U|fJ5 

LOWRYDER *2 
PURPLE RYDER 
LOWRYDER DIESEL 

A M. 5, SMO GO 
THE CHURCH' E14Q GO 
RIG BANG S140 GO 
WHITE WIDOW SI AO 00 
white; rhino siaq.oo 
HI MALAYAN COLO £ 1 SO GO 
SUPER SILVER HAZE £185-00 
SUPER LfcMUN HAZE 6130,00 
EL NINO S14D.QD 
GREAT WHITE SHARK 5145 DO 
AH JAftlS STRAWCERBY HAZfc SI SO UU 
ARJANE HAZE #1 SI SO. DO 
AR JANS HAZE #0 SI 50.00 
AfitJANE HAZE *3 3150.00 
ARJANS ULTRA HAZE #1 S15U DO 
ARJANS ULTRA HAZE #8 S130,00 
AH JANS ULTRA HAZE *3 S15D DO 
TfTflIMWRECK SI 45. DO 
KING KUSH S115.00 
LEMON SKUNK SI40 00 
DAMN SOUP S145.D0 
GREEN - 0 - MATtC S140.DD 
K.TRAN S145.DO 
NLHAZE SI 50.00 
HAWAIIAN SNOW SI40,00 
JACKHERER S17SDG 
CHEESE SI 50.00 
BUBS A KUSH SI 50 00 
MIKEQ PACKS CALL FDR DETAILS 

S175.DO 
SI 75.00 
SI 75.00 
5175 CIO 
SI 75.00 

MNl GtE WHAT VClUfi LQOKfdG FOm? 
CAU FOG ADPmQNM STRAINS 

LOWRYDER $13! 
LOWRYDER #2 $13! 

BOM BET WHA" TOUr L TT. " \ il ~T 
tall. pen Aumriijfwi-i : u - ■ TWILIGHT 

BLUEBERRY 
oamr see what your Lio«irt 

CALL rri.1 ADUinOHAL STB AVALON si 40. ao 
BONKERS $140 00 
AdMULAN x HASH PLANT 40.00 
ROMULAN X ISLAND SKUNK 3140 OG 
RQMUUWI X TtMEWAHP $140 00 
TIMEWAHP $140. DC 
RGMULAN X DIESEL $140 00 

□c^T See what VMJft LfldKUNG fn;; 
-CALL FGn ADanm sttumns 

Serious Seeds 
*1 65,00 
$145 GO 
$135 00 
$155,00 
$140 GO 
$1 55 OD 

SWISS BLISS 
MAGIC BUD 
NEBULAR 
SAT1VA SPIRIT 
BELLADONNA 
WAPPA 

kali mist $: 

BUBBLE GUM Si 
WHITE RUSSIAN $! 
CHRONIC S' 
AK 47 Si 
W ALSO 5TTKK FEVUNISEG SEF3QUI 

rji i mu [K= r,r,i| ■- 
FtQX 
OPIUM 
SPOETNIK 
ICE CREAM 
JACKY WHITE 
WHITE BERRY 
□ELAHAZE 
NEBULA 

DtJHT 5EF WHHHJ YlJUPi LC 
C*LL *C*I MJiamyNftL 

WHITE WIDOW 
AK-4S 
B52 
DIG DUD 
BLUE MYSTIC 
BU8BLELICI0U5 
CALIFORNIA ORANGE 
EARLY BUD 
EARLY MISTY 
WHITE RHINO 
IDE 

□ONT SEE tD.J- JH 
CALL ron £C©7TG«!LL E 

. JMBM 
H AINUUW SKUNK 

UtlW SEC WHAT ■ CMLtX'Ki'v 

HASHY BENEI STAR 
KEMO SENSl STAR! 

DOM BCE WHAT YEHJfi 
$240. □□ 
$360,03 
$250. OB 
$235.00 
$ 14Q.D0 

KUSHAGE 
MK-ULTRA 
SAGE N SOUR 
BURMESE KUSH 
SKUNK XXX 

□QWT SEX ’iVl-lAT lOul 
CALL FTP HCOTinrji 

□HR 
GENETICS 

03£g*] ©; 
AK 
JACK 
MAUt MIST 
BUBBLE FUNK 

CANNAOENTIAL 
CANNALDPE HAZE 
CIS HAZE 
ANUNNAKI 
CONN IE CHUNG 
LA CONFIDENTIAL 
SPURCHEAM 
KUSHB6RRY 
LEMON SKUNK 
PI IRF AFGHAN 

SWEET HAZE 
EOhJ I att Vl-M*r ViXJ) L. 

Will run 

ZOMBIE VIRUS 
PDW TANG 

DO NT DuT 'AH I AT VQUFl i □TH 
CALL FWII AQOmDNAL Fj! D3NT per WHAT TOUR LOOKING F(W 

r,At i Fnn MmmOMAi btraipj^ W 

MIGHTY MITI 

SEA LEVEL 
E»vr 3Et WVI' LT raun u 

tLwj_ frjTL jiootnavAi 

S-140. CO 
SI 4U do 

TOP DOLLAR 
NdflfHERN FLAME 

DOMT SEE WHAT YOgn LDjHINn tZt 
CALI ron ftWJinKir,, '.c -m, 

MANITOBA PC3I5PN 

EARLY SATIVA 
DONT SEE WMAT YDUR LC> 

Call Fdk aexji eidfl-’l 
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For the past dozen years, the HIGH TIMES Cultivation Department has scoured the globe, from hydroponics-industry trade shows to the most 

humble cannabis farms, to find and report on the best new innovations in ganja-growing technology for what we call the S.T.A.S.H. Awards (for 

Significant Technological Achievements in Secretive Horticulture]. Our prize picks for “grow gear of the year” comprise the most useful and highly 

beneficial pot-growing products that help reduce workloads and increase harvests. Compiled by Eric Schoner. 

Best Power Trimmer 
THE TWISTER 

You know you've got a high-class problem when trim¬ 

ming your massive cannabis harvest takes up more 

time than you can afford to spend. For commercial 

growers with too much bounty and not enough hands 

on deck, there's The Twister, a precision piece of ma¬ 

chinery that uses 11 self-sharpening blades to make 

over 300 cosmetic cuts per second. The 2-horsepower, 

3,450-rpm motor vacuum makes this the strongest in¬ 

dustrial trimmer on the market. One of the best fea¬ 

tures of the Twister is its ability to be used for hours on 

end without overheating. The Twister also breaks down 

lightning-fast, allowing for seamless and easy cleaning 

and storage. With watertight seals on all of the electri¬ 

cal work as well as the motors, you can power-wash 

the entire thing, saving even more of your valuable time 

for loftier pursuits. 

Price: Call fora quote! 

Contact: The Twister Machine, 888-254-3204, (US) 213- 

531-0114, (Canada) 604-495-1895, 

thetwistermachine.com 

Best Grow Tent 
THE GROWLAB HORTICULTURAL PORTABLE GROWROOM 

When deciding how to construct a growroom, there are many factors that are often consid¬ 

ered. How much space is available? How to waterproof the area? And most of all, how fast 

can the room be broken down? These portable growrooms, manufactured by GrowLab Horti¬ 

cultural, addresses all of these concerns. Providing growers with a maximum grow area of 

up to 9'6" x 9'6" x 67" (not to mention a variety of smaller sizes), these water and air tight 

grow laboratories can be collapsed quickly and easily. A thermal film on the tent's interior is 

not only waterproof but is also highly reflective and insulative (97 percent thermal retention). 

The GrowLab GL290, our choice for best Grow Tent of 2010, incorporates a moveable 

framework of poles in the ceiling, making the adjustment of light positions or filters that 

much easier. Reinforced ceiling poles, especially near the middle to prevent sagging, provide 

additional safety in holding necessary lighting equipment. In addition, the intake and exhaust 

ports are adjustable to fit various sizes of ducting for cooling lamps and circulating air. Ex¬ 

haust fans can also be attached at the sock port in the rear corner of the roof, where they can 

sit atop the tent, externally, eliminating extra heat from the growroom and providing a safer 

solution than strapping or hanging more equipment inside. 

And as if there weren't enough lavish features, most models of the GrowLab feature 

clear viewing windows that can be covered or uncovered to check on gardens without dis¬ 

rupting the controlled environment of an indoor growroom. 

Price: GL290 $919.95; other sizes range $90 to $730. 

Contact: everestgardensupply.com; (888) EGS-2007. 
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Best Budget Growbox 

Best New Cloning Chamber 
BC NORTHERN LIGHTS NURSERY 

Every grower wants a fast turnover rate with high-quality results, and it all starts with happy, 

healthy clones and seedlings. Perennial S.T.A.S.H. Award winners BC Northern Lights have 

developed and released The Nursery in order to simplify the cloning process and enhance the 

earliest stages of plant life. They’ve incorporated cutting-edge technology to give users the 

ability to control various stages of growth using touch-screen technology and an auto-monitor- 

ing system. The Nursery contains 84 clone slots in 12 different chambers, allowing growers to 

optimize the conditions necessary for cuttings to thrive by controlling each chamber individu¬ 

ally with misters and temperature controls. Another outstanding feature is the ability to grow 

clones at various stages of growth, whether fresh off the mother plant or rooted and up to 10 

inches tall. Some of the finest medical-cannabis dispensaries use The Nursery to consistently 

provide their many patients with clones, and now you can too. 

Price: Call fora quote! 

Contact: BC Northern Lights, 888-236-1266, bcnorthernlights.com 

THE SUPERLOCKER FROM SUPERCLOSET 

Growboxes allow their users to control their 

environment while concealing their hobby 

from the prying eyes of neighbors and au¬ 

thorities, but many are priced way too high 

for the amateur grower to consider. That's 

why we’re so happy about the arrival of the 

new SuperLocker from SuperCloset, a fully 

functional 15” x 18” x 66” self-enclosed unit 

that contains everything you need to plug in 

and start growing. The SuperLocker in¬ 

cludes an air-filtration system, al 50-watt 

HPS light on an easy-to-use pulley system, 

and highly reflective panels that reduce the 

chances for mold. The vegetation chamber 

on top ensures perpetual harvests, and the 

lockable door adds to the stealth factor. Add 

CO2 for an extra $199 and supercharge your 

hydroponic grow locker to new heights. You 

can also rest easy due to their no-hassle 

three-year warranty. 

Price: $1,195 

Contact: SuperCloset, 877-GROW-SUPER 

(877-676-9787), supercloset.com 



OUT. GET YOUR 

•IAS 
BALLAST Z FAN OF THE YEAR 
ONUNE NOW AT DISCOUNTGROWSHOP.COM 

Available in 400,000, and 1000 Watts 

Fan of the year 

FREE 
U or ™re' *« rnlm coupon cod“o TctecZ 9 sm 

'°0n t be outfozed the competition, 

Black Infinite Breeze Wall Unit 

grow In soil not wood. 

PREMIUM PLANTING MIX 

SCIENFfFiC 
SGiS 

tested over generations of crops bigger yields, 
healthier plants all inclusive organic form til a: 

over 20 live probiotics, endc- & ecto-myccrrhizal fungi, 
disease suppressive & nitrogen fixing bacteria, humic & 
fcivic acid, wo additional nutrients needed for most varieties 

composition 
vegetable compost, native block cut Florida peat, chunky 
periiite. coconut coir, dofomitic lime, organic chicken 
manure, gypsum, 72 natural organic trace minerals 

Scientific Soils Distributor Inquires 

www.scientificsoils.com 
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Best New Rotating Grow Unit 
HYDROPLEX 

Plants that rotate grow thicker stems and denser foliage than station¬ 

ary ones due to increased light exposure at all areas of growth. Moving 

the plants this way also eliminates potential problems caused by heat 

spots or perpetually shaded leaves and builds stronger stalks as they 

grow and move against each other. The innovative new self-enclosed 

hydroponic unit called The Spinner provides 12 individual plants with 

the maximum exposure to light that a grower can achieve indoors by 

rotating each plant on its axis around the central light source (either a 

400-watt or 600-watt HID bulb). The proven “flood and drain” nutrient¬ 

feeding method nurtures the roots, and hot spent air is exhausted using 

a 125-cfm fan. The simple-to-assemble and easy-to-use Spinner rivals 

other 1,000-watt stationary systems in dry-weight yields, and you can 

stack up to three units for maximum efficiency over the same footprint 

under 8 feet of ceiling space. 

Price: $1,999 

Contact: Hydroplex, 877-906-SPIN (877-906-77461, hydroplexonline.com 
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Selling brand name products you know and trust. 

Budget Systems 

400 Watt MH/HPS Ught System J156.99 

600 Watt KPS Light System $164.99 

hoM Watt MH/HPS tight Syitem $169.99 

Includes Systems, Lights, Fan, Carbon Filter, Timers, YoYos, 
Pots, Mini-dtp Fan, Temp/Humidity Gage, and Setup DVD, 
Purchase Nutrients & Media separately. 
Upgrade your light for just a Few bucks morel 

1000 Watt AIR COOLED HPS SysKm $21959 
! 000 Watt MH/HPS Electronic System $36959 

l|)00 Watt Afl? COOLED MH/HPS Electronic System $419.99 
*au systems come u/tth a bulb 

Adda Propagpoont* Goring Itrt $49,99 

THERIVWLSHIELD $29.99-25ft*3Sft $49.99-50ft $89.99- !00ft 

GROW TENTS 
2‘x2fx4' $108 I 5W0W $499 
2hc4W$120 8'x8'x7' $599 
3**3W $210 lOhclffxr $799 
4‘x4‘x7' $240 
4'x8'x7' $390 

4" Frfter/TD Series Far Combo 
RemcwK Odor and Purifies Air 

' |Roorrc8x8&Under) $ 139,99 

Sales Tax free [except in GA) 

TRANSPARENT LEAF IRI, 
Discreet. Confidential. Secure 

Call for A Free Catalog! 

AIR SILENCERS ARE IN STOCKI 
Say goodbye to loud grow room noise. 
6xSOcm - SB9.99; B*x SOcm - $109.99 J , 
8'x75cm-$n9.99;10'x SOcm-$112.99 i 
10*x75cm-$129.99;12'x5Oem-$129.99 ! . 
12‘x75cm-$139.99 

www.hydro 
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GEAR 
OF THE Best Growbox Innovation 
YEAR TOUCH-SCREEN SENSORS FROM BC NORTHERN LIGHTS 

^ It's difficult to keep track of the ever-changing condi- 

■ ,:!■ tions inside self-contained growing units, and keeping 

them at optimal levels is even 

harder. Luckily, the growbox sci- 

| entists at BC Northern Lights 

have developed their new all-in- 

one Sensory Overload touch¬ 

screen managing system, which 

allows its users to monitor and 

control pH, TDS (nutrient levels), 

water temperature and CO2 as 

well as atmospheric tempera¬ 

tures and humidity level. Min/max 

daily reports reveal what’s going on when you’re not there 

and can bring problems to light before they escalate. The 

easy-to-navigate interface and pre-programmed settings 

maximize success for beginners, and seasoned growers can 

customize and upgrade the sensors to their needs. 

Price: Call fora quote! 

Contact: BC Northern Lights, 888-236-1266, 

bcnorthernlights.com 

Best Vertical Hydro Garden 
VERTICAL HYDRO 90 

The future of vertical growing is 

here! Bringing functionality and 

practicality, the Vertical Hydro 

90 provides cutting-edge hydro¬ 

ponics with new features that are 

unrivaled by any other vertical 

grow systems currently on the 

market. The entire system is en¬ 

cased in easy-to-move sliding 

walls that allow for simple light-to- 

canopy adjustments. It’s clear 

that the designers at Vertical Hydro 

Garden took customer concerns 

into serious consideration. Most 

vertical hydroponic systems have 

fixed walls, predetermining and 

setting in stone the light-to-canopy 

ratio, thereby limiting light penetration through denser canopies. Besides the 

movable walls, there’s a 6-foot light track to further enhance the functionality of 

this system. Each of the movable walls holds 45 net pots, giving the grower a total 

of 90 plants to flower. There’s a 50-gallon reservoir on each side, providing enough 

nutrient solution for all 90 plants throughout their grow cycle. 

Price: $4,500.00 + $150.00shipping; Anywhere in the continental US 

Contact: Vertical Hydro Garden, 916-673-6585, verticalhydrogarden.com 

Best LED Grow Light 
STEALTH GROW TECHNOLOGIES 

With so many competitors on the LED lighting market, it’s hard to decide which 

unit provides the best bang for your buck. The new line of Stealth Grow 

LED Lights from Stealth Grow Technologies provides its users 

with the cutting edge of LED growing at some of the most 

competitive prices available. The variety of 

different lighting systems helps indoor farmers 

drastically cut electricity costs while limiting 

heat buildups due to HID bulbs. Utilizing 2-watt 

bulbs as opposed to the 1 -watt industry stan¬ 

dard, Stealth Grow bathes your plants in the 

brightest light we’ve seen yet from any LED sys¬ 

tem. The built-in fans push any heat generated from 

the enclosed system through the top and away from 

sensitive plant tops. This allows you to put the Stealth FGrow LEDs closer to your canopy level than ever before. 

Price: $999 (SG 300:3'x 4' coverage area); $1,599 (SG 602:4’x 

57; $3,199 (SG 1202:4’x 8') 

Contact: Stealth Grow Technologies, 800-770-9788, stealthgrow.com 

Best Ballasts 
QUANTUM SERIES BALLASTS 

Tired of hearing the sound of vibrations from your old ballast on the floor of your 

growroom? The Quantum Series Ballast eliminates annoying background noise 

from your ballasts and is capable of handling both high-pressure sodium and 

metal-halide bulbs. These ultra-lightweight digital ballasts provide optimal light 

output while running cool to the touch and generating much less heat than typical 

magnetic ballasts. The availability of a dimmer switch is crucial, whether you’re 

looking for energy efficiency and lumen control during early plant growth or just 

trying to ride out a hot spell. The option to run the Quantum Series Ballast at ei¬ 

ther 120 or 240 volts simply by switching the power cords (included) gives the user 

unrivaled control over energy consumption. Offered in 400-, 600-, 750-, and 1,000- 

watt models, Quantum Series Ballasts provide the highest-quality product to 

a full spectrum of indoor growers. 

Price: 600 watts, $204.75; 1,000 watts, $393.75 

Contact: Quantum Horticulture, 877-HYDRO-US 

(877-493-7687), quantumhort.com 
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Easy Roots, S 19.99 

JteSo*; ft&SS 

■ 

Sentinel; £520 

Grow Terri Kto: Caff for Pricing 

Easy Gtew Reflective fiJm; 5 T 79.99 

Raptor Reflector; S260 

Quantum flsffasl; 

1000 watt: 5355.95 600 waff r 5233,95 

Udt60G:5MOO 

An online resource for garden 
enthusiasts of all levels! 

Infinite Breeze' £55,95 

Advanced 
Nutrients 

The fewest prices avowed' 

BC North: Call for Pricing 

Home Grow Depot is an information and products hub that offers all growers the 

opportunity to maximise their efforts, production and quality'. Home Grow Depot 

offers information from commercial agriculturalist, authors, journalists, grad-level 

and well-known backyard scientists, We pride ourselves on offering a wide range 

of products at the lowest possible price, while sharing our research and our results, 

Home Grow Depot carries a wide variety of high quality oHganics, hydroponics 

equipment and full grow set-ups, We only sell products -we thoroughly understand 

n order to help you maximize your efforts, T ie grow^i comes first. Profit rnarg ns 

and manufacturer opinions come second. We're available 7 days a week! 

www.homegrowdepot.com 

► 
NEW TO FARMING 
AND GARDENING? 
We can hefp you design your indoor 

or outdoor garden to he as efficient 

i- if is beautiful Our go a' s fo help 

cultivate s network offcnowfedgeable 

and w-eiJ-fr ifetmed growers. Byf lelprng 

people produce their pivn foDd's a,no’ 

.herbal medicines, Home Grow Depot 

Csn help grow our economy .if. d the 

personal sovereignty of our community 

1-877-821-GROW 
4 7 6 9 



Best Plant-Moving Innovation 
THE RPM (REVOLUTIONARY PLANT MOVER) 

Imagine being able to simulate the best conditions of growing outdoors without all of the drawbacks. The Revolutionary 

Plant Mover (RPM) replicates the sun’s natural movement, providing the maximum percentage of energy for plant 

growth. The patented RPM is the only system to have a rotating base plus four discs that rotate along with it. While the 

base rotates counterclockwise for one turn every 10 hours, each of the four independent trays rotate clockwise four - M 

times every 10 hours, thereby simulating the actual sunrise and sunset. Sitting on top of the rotating trays are four 5- 

gallon buckets fed through two low-pressure, high-flow tubes. These feeding arms supply your prized plants with 24 

hours of nutrient-rich, oxygenated water. The RPM uses a 400-watt light yet has the ability to rival the dry yield of 

1,000-watt grow! Why waste money on extra electricity and heat when you can get equal results with a lower-wattage 

light combined with an RPM? They don’t call it “revolutionary” for nothing. 

Price: About $1,900.00 

Contact: Revolutionary Plant Mover, (702)473-5901, revolutionaryplantmover.com 
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Most likely, you're one of the 91,7% of growers who 
use bloom boosters every bloom cycle, because you 

want to be sure your boosters give you the biggest 
yields possible for your garden ... to be precise you 

look for bloom boosters that give you; 

• Larger, heavier, denser flowers 

* Flowers with more essential oils, aromatics, terpe¬ 
noids, phenols and other potency factors 

PRODUCT TYPE: Bloom Booster 

GARDEN TYPES: 
Liquid Big Bud has been specially designed for use 
with all hydroponics, sphagnum, and soil growing 
mediums, Big Bud has been developed for use 
with any and all hydroponic, aeroponic, drrp irri¬ 
gation, NFT, flood & drain, drip emitters and con¬ 
tinuous liquid feed growing systems. 

* Measurable, significant increases in overall har¬ 

vest weight and market value 

But most bloom boosters don't measure up to these 
goals. In fact, until recently poorly absorbed forms of 
phosphorus and potassium {P and K} were the main in¬ 
gredients in most bloom boosters. 

Worse, almost all bloom boosters have incorrect ratios 
or types of phosphorus and potassium. Most provide 
double the amount of phosphorus to potassiu m, That's 

not useful. Your plants need much more potassium 
than phosphorus during bloom 
phase. T , 

And when too much phospho 
rus is dumped into your plants, it 

creates a potential for phospho- 
ms toxicity that works against 

flower production and overall 
plant health. Not only that, your /|i Ml ^SP 

crops may taste harsh so they muffle■ ■! 
hurt your throat and lungs. 

WHEN TO USE: 
Peak bloom phase, 

MIXING DIRECTIONS: 
Use 2 ml per Liter during weeks 
your flowering pnase. 

through 4 of 

GROWER EXPERIENCE LEVEL: 
Hobbyist, Expert, Professional and Grand Master 
Growers 

_ DERIVED FROM: Potas- 
toat bs slum Sulfate, Potassium 

e?' Phosphate. 

COMPANY FOUNDERS1 
NO RISK, 100% MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE: 
If foi any reason you re not 
absolutely delighted, we'll 
refund all your money 
back it's that simple. 

fliidch" 

BLOOM BOOSTER 
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Best Water Innovation 
YIELD 2.0 

Water is the lifeblood of any plant, cannabis included, and making 

the most of your water is essential to growing success. We’re 

amazed by the benefits provided by the new cutting-edge product 

called Yield 2.0, which increases harvests by energizing water. We 

were initially a bit skeptical of this product’s claims, but our testing 

revealed that as plain water passes through the magnetized cham¬ 

ber, the molecules of hydrogen and oxygen transform into looser- 

bonded molecules. A looser molecule means that each drip of 

water will be able to penetrate the leaves more effectively, thereby 

lowering the amount of water and nutrients needed. The creators 

of Yield 2.0 are so sure that their product will yield 10% to 30% 

more that they offer a 100% money-back guarantee on each unit. 

Price: $550 

Contact: Home Grow Depot, 877-821-GROW [877-821-4769], 

homegrowdepot.com 

Best Growing Container 
AIR POT 

With typical plant pots and buckets, roots reach the sides and bottom and then begin to swirl around, 

staying close to the outside of the container for less-than-optimum results. Allowing air to reach 

those roots is called "air pruning” because it encourages roots to grow back into their medium and 

take more advantage of all the space and nutrients available. The new Air Pot system from Super¬ 

roots utilizes this proven technique and actually reduces the need to transplant from container to 

container. The Air Pot’s walls are comprised of a high quality plant safe plastic, that are holes sur¬ 

rounding the container. The walls are fixed to a slotted base that is raised off the bottom of the walls 

for optimal drainage. One of the main benefits of the holes surrounding the walls is that each hole 

allows oxygen to reach the roots, making these pots perform excellently in both hydroponic and soil 

gardens. The durable, high-grade, recycled HDPE material can be used multiple times without fear 

of contamination, and the pots are available in sizes from .3 gallons up to 12 gallons. 

Price: Various 

Contact: Terra Hydro Co., 877-839-GROW, calgrowers.com 

Best New Deep-Water Culture 
Innovation 
THE HYDROFOGGER 

We’ve seen countless versions of DWC units 

on the market, but none with the versatility 

and efficiency of the new Hydrofogger. This af¬ 

fordable single-bucket system works great for 

even the most inexperienced of growers by 

utilizing an ingenious double-reservoir system 

that provides plenty of room for a huge root 

mass to grow. The Hydrofogger ensures the 

perfect ration of oxygen-infused nutrient- 

water solution by incorporating a misting sys¬ 

tem that continuously "fogs” the growing roots 

with essential nourishment and also keeps 

the reservoir well aerated. All that O2 in the 

root zone translates into quick and massive 

plant growth aboveground. Whether you’re 

growing one monster plant or 12 smaller 

clones, the Hydrofogger is capable of satisfy¬ 

ing all of your needs from seedling to harvest 

for true DWC growing. 

Price: $99 

Contact: Hydrofogger, 440-591-7603, growth- 

ponies, com 

Best Nutrients 
ADVANCED NUTRIENTS 

With an unmatched dedication to growing great 

buds, Advanced Nutrients has provided growers 

around the world with the best variety of nutri¬ 

ents and plant supplements for years. Advanced 

Nutrients now provides sets of their best nutri¬ 

ents in bundles for every level of gardening ex¬ 

pertise, including the hobbyist, expert, 

professional and grandmaster grower. Regard¬ 

less of what level you are, Advanced 

Nutrients guarantees that their easy-to-use prod¬ 

ucts provide the highest-quality results. Their lat¬ 

est products, Ancient Earth and Jungle Juice, are 

affordable and efficient new nutrients that take ad¬ 

vantage of the benefits of humic and fulvic acids for rapid plant growth. 

Price: Various 

Contact: Advanced Nutrients, 604-854-6793, advancednutrients.com 
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BECOME AN AUTHORIZE? 
PE ALE R, CALL TOOAY! 

1 -877-906-SPIN 
www. hy drop I ex o nil ne. co m 

THE SPINNER Is unlike any other hydroponic 
system on the market. Inside THE SPINNER, each 
plant is rotated on its axis and exposed to light on 
all sides. The roots within the root chamber are also 

rotated, improving nutrient distribution, 

FEWER PLANTS = LESS TROUBLE m 
THE SPINNER uses only 12 plants per unit, 
decreasing your power consumption and increasing 
your yield- 

ENERGY + SPACE EFFICIENCY 
SPINNERS slack easily with no extra parts required. 
Stack SPINNERS three high in a 2,6' x 2 S' area with 
a standard ceiling height. 

360° EXPOSURE 
Each plan: automatical y rotates, exposing 100% of 
the plant to the light source 

QUANTITY + QUALITY 
Greater yields at a higher quality than ever before. 

EASY ACCESS 
With slid ncj doors posiiiqned all around the unit, 
accessing any plant is easy. 

LIMITED TIME OFFER - ONL Y \ 

$1999.00 j 
\ / 

SPINNER 
A Plant Rotating Vertical Garden 

If* the most innovative grow machine that IVe 
ever seen, I love The Spinner? - Groce Periowln 

WWW.HYDROPLEXONLilMi.COM • 1-877-906-7746 
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Best Cloning Tray 
EASY ROOTS 

Best Grow-Tray Supports 
STURDY-BUILT FLOOD TABLE BENCHES 

Strong frames supporting grow trays are a must in order to avoid catastrophic 

issues such as breakage or flooding. We love the Sturdy-Built Flood Table 

Benches for their amazing durability as well as their versatility in the grow- 

room. The benches were obviously manufactured with a functional approach 

that pays extremely close attention to detail. The pitched design keeps stag¬ 

nant water from pooling, and the rust-resistant powder coating ensures max¬ 

imum longevity. The unique pocket design of the stand keeps the flood tables 

from rocking side to side; center supports prevent them from sagging; and 

locking casters make them easy to move at will. The manufacturer’s lifetime 

guarantee demonstrates real confidence in the quality of these benches. 

Price: Various 

Contact: West Coast Growers, 888-924-4769, westcoastgrowers.com 

Timely and properly rooted clones can make the differ¬ 

ence between a successful growing project and a frustrat¬ 

ing exercise in humility. The new Easy Roots cloning trays 

provide their users with a quality product at an affordable 

price that takes the guesswork out of rooting cuttings. 

This compact unit uses foam-bound Canadian peat that’s 

infused with beneficial bacteria to help strengthen the 

root system without harming your precious plants. Easy 

Roots come pre-wetted, with condensation forming on 

the humidity domes ensuring just enough moisture to get 

the job done. Cuttings started in Easy Roots are easy to 

transplant into soil, soilless mix or most hydroponic sys¬ 

tems, and the success rate is phenomenal. 

Price: $19.99 

Contact: Maine Indoor Garden Supply, 877-522-MIGS (64471, 

maineindoorgardensupply. com 

Best Trimming Innovation 
TRIMPRO ROTOR 

We’ve always loved the incredible 

trimming products available from 

multiple S.T.A.S.H. Award winners 

TrimPro, and year after year they 

continue to outdo themselves in tech¬ 

nical achievements. Their newest ad¬ 

vancement is the TrimPro Rotor, a 

completely automated unit encom¬ 

passing all of the best qualities of 

their classic TrimPro, but with higher 

walls to keep your prized plants in 

the cutting zone. Simply drop buds 

into the trim bucket and watch as the 

non-stick rubber arms gently move 

them around the high-quality tem- 

pered-steel blades, leaving you with 

perfectly manicured buds every time. 

(TrimPro also offers a variety of op¬ 

tions for the grate size.) Once 

the TrimPro Rotor manicures the 

buds, it stores all of the valuable 

trimmings in a lightweight, detach¬ 

able bag for easy transportation. 

Price: $1,435 

Contact: TrimPro, 450-349-0811, 

trimpro.ca 
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r7 researched K2 for weeks 

before buying. Summit is the best 

and K2 is the real deal!' 
11 Sd e fm f a mm a. L as! s a ho ? t1 

I, J hours. I highly mmnmnul 
trying it at least onar" 

L7 was surprised haw relaxing 

the mama was. Great herbal 

blend. It's a must buy," 

Your Best Source for 
Authentic K2 Incense 

★★★★★ 
Ajorna Pioi^rh-y RqJirvg 

Choose from a variety of blends including Summit, Standard, Blonde, Blt>e. Citron & Pii 

Repeat Top K2 customers earn 

LOYALTY POINTS on every 

order. Learn more at 

wwwJo p k 2, com / p o in t s 

READ OUR BLO0 for the lotest 

on K2f politics and civil rights. 

www*topk2,com/news 

Order today and well ship 

today with FREE SHIPPING 

on orders over $65. 

WWW.TOPK2.COM • 1-888-48-TOPK2 (86752) 
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Best Reflective Product 
EASY GROW REFLECTIVE FILM 

Maximizing light supply means taking advantage of every lumen available to 

your plants, and using reflective material to surround a grow space can in¬ 

crease yields substantially when implemented properly. Our testing has re¬ 

vealed that Easy Grow Reflective Film provides optimal reflection, increasing 

light penetration through the densest of canopies. With seven highly reflective 

liners to choose from, Easy Grow Reflective Film offers reflection products to 

satisfy any grower’s needs. Their ECO Diamond Diffusion Foil is covered in a 

diamond-pressed pattern for an even distribution of light that also works as a 

thermal reflector, preventing heat leaks from being spotted from above by 

police helicopters using thermal imaging to find your grow. 

Price: $30 to $165 per roll 133- and 100-foot rolls), depending on the grade 

Contact: Easy Grow Reflective Film, 866-913-4769, easy-grow.co.uk 
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Moving the air that accumulates closest to your plants is cru¬ 

cial for carbon dioxide (CO2) to reach leaf surfaces, while also 

strengthening stalks and branches through agitation. The 

wall-mounted Infinite Breeze Fans from Quantum Horticul¬ 

ture not only oscillate from side to side but also move up and 

down in a W-shaped rotation that reaches much more of the 

canopy for more effective air circulation at plant level. UV-re- 

sistant plastic ensures that your small investment will last for 

many grows to come, and Infinite Breeze Fans offer three 

speed settings and innovative wall mountings that keep them 

out of your way, saving valuable floor space for more plants. 

Price: $59.95 

Contact: Quantum Horticulture, 877-HYDRO-US (877-493-7687), 

quantumhort.com 

Best Stealth Product 
VIAGROW AIR SILENCER 

All indoor growers know 

that keeping excessive 

noise to a minimum is 

crucial to the success of 

any pot-production proj¬ 

ect. Even in legal gar¬ 

dens, loud fans running 

all day sound almost like 

airplanes taking off and 

can really get annoying. 

After years of fine-tun¬ 

ing, the new Viagrow Air 

Silencers finally solve 

this aural dilemma using 

technology similar to the 

muffler on the back end 

of a car. The ultra-light- f 

weight design doesn’t 

compromise the 

strength and integrity of 

your ducting, and the 

aluminum-cast flanges 

muffle almost all of the 

noise created by your 

fans and filters. The sim- 

ple-to-install Air Si¬ 

lencers come in a variety 

of lengths and duct sizes, 

providing almost endless 

options for sound sup¬ 

pression. 

Price: $89.99 (6” x 50 cm); 

$129.99 (10”x 75 cm); and 

more 

Contact: Hydro Wholesale, 

866-803-2100, 

hydrowholesale, com 



12 Plant PhD\ Discover 

The Japanese Engineering 
Breakthrough That's Allowing Growers 

From Their Plants Within 
The Same Bloom Time 

We all want our plants to get into peak bloom phase faster and to yield a bigger harvest. Now, a team of 12 plant PhD's and their 
research assistants believe they have found the answer... 

The secret* says Dr. Savov, "Is we implement the Japanese engineering principle of continuous improvement - called kaizen into 
developing a better 2-part premium bloom base fertilizer. The principle of kaizen slates that smalt continual improvements at each step 
of a multi pan process equals a much larger compounded total increase in performance in the final product." 

Much like Albert Einstein called compound interest, "the 

most powerful force in the universe"—these small, continuous 

improvements at each phase of a multipart process yiefd a very 

powerful, impressive end result. 

So, when it co m es to a prem iu m bloom ba$e fe rtili zer — a tea m of 12 

PhD's working for Advanced Nutrients in a leading Bulgarian research 

lab simply found multiple ways to improve upon each stage of the 

two-part process of growing plants. 

In the end, it worked exceptionally well to achieve a bigger, 

compounded yield — in at least one documented head-to^head, 

consumer trial — over 40% bigger! 

First, the scientists wanted to improve upon the actual ingredients 

used in their 2-part formula. The idea was to give you better 'Building 

Blockslor your plants louse to get bigger yields, more colorful flowers, 

a stronger aroma and maximum potency. This was the first stage the 

team improved upon, 

Next, they wanted to enhance your plant's abilities to get the 

maximum absorption of these nutrients because having the highest 

quality ingredients without ensuring your plants can fully absorb them 

is worthless. The scientists discovered that most growers aren't seeing 

bigger yields with other fertilizers because their plants aren't a be to 

effectively absorb the nutrients being used 

Obviously, improving the absorption abilities of your plant greatly 

compounds the effectiveness of the high quality ingredients ba:ng 

used! Lastly, in an effort to maximize every part of your plants deepest 

core levels of plant bloom metabolism and floral production, the 

scientists developed a proprietary blend of floral growth co factors to 

activate and control these core issues. 

These co-factors include amino acids and amino acid precursors 

essential to protein formation which promote cellular metabolism, 

replication and other bloom processes, In addition, other proprietary 

co factors create enhanced changes in how plants carry out bloom 

phase functions. 

Let's examine how the scientists improved these phases in 

developing the ultra-premium, 2-part bloom base nutrient for Grand 

Master Growers - Connoisseur] 

Instead of using low-quality, questionable ingredients—the team at 

Advanced Nutrients invested heavily in puttFng to use only the most 

potent, most effective., most proven ingredients possible (ingredients 

no other company uses because of the high cost To ooth source and 

manufacture these ingredients into bloom fertilizers!) 

To start with, every single one of the micro nutrients used in 

Connoisseur is chelated so you get maximum absorption and uptake 

of these amino chelates into your plants. WHh a theoretical absorption 

range of pH 1-10, this in effect means you get the highest absorption 

rate possible of these life-giving micronutrients for as long as your 

plant is alive! 

What's more. Advanced Nutrients, has also invested heavily 

into chelating a high percentage of the macro-nutrients used in 

Connoisseur to get your plant' to bloom faster and keep them in that 

bloom phase longer! 

If you count on your plants to make you money, you're going to love 

Connoisseur! 

Here's why commercial growers of rare and profit-producing plants 

love this comprehensive hydroponics fertilizer formula ... 

■ Vou got a faster time to peak bloom time .., meaning you get to 
sell your plants faster! 

■ You get more flowers and more weight per 
flower... which means more money per plant! 

■ You get more aroma, more taste, and more 

color in your plants ... which means you gel 
more satisfied and repeat customers! 

■ The bottom l i ne? You get more profits per each 

oop cycle! 

Advanced 
Nutrients 
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New 
Medical Marijuana Dispensary 

Locator! 

mfehader 
The True Bud Finder 

Visit THCfinder.com to 
find the best Cannabis 
dubs near you! 

Find out how to add your Hydroponics Store, Dispensary, Evaluation 
Center, Headshop or Seedbank site absolutely free by going to 

www. THCFinder.com 
Contact us with any questions or concerns about 

Sales@THCfinder.com \ THCfinder@gmaii.com 714.519.1012 



Soil and soil-less mixes 
are the most forgiving 
grow mediums for the 
beginner grower. 

^With 14 of the nation’s 50 states (plus DC) already on . 

the books as medical-marijuana states, and more on 

the verge of passing similar laws, it’s no surprise that * 

more and more people are growing in neighborhoods all ' 

around the country. And as more and more people start 

to grow their own herbal meds, society will continue to 

m adapt, perceiving marijuana as just a normal part of life. ~ 

n That’s why we’ve decided to put together a few sim- * 

* pie ways to get started for all you out there thinking of 

* getting on the medical bus to homegrown happiness. 

If you’re new to the scene, then this article is just for * 

you, since its focus is on small-space growing with good 

returns and, of course, good buds. By Felix Green # 

ABOUT SOIL 
For most new growers, soil is usually the best and easiest way to go. It has a 

tendency to be more forgiving of the minor mistakes that can happen when 

you’re starting out. There are a number of different ways that you can use 

soil, everything from simple plastic pots to 5-gallon buckets or more elabo¬ 

rate containers like Earthboxes. 

Earthboxes are one of the more expensive options, but they’re pretty 

much worth every penny. The reason these boxes are good for beginners as 

well as advanced growers is that they protect against overfeeding and reduce 

the chances of underfeeding. And for any new grower, learning the feeding 

cycle is an important and difficult process. 

If Earthboxes seem a little too expensive or intricate, then 3- or 5-gallon 

buckets will work just fine—but make sure that you buy two buckets for 

every plant you plan to grow. The reasoning here is that you can then drill 

holes in the bottom of one pot and place it into the other one without holes. 

This helps to improve drainage and reduce the chances of overfeeding, which 

can create root rot and impair healthy root growth. 

The holes in the first bucket allow any unused water to drain out the bot¬ 

tom into the second container. If you don’t have some type of drainage in your 

pots, excess water can build up at the bottom and prevent a good water-to- 

air ratio. If you can’t afford to buy extra buckets, make sure you still cut holes 

in the bottom of the ones you do use (assuming they’re not already there) and 

place a plastic catch plate under them. 

The key to any healthy, productive plant is a good root base. Without that, 

the plant can’t absorb the proper amount of nutrients to form healthy buds. 

No matter what type of container you use, make sure that you buy a good soil 

or soilless mix. Any of FoxFarms’ mixtures are great, such as their Planting 

Mix for seedlings and clones, or their Marine Cuisine for the vegetative- 

growth stage land sometimes the first few weeks of bloom as well). Light 

Warrior is another great mix that comes highly recommended. 

These products are especially good for new growers because they come 

with basic nutrients already mixed into the soil. With the nutrients premixed, 

all you have to do is feed the plants with water at the proper pH for about 

three to four weeks, depending on their growth. After about a month, the 

plants will have consumed most of the nutrients in the soil, so you’ll need to 

start adding nutrients on your own. 

The pH factor is another reason that growing in soil is better for begin¬ 

ners. Over time, plants in soil can slowly adjust to a slightly “off” pH level. 

Most plants like the pH balance to be somewhere between 6.2 and 6.7 in soil, 

whether you’re using plain or nutrient-mixed water. If the pH is off-kilter, 

your plants will not take up nutrients through their root system. A grower can 

tell if the pH is off by the way a plant’s leaves twist at the tips; they resemble 

a hand that has lost its finger-muscle function. 

So with soil, it can be as basic and easy as you want to make it at the be¬ 

ginning. Just buying the right soil and simple nutrients can get you started on 

your way, eventually progressing onto more complicated diets and environ¬ 

ments that will help you produce even bigger buds. 
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Hydro systems offer a variety 
of feeding methods like this 
top-fed, soil-less mix system 
with sprayer nozzles. 

HYDROPONICS 
When talking about hydroponics, there are all 

kinds of methods and systems that we can discuss. 

There are elaborate setups and also simple hydro¬ 

ponic systems that can produce some primo pot. 

Your choice will basically depend on your knowl¬ 

edge, time and the money you’re willing to spend 

on the project. In this section, we’ll introduce you 

to some of the basics of hydroponic growing. 

Two of the most crucial things you need to 

know about hydroponics is that it’s all about your 

reservoir and the plants’ feeding cycle. These two 

areas are emphasized because, without a well- 

balanced reservoir that is on a proper feeding 

cycle designed for that particular system, your 

plants will never thrive and will produce only gan¬ 

gly, unhealthy buds. 

Most hydroponic systems operate at a pH bal¬ 

ance of somewhere between 5.5 and 6.2. Each 

system and plant varies, but look for signs on your 

plants (such as the leaf tips twisting) to tell you 

what they like (or don’t like). Nutrients and tem¬ 

perature will alter the water’s pH level as well. 

Growers should never pH the water first—always 

do it after adding any nutrients, and always go 

back and check after it’s been sitting in the reser¬ 

voir for about a day. Pumps create heat, so they 

can raise the temperature of the water, which af¬ 

fects the pH as well. 

Another good idea is to always have two 

pumps in your reservoir: one that feeds the 

plants, and one that keeps the water stirred and 

mixed. The pH level goes up when the water temp 

increases—but most water comes out of the tap 

cold, so if you check the pH level of a cold glass of 

water right out of the tap (i.e., with nothing added 

to it), the pH will be lower than if you went back to 

that same glass of water when it was at room 

temp or warmer. 

The temperature of the reservoir is also im¬ 

portant: You want to keep it below 75°F. This is a 

problem that even experienced growers battle. If 

the temp rises above 75°F regularly, problems 

like bacteria and disease can form, killing a 

plant’s root system. When designing a system that 

fits your space, make sure that the reservoir has 

sufficient ventilation. It may also be necessary to 

leave the top off, allowing any heat to rise out. 

Also keep in mind that reservoirs need to be 

shaded from light. Extensive exposure to light can 

be very bad for them, because it will raise the tem¬ 

perature of the reservoir and turn the nutrients in 

the water bad. Most reservoirs are located under a 

table or off to the side of the room for a deep¬ 

water culture (DWC) or ebb-and-flow system. 

The next thing you need to take into consider¬ 

ation when growing hydroponically is the feeding 

cycle. Depending on what type of system you 

choose, there may be a built-in timer that will 

help you run your operation. If you’re using a drip 

system, there’s a chance you’re using a digital 

timer or a more advanced cycle timer. It’s easy to 

find basic heavy-duty and digital timers at most 

local hardware stores. As for cycle timers, they 

can be found at most grow stores or else ordered 

by them. Green Air Products makes a great one 

that has adjustable settings. 

Advanced timers like the Green Air cycle timer 

have two functions: an interval setting and a time 

setting. So, for example, if you want to feed your 

plants for five seconds every 15 minutes, you can 

set it that way; if you want to feed your plants for 

five minutes every hour, you can set it that way as 

well. These cycle timers are much more expensive 

than other conventional timers, but they’re worth it 

depending on your system. (They can also be used 

for other items in your growroom, like air filters 

and CO2 systems.) These timers come in two mod¬ 

els, one of which has a photo sensor that allows 

the timer to work only when the lights are on. 

This part is especially important: You should 

never feed your plants while the lights are off. 

When you’re growing in soil, this usually isn’t a 

problem, because you typically work on the 

plants while the lights are on. But with hydro¬ 

ponic systems, there is usually some sort of 

timer setup to feed the plants on a daily basis. 

Your plants should always get their first feeding 

of the day when the lights are just coming on, 

and then periodic feedings throughout the day 

while they’re still on, whether your plants are in 

the vegetative or flowering stage. 

Determining your feeding cycle is where hy¬ 

droponic growing can get tricky. When the plants 

are smaller, they don’t require feeding as often— 

maybe once a day when they’re slightly bigger 

than clone size. Once your plants have matured 

and grown, you might be feeding them every two 

hours. The medium that you decide to use also 

helps determine this. If you’re using rockwool 

blocks and slabs, you may not have to feed your 

plants as often; rockwool retains water very well, 

and it’s usually contained in plastic, which doesn’t 

allow it to "breathe” and dry out as quickly. With 

clay aggregate or lava rocks, the roots of the 

plants are exposed to a lot more air, requiring 

you to feed them more frequently so that their 

roots don’t dry out. 

Both mediums work very effectively, so deter¬ 

mining which one is best for you depends on your 

situation. With rockwool blocks and soil, you’ll 

have to worry about disposing of the materials at 

the end of a growing cycle. With the rocks, you can 

simply wash them in a sink or tub and they’ll be 

ready for use in your next garden. 
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GROWROOM BASICS 
Now that we have some of the basics down, let's 

consider a few examples of simple gardens. 

Whether you decide to go with soil or hydropon¬ 

ics, the setup of the room will be the same: Good 

air ventilation (including odor control), proper 

lighting, and enough electricity to power your 

garden are the primary starting points for an in¬ 

door grow operation. 

No matter how big your growing space is, there 

are plenty of products on the market to suit your 

needs. You can buy everything from 1-gallon bags 

or pots to a larger Earthbox-style trough. If you’re 

growing hydroponically, there are flood trays that 

start at 2’ x 2’ as well as larger sizes and various 

shapes. There are also ebb-and-flow bucket sys¬ 

tems (a.k.a. deep-water culture or DWC) that can 

be customized to fit in any grow space. 

Once you’ve decided on a system, the next 

thing you’ll need to focus on is your lighting, 

which will also depend on the size of your grow- 

room. A 600-watt light produces a 3’ x 3’ light 

footprint, while a 1,000-watt light produces a 

slightly larger footprint (4’ x 4’). You should use 

these basic measurements in determining your 

grow space. For example, two 600-watt lights are 

a perfect setup for a 3’ x 6’ flood table, while one 

1,000-watt lamp is perfect for a 5-gallon DWC 

system of four to six buckets. 

After choosing the type of lamps, the next 

step will be to figure out how 

to cool them and maintain the 

correct growroom tempera¬ 

ture. If you’re using a dedi¬ 

cated room inside a house for 

growing, normal window- 

mounted air conditioners will 

usually work. If you don’t have 

a window that’s accessible, in¬ 

room air conditioners can be a 

great option. These are stand¬ 

alone units that use 4” to 5" 

ducting to disperse the vented 

heat out of a window or into 

another room in the house via 

ductwork and vents constructed in a shared wall 

or door. (Note: When determining how big an air 

conditioner you’ll need for a given space, remem¬ 

ber that a single 600-watt light produces 2,500 

BTUs, while a 1,000-watt light emits 4,000 BTUs.) 

Dispersing the heat can be particularly useful in 

the wintertime if the grower lives in a cold cli¬ 

mate, as the heat byproduct from the growroom 

can be used to heat another room in the house, 

such as a bedroom. This can help to offset the 

cost of the electricity used to power the grow¬ 

room lights by allowing the home to use less 

power on heating. 

The next important aspect of a growroom’s 

setup is ventilating both the room air and the heat 

coming off the lamps. Most growroom lamps 

come with hoods that have flanges on the sides 

specially designed for 4”, 6” or 8” ducting. This al¬ 

lows growers to attach the ducting and in-line 

fans to suck away heat produced by the bulbs and 

exhaust it out of the grow space. This can be done 

on a separate conduit circuit from the normal air- 

exchange systems if the growroom is using two or 

more lamps—meaning that cooler air can be 

sucked in from outside the room, passed over the 

bulbs, and then vented right back out of the room. 

If a grower is running only a single lamp, however, 

air from within the room can be sucked in, passed 

over the bulb and blown out of the room—effec¬ 

tively cooling the bulb, removing heat from the 

room, and acting as a general air circulator, all in 

one system and using only a single fan. 

As far as circulation fans go, wall-mounted 

fans work very well because they don’t take up 

any floor space, which can be valuable in many 

growing situations. Vertical (adjustable-height) 

floor fans and little floor turbo fans can be pur¬ 

chased at just about any retail store and will work 

fine as well. Either way, it’s important that you 

have fans moving the air so that it doesn’t become 

stagnant and allow heat pockets to build up. 

Lastly, odor control is often the most over¬ 

looked and difficult part of growing. Without a 

good odor-elimination system, grow ops can be¬ 

come a big problem. There are basically three 

ways of controlling the pungent smell that plants 

put off. The first option is a carbon (activated- 

charcoal) filter. These work the best of all the op¬ 

tions out there, but they can be bulky and 

expensive in some cases. Carbon filters come in 

various sizes and can work 

with just about any operation; 

they start about as small as a 

2-liter bottle and increase in 

size to over 5 feet tall. (The 

largest models can be fairly 

wide and pretty heavy as 

well.) They also vary in the 

size of the ductwork that they 

can accommodate, with most 

models being capable of han¬ 

dling 6” to 12” ducting. 

Another option for odor 

control is the use of ionizers. 

These devices neutralize the 

atmosphere on a molecular 

level and provide a workable 

growing space. Ionizers, 

however, are not always the 

best for your plants. When using them, try not to 

locate them in the same room as your plants; you 

should always try to place them in an adjoining 

room or outside the door. 

The last option for odor control is the use of air 

fresheners. This is probably the least effective of 

your options, because even if you use really good 

ones, all they do is mix with the smell of your 

plants to create an odor that still smells kind of 

like weed. ONA is one of the leading companies 

for industrial-size odor deterrents; there’s even a 

model with a fan that disperses the solvent 

throughout the room. In truth, it’s best to use at 

least two of these three options in conjunction to 

make sure that your operation is secure. 
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EASY WAYS TO GET STARTED 

SETUP 1 
For people who live in medical states and are lim¬ 

ited to a certain number of plants, large soil con¬ 

tainers and hydroponic bucket systems are both 

great options. These systems allow growers to 

grow larger plants that will produce a more re¬ 

warding yield. 

Ebb-and-flow or DWC bucket systems come 

with a number of buckets that usually provide from 

six to 12 plant sites. These can be either 3- or 5- 

gallon bucket pots that connect to both a main 

bucket (the mechanical brain of the system) and a 

large reservoir. The "brain” bucket has a built-in 

timer and outlets that control the pumps. This main 

bucket is hooked up to the larger reservoir that 

controls the rest of the buckets. Located inside the 

"brain” are float valves that control the level of 

water for all the buckets hooked up to the system. 

When the main bucket is flooded, all the buckets fill 

up to the proper height. After a set time, the "brain” 

bucket then empties itself using a small pump that 

is located inside and will drain the water out of it as 

well as the rest of the buckets in the system. 

However, there is usually about an inch of 

water that remains in the bottom of each bucket. 

This actually helps out when the plants become 

bigger and their roots stretch down through the 

holes in their net pots sitting at the top of the buck¬ 

ets (hence the name: deep-water culture). If, for 

some reason, your pumps fail or you lose electric¬ 

ity, the small amount of water that remains in the 

buckets can feed the plants for as much as a day or 

two—and when working with hydroponics, that 

extra margin can be crucial. 

SETUP2 
For growers who aren’t concerned 

about plant limits, using flood tables is 

probably the best bet. Growing a bigger 

number of small plants is easier than 

maintaining and growing large ones. 

For systems like these, smaller plastic 

containers filled with hydroton pebbles 

(hardened expanded clay) work great. 

The larger 6” x 6” rockwool blocks also 

work well in table systems. 

Both of these options work more 

efficiently because there is no need to 

use extra rockwool slabs underneath 

for the roots to grow into. If you decide 

to grow larger plants on a flood table 

(though this is not recommended, be¬ 

cause the smaller containers and rock¬ 

wool cubes will not be able to provide 

adequate support for these plants), 

growers will need to use a trellis or 

similar system for added support. If a 

grower does decide to grow larger 

plants in a "sea of green” (SOG) for¬ 

mat, they should use rockwool slabs at 

the very least, because these slabs 

allow the plants to form a larger root 

base that will help to support them as 

well as increase their nutrient uptake. 

When using a flood table, you 

should always place the reservoir un¬ 

derneath it. This helps when flooding 

and draining the table, making these 

transitions a lot smoother. It also 

comes in handy if, for some reason, 

any cracks form or the tray breaks, as 

you have a better chance of the water 

leaking back into your reservoir and 

not on the floor. 

For these setups, you can usually 

use an industrial timer with 15-minute 

intervals, which can be purchased at 

most hardware stores or grow shops. 

When you’re using a system like this, 

you can flood the table for 15 minutes 

every three to four hours when the 

lights are running. Growers may 

choose to feed their plants at six-hour 

intervals when they’re smaller and 

still in the vegetative and early-bloom 

stages. The most important thing is 

that you pay attention to your plants 

and let them tell you if the feeding 

cycle needs to be increased or de¬ 

creased. As with growing in soil, you 

don’t want to overfeed your plants or 

the roots won’t form as quickly as they 

should. 
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EASY WAYS TO GET STARTED 

SETUP3 
When asked the best way to grow in soil, the common answer from advanced growers 

who like to keep it simple is "Earthboxes.” These grow containers can really make 

growing as simple as filling the boxes with the soil (or soilless mix) of your choice and 

then feeding your plants every few days. 

The boxes come with a reservoir attached at the bottom that holds 2 to 3 gallons of 

water or nutrient solution. Placing a small container beneath them when filling the 

boxes is a good idea: These units have a built-in overflow hole drilled into them to help 

eliminate overfeeding. 

Another benefit of growing in larger soil containers is the ability to stake your 

plants or add various types of support. Unfortunately, when growing with hydro, you 

don’t always have the option to stake your plants, because there’s nothing to drive the 

stakes into. With Earthboxes, you can really grow a plant to its fullest potential by utiliz¬ 

ing bamboo stakes or string netting. Spreading the branches out allows the lower parts 

of a plant to receive more light and produce more nuggets, thereby increasing yields. 

There is also a Velcro tape that you can purchase at most garden stores to help 

stake plants up. Velcro tape is preferred because it’s very easy to work with. Growers 

can also drill holes in the sides of the boxes and pull the branches apart, undoing the 

tape and reapplying it as the plant grows. The tape is made of pretty durable material, 

so you can reuse it in more than one garden. 

And that’s about it. Hopefully, with these helpful hints on a few easy gardens, we’ll 

have more and more growers popping up all over the place. And with more growers 

and cultivators out there comes more private genetic breeding and the continued 

progress of this wonderful plant that we all love to enjoy. ^ 

The Earthbox allows 
for flexible feeding 
and soil mediums. 

Even outdoors, soil in large containers can be 
just as good or better than in the ground. 
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The media likes to portray California’s medical-marijuana dispensaries as some kind of out-of-control ‘Wild West,’ 
but our insider’s look reveals that America’s $2-trillion-per-year health-care industry could learn an awful lot from the 
best medical-cannabis collectives when it comes to putting patients before profits. By David Bienenstock 

One man from Illinois lost his coverage in the middle of chemotherapy 

because his insurer found that he hadn't reported gallstones that he 

didn't even know about. They delayed his treatment, and he died because 

of it. Another woman from Texas was about to get a double mastectomy 

when her insurance company canceled her policy because she forgot to 

declare a case of acne.... That is heart-breaking, it is wrong, and no one 

should be treated that way in the United States of America. 

—President Barack Obama, speaking to a joint session of Congress This article is about Cannabis sativa, not President Obama, so 

let's all set aside our partisan politics for a moment. What 

makes the above quote relevant isn't who's speaking so much as 

what’s being said. On live national television, the President of 

the United States acknowledged that America’s so-called "health-care” in¬ 

dustry hires roomfuls of people to figure out how to screw you out of serv¬ 

ices you’ve already paid for, based on obviously irrelevant technicalities, 

even if the consequence is your own death. 

At least, that’s what happens if you’ve got insurance, never mind if 

you don’t. And yet, the men and women who run these companies and 

make these decisions earn millions of dollars every year and get treated 

like pillars of society. Through it all, they comfort themselves into a good 

night’s sleep with a simple bedtime reminder that, as CEOs, they’ve sim¬ 

ply got to do whatever's going to make the most money for their share¬ 

holders. In our capitalist system, anything else would he irresponsible. 

Hell, even Obama let them off the hook in the very same speech. 

"Insurance executives don't do this because they're had people,” he 

said, referring to the business practices sometimes known as “murder by 

spreadsheet.” "They do it because it’s profitable." 

Profit—apparently a motive so sacred that it's worth letting a man die 

in the middle of his cancer treatments. Which is ironic, of course, because 

San Francisco's legendary Brownie Mary—and so many medical-mari¬ 

juana activists like her—thought it was worth risking their own freedom 

in order to supply a miraculously healing herb to cancer and AIDS pa¬ 

tients with nowhere else to turn. 

"My kids need this, and I’m ready to go to jail for my principles,” hospi¬ 

tal volunteer and medicated-dessert heroine Mary Jane Rathbum once 

said. “I'm not going to cut any deals .... If I go to jail, I go to jail.” 

Brownie Mary was twice arrested for supplying completely free medi¬ 

cine to the sick and dying, made from ingredients donated by kind- 

hearted cannabis cultivators from all around the Golden State. Nurtured 

by this example of propaganda by the deed, the early seeds of the modem 

medical-marijuana movement began to take root, and Brownie Mary 

would go on to help pass California’s groundbreaking Proposition 215 

voter initiative and open the legendary SF Cannabis Buyers Club, Amer¬ 

ica's first openly operating medical-cannabis dispensary. 

But even after passage of Prop. 215 in 199S made California the first 

state to legalize medical marijuana, many more activists would be ar¬ 

rested, incarcerated, sent underground or exiled for the same crime of 
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All medicine enters 
the BPG’s cannabis 
inspection center 
before it reaches 
patients. 

‘We thought every day was our last day. Raids 
were happening all around us, and we lived under 
constant threat of being closed by the DEA. ‘ 

Ultimately, DeAngelo believes that the great¬ 

est service HHC can provide is giving the world 

a living example of what responsible cannabis 

distribution looks like, a vision potentially pow¬ 

erful enough to dispel nearly a century of prohi¬ 

bition and propaganda and help usher in a new 

era of complete legalization. 

“We need to demonstrate to our fellow citi¬ 

zens that we're worthy of their trust,” DeAngelo 

says. "We must prove to them that cannabis can 

be distributed in a safe, seemly manner.” 

compassion. So let us never forget that, long be¬ 

fore medical marijuana ever became a “growth 

industry," it was an act of civil disobedience that 

often brought with it dire consequences. And 

even today, in this supposedly more enlightened 

era, where the US Justice Department has prom¬ 

ised to respect state law, we still see raids and ar¬ 

rests at the hands of the federal government 

that leave medical-cannabis providers in hot 

water and their patients "not high and dry.” 

Debby Goldsberry, founder of the Berkeley 

Patients Group, has lived with that threat long 

enough to celebrate the 10th anniversary of her 

dispensary on October 31, 2009—a date offi¬ 

cially designated “Berkeley Patients Group Day” 

by the City Council. Asked if she ever expected 

such a high honor from the local government, 

Goldsberry smiles wryly and shakes her head. 

"We thought every day was our last day,” 

she explains regarding the dispensary’s early 

years. “Raids were happening all around us, 

and we lived under constant threat of being 

closed by the DEA. Fortunately, the city of Berke¬ 

ley has been extremely supportive.” 

Walk into the Berkeley Patients Group today, 

and once you make it past the friendly (but pro¬ 

fessional) security staff and verify that you're a 

legally sanctioned medical-mari¬ 

juana patient, you'll enter an 

inner realm where the long-held 

dream of "safe and legal access” 

to medical marijuana has become 

a reality. In addition to a wide va¬ 

riety of cannabis strains and con¬ 

centrates, plus edibles, seeds, 

clones and extracts, the BPG also 

accommodates onsite medication 

and provides members with free 

services, including therapeutic 

massage, acupuncture, legal as¬ 

sistance and tutoring. They also offer financial 

support to both community programs like the 

local library, youth center, school-lunch pro¬ 

gram, homeless outreach and YMCA, and the na¬ 

tional marijuana-law reform movement, 

including Americans for Safe Access, Students 

for Sensible Drug Policy and BPG’s own grass¬ 

roots activism. 

Less than 10 miles to the south, another 

longtime marijuana activist, Steve DeAngelo, de¬ 

scribes the Harborside Health Center in Oakland 

as his “life's work," a showplace dispensary ca¬ 

pable of serving as a model for the rest of nation 

to emulate as medical marijuana continues to 

spread, state by state. Spacious, professional 

and welcoming, HHC offers a plethora of 

cannabis medicine, all of which is lab-tested for 

potency (THC, CBD, and CBN) and impurities 

(molds, bacteria, chemical residues), plus a di¬ 

verse selection of clones and a full range of free 

services that includes weekly classes on how to 

grow your own medicine—despite the rather ob¬ 

vious conflict of interest with its own core busi¬ 

ness. And, oh yeah, HHC paid $3 million in taxes 

last year, not to mention providing over 100 

truly green (and much-needed) jobs in cash- 

strapped California. 
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To a certain mind-set, marijuana-medical or 
otherwise-will only become respectable when 
the investor class finds a way to cash in. 

Unfortunately, the vast majority of Ameri¬ 

cans have never set foot in a medical- 

cannabis dispensary and consequently rely 

on the media for information about them. And 

so it was concerns over the “Wild West” of Cali¬ 

fornia—flames fanned by near-constant re¬ 

peats of Marijuana Inc. on CNBC—that 

prompted New Jersey lawmakers to severely 

limit the ailments eligible for a doctor’s recom¬ 

mendation when they passed the nation's 

newest medical-marijuana law in January. 

The New Jersey Compassionate Use Medical 

Marijuana Act, which took effect on August 1, 

also prevents those patients who do qualify 

from any form of self-cultivation, making it 

the first medical state with such a ban, one 

that effectively forces patients to buy their 

medicine from a state-licensed “alternative 

treatment center.” The first six such dispen¬ 

saries, spread across the state, will operate as 

nonprofits, but the law specifically allows for 

future dispensaries to turn a profit—another 

dubious first for New Jersey. 

"I think we all see what's happened in Califor¬ 

nia," New Jersey’s governor-elect, Chris Christie, 

commented just before the bill was signed into 

law by his lame-duck predecessor, Jon Corzine. 

“It’s gotten completely out of control.” 

Naturally, if Mr. Christie, now the governor, 

finds a system where chronically ill patients 

can grow or buy a medicinal plant without fear 

of arrest to be "completely out of control," well 

then, he must be pretty deeply fucking troubled 

by the blatant abuses of the health-insurance 

industry, which, as noted earlier, would rather 

see you die on the operating table than pay 

what they owe for your surgery. 

Then again, don't 

hold your breath waiting 

for those guys to be held 

accountable. It's a double 

standard so blatant you 

can’t even wrap your 

mind around it, but at 

the end of the day, cut¬ 

throat health-insurance 

executives earn society's 

respect not for healing, 

or even helping, but for 

making profits, while 

medical-cannabis dis¬ 

pensary workers who 

risk arrest every day to bring ill patients what 

their doctors recommend face society's re¬ 

proach for “making money selling drugs.” 

To a certain mind-set, marijuana—medical 

or otherwise—will only become respectable 

when the investor class finds a way to cash in. 

But while California currently permits the law¬ 

ful cultivation, transportation and sale of 

cannabis for medical purposes, and employees 

can earn a “reasonable salary” for performing 

these tasks, all such enterprises must be organ¬ 

ized as nonprofit entities. Which means that 

for-profit corporations, like those that run our 

health-insurance system, need not apply. 

Meanwhile, what Governor Christie’s com¬ 

ment makes obvious is that we all don't see 

what's happened in California. It’s certainly 
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doubtful that Christie's familiar with the Revo¬ 

lutionary Love Project, a joint effort of the 

Cannabis Buyers Club of Berkeley the Capitol 

Wellness Collective and the Tahoe Wellness 

Collective that’s brought medical-cannabis pa¬ 

tients and volunteers together to create the 

newly opened Freedom House in Sacramento. 

“We have taken a house that was destroyed 

and abandoned by the homeless and drug 

abusers and are turning it into a community 

center,” explains volunteer coordinator Court¬ 

ney Sheats. "Together, we can begin to meet the 

needs of those who suffer most in the commu¬ 

nity, and help to address the issues of poverty, 

education, health and humanity” 

At the 99 High Art Collective in Venice, the 

founder, Yvonne, was inspired to open a combi¬ 

nation medical-marijuana dispensary and art 

gallery for more personal reasons. 

“When my mother was diagnosed with can¬ 

cer, I knew it was time to share with her every¬ 

thing I knew about marijuana. So I decided to 

create a place where my mother and all med¬ 

ical marijuana patients could feel safe, com¬ 

fortable and joyful acquiring their medicine,” 

Yvonne explains. "I never understood why 

healing had to be done in a sterile environ¬ 

ment, devoid of art, love, music, and good vibes. 

We believe that there is an art to healing and 

healing is an art—to us, they are inseparable." 

Again, the focus is not just on cannabis, 

but community, compassion and creativity as 

well—three powerfully healing forces that the 

modem health-care industry not only fails to 

foster, but wouldn't even recognize unless you 

figured out a way to slap a price tag on them. 

And speaking of price tags, that brings us to 

the flip side of the dispensary argument: If the 

prohibition tax on supply keeps slowly dissi¬ 

pating, how come top-grade bud at the best 

dispensaries still costs up to $75 an eighth? 

Where’s the compassion in that? 

Well, first of all, before you declare total 

victory in the fight for medical marijuana, 

even in "out of control" California, better talk 

to Jeff Joseph about Organica, his all-organic 

medical dispensary in West LA that’s been 

consistently harassed over the past two years 

by the DEA, the Los Angeles County Sheriff's 

Department and the LAPD, including raids and 

arrests that occurred long after Obama offi¬ 

cially vowed to respect state law when it comes 

to medical marijuana. 

The fact is, until federal law changes, dis¬ 

pensaries remain technically illegal, and 

those who operate them still run risks you'd 

rather not think about. They also have to cover 

overhead that includes rent and utilities, pay¬ 

roll, taxes, legal compliance, packaging, secu¬ 

rity, insurance, quality control, member 

services, and other costs not traditionally as¬ 

sociated with cannabis distribution. 

Meanwhile, California law allows medical- 

marijuana patients to grow their own medi¬ 

cine, arrange for a caregiver to grow it for 

them, or join a nonprofit cultivation collective 

that cuts out the middleman entirely. With all 

these options available, California patients 

who choose to visit a dispensary do so because 

it's convenient and safe; because there’s a 

large selection of well-sourced, high-quality 

medicine sold on an open exchange at an 

agreed-upon rate; and because they know 

they’ll be treated like patients instead of crimi¬ 

nals. It’s not a perfect system—but when com¬ 

pared to the corporate health-care alternative, 

the difference is as clear as life and death. 

So the next time you hear some politician 

claiming to support medical marijuana as 

long as their state doesn’t become “the next 

California,” remember to ask them why the 

hell not—and whether they’d rather break 

bread with a medical-marijuana provider or a 

health-insurance CEO. ^ 
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INTERVIEW AND PHOTOS BY DAN SKYE 

D.L Hughley arrives for his interview all smiles. He’s clearly having a ball. A year ago, he started 

his new gig as a morning on-air personality for KISS-FM, one of the premier stations compet¬ 

ing for listeners in the fiercely competitive New York City radio market. As he points out, “I 

get paid for speaking about what’s on my mind. Why wouldn’t I be having fun?” 

A conversation with Hughley is peppered with sarcastic question marks, incredulous fa¬ 

cial expressions, and blunt commentary that causes his listeners to explode in laughter. In 

fact, that’s how he’s always made his living: He’s been a top standup comic for over 20 years 

and was one of The Original Kings of Comedy-a\on$ with Steve Harvey, Bernie Mac and Cedric 

the Entertainer-who took the African-American experience and strip-mined it for hilarity. He 

was also the co-creator and star of the long-running sitcom The Hughleys. 

Even so, Hughley’s search for humor-and, ultimately, truth—is hardly relegated to the 

African-American experience alone. His breadth of knowledge on the key political issues of 

the day is impressive, and HIGH TIMES readers will note that his understanding of the Drug 

War is equally acute. 

When did you first realize that you were funny, 

that you could make people laugh? 

I never realized that. I never realized that I was 

funny. 

But you’re aware that you have a certain knack 

for expressing things that makes people laugh? 

I do know that—it would be foolish to say that I 

didn’t. But I never think of it in terms of being 

"funny.” The more clear I am about something, 

the funnier the truth becomes. Like on the radio 

today—this health-care debate is raging, and 

people were saying that Obama is like Hitler. 

Now, if I’m not mistaken—and I am not a history 

buff, but as far as I know—Hitler wanted to rule 

the world and destroy people he didn't like: 

Jews, Gypsies, cripples. Obama is trying to give 

people health care! Now there is a difference be¬ 

tween putting people in a gas chamber and a pap 

smear, between concentration camps and a rec¬ 

tal exam. 

These things are funny to me because they are 

absurd. The more weighty the mistakes, the more 

funny they are. There probably hasn’t been a time 

like this since the 1960s where so much was at 

stake. 

How do you view the phenomenon of The Original 

Kings of Comedy? 

It changed everything for me. You don’t want to be 

the college athlete who talks about himself, but 

every time you hear your school name, you are 

filled with pride. But it’s not something you talk 

about. You are just one of the alumni. 

You were a huge supporter of Obama, but Dr. 

Boyce Watkins has sniped that you turned your 

CNN show, D.L Hughley Breaks the News, into a 

“modern-day minstrel show.” What was your re¬ 

action to that? 

My reaction was no reaction. You ever heard 

someone describe you? It’s either familiar to you, 

or it is totally unfamiliar to you. It doesn’t mean 

that it isn’t that person’s reality; it is reality to that 

person. But I am my own Inspector No. 9 ... you 

know, on underwear and pillows, where it says 

"Inspector No. 9”? It has to pass that test, the 

same as when / say something—if I’m not com¬ 

fortable with it, then I won’t say it. 

How would you grade the Obama presidency so 

far? 

I would give it a C. But I’m ultimately very happy 

that health-care reform passed ... but not the way 

it passed, with Democratic support only. There 

was no Republican support. You have hope that 

you could gain some Republican support, but 

none came. So you could’ve passed the bill you 

wanted and still made the same people angry. It 

could’ve happened a year ago. 

Some black Congressmen were actually called 

"niggers" by angry crowds as they arrived on 

Capitol Hill for the debate. Any perspectives on 

that? 

I don’t understand why they don’t get it—you call 

people a "nigger” or a "faggot” because they 

want people to be able to go to the doctor? It 

seems particularly disingenuous. We can go to 

war—we always have money for war. We have 

that money, and nobody questions it at all. So to 

take lives, we have money. But to save them, we 

are not as willing. 

Everybody has health care except for us. I 

don’t understand it, but it’s funny. You have John 

McCain, Rush Limbaugh, Vice President Cheney- 

all of whom would be dead if they didn’t have 

health care. 

Is radio just a continuation of your comedy ca¬ 

reer? 

It is, and it is so funny what is funny. Take 

Gabourey Sidibe, the actress who gave that great 

performance in Precious. She looks like that dude 

from The Blind Side—but Vogue didn’t want her on 

the cover because she was too fat. New York City 

Mayor Mike Bloomberg wants to monitor the salt 
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‘I remember going 
onstage and I did 
30 minutes. I was 
supposed to do 

an hour. The owner 
came to me and 

said, “Motherfucker, 
if you weren’t so 
funny, I’d take my 

money back.’” 
in your food at restaurants. Restaurants already 

disclose how many grams of fat are in dishes. The 

president’s wife, Michelle Obama, is involved in an 

anti-obesity campaign. But people get upset when 

Vogue won’t glorify obesity. It doesn’t make sense, 

but it is hilarious. The only way I can cut through 

all the bullshit is to pick up the newspaper and 

pick things out that are just hilarious. 

What was your take on the Tiger Woods scandal? 

Let’s see, he had sex with 14 white women—so all 

of a sudden, he needs diversity training? A high- 

powered athlete, a wealthy athlete, having sex 

with 14 women! By the way, nobody ever talks 

about the women he turned down. The idea that a 

guy who excels in sports—an alpha male—likes to 

fuck! We’re more angry at him than we are at 

John Edwards. 

Everybody knows that Martin Luther King was 

a great man; he loved women. JFK changed the 

world. The difference between them and Tiger 

was—I don’t know... TMZ, the media. Tiger just 

said, “If you think you can sell my image, I am not 

going to do anything on the contrary.” He remained 

private. His mistake was that he let the media cre¬ 

ate an image of him. And all of the dudes who liked 

Tiger Woods are still going to like him no matter 

what. I don’t think they’ll say, "I’m not going to buy 

this nine iron because it's going to make me fuck 

more. Better not drink Gatorade, either!” 

Okay, let’s talk about marijuana. You’ve got kids 

who are all legal adults. How did you deal with 

the issue of smoking pot? 

I told them that I’d rather them do it around me 

than do it around ... listen, what’s more harmful? 

If they had a glass of wine, it would be more 

harmful, physically, than smoking. The one thing 

I’m proud about is that I certainly don’t encourage 

them into doing anything. But I think that pot’s 

been demystified, not romanticized. 

Is pot useful in creating comedy? 

I will tell you what it does do—I never perform 

with it. But if I want to write, I am never clearer 

than when I’m just a little higher. It unlocks the 

key; it really clears up things for me. 

The one time I did perform high, I remember 

going onstage and I did 30 minutes. I was sup¬ 

posed to do an hour. The owner came to me and 

said, "Motherfucker, if you weren’t so funny, I’d 

take my money back”—because I thought I had 

been out there forever. No time perception. I was 

like, "Man, I’ve been up here for three hours'." 

Do some comedians believe they’re funnier when 

high? 

I never heard anybody make that kind of assess¬ 

ment. I’ve heard them talk that way about liquor— 

because liquor makes you say dumb shit. 

Have you ever had any negative experiences with 

marijuana? 

I was in a dispensary. I had called in my order. I 

went to go pick it up. I talked to the people about 

my medication. Then I saw this brownie. I thought, 

"I’ve been getting high my whole life”—so I ate the 

brownie. Big mistake! I ate the whole thing. About 

an hour later, I was like, “I'm dying!” [laughing] 

You know, I could feel myself dying. 

Pot food affects everybody differently. 

That’s exactly what he said! I have been getting high 

my whole life—that was not high! It was so funny. I 

called my kids. I was like, “Your father’s dying—I 

ate too much weed!” I learned a lot from that. My 

kids even got me a brownie for Christmas. 

You’ve always made plenty of marijuana jokes. Do 

you catch flak for that? 

I am so tired of the way it’s demonized. Even on 

the radio station, they say that I shouldn’t be so 

open. But if I said I was a drunk, I think I could 
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‘Let me get this straight-they're going to be 
shocked that a black man that grew up in LA, and 

who does showbiz for a living, smokes weed?’ 
probably be Foster Brooks for a new 

generation. [The late Foster Brooks 

was a comedian whose act relied 

solely on his impersonation of a 

drunk.] Even my road manager is 

concerned that people are going to 

know that I smoke weed. And I tell 

him, “Let me get this straight- 

they’re going to be shocked that a 

black man that grew up in LA, and 

who does showbiz for a living, 

smokes weed?” 

Do you use cannabis regularly? 

I won’t say I need it to get by—but reg¬ 

ular enough so that if a day has a ‘y’ in 

it, I use it. But "every day” is everyday, 

regardless of what I am using it for on 

that particular day. Before, it was kind 

of to be rebellious. I think it goes back 

to when you’re younger and you do 

shit because you think it’s cool. Then, 

after a while, it’s your friend. After a 

while, I don’t think it’s any different 

than putting on your glasses. 

I do hate all the shit you do to be 

comfortable with it. Like when I’m in 

New York and I smoke, my neighbor 

knocks on the door and says, "I smell 

your marijuana!” 

You know the one thing I see about 

marijuana in New York City? It seems 

more rebellious. Only certain people 

do it. In California, it’s very much more 

part of the culture. That’s what’s so 

funny. I live here part of the time, and 

it is so different from the LA scene. 

What’s your take on Northern Cali¬ 

fornia? 

Northern California wants to be the 

East Coast. They do! They’re very lib¬ 

eral. They’re hippies—they get on 

their bikes to go and get the grease 

for their cars. You’re riding with some 

dude, and his car smells like In-N- 

Out French fries. I’m serious, man— 

everything is organic. 

So where do you think this whole 

wave of marijuana-law reform is 

headed? 

These are dire economic times, so a 

number of things are being re-evalu- 

ated. If you think of the time the court 

spends on prosecuting these things, 

the time police spend on arrests, 

court fees, incarceration costs .... Did 

you know that in California, every 

prisoner has to have $8,800 a year in 

medical care—and California has the 

largest prison population in the coun¬ 

try! You don’t have that; / don’t even 

have that. And 97 percent of them are 

in prison for drugs. I think these 

times are a blessing in disguise, be¬ 

cause it makes us re-evaluate the 

ways we do things, 
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PEST CONTROL 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 44 

About Pyrethium and Spinosad 
Although pyrethium is indeed an organic pest-control chemical insofar as 

it’s not particularly toxic to humans, many growers have noticed that it can 

burn some particular strains of cannabis. For example, Northern Lights 

and Mother’s Finest don’t appear to burn easily, but the Skywalker strain 

does. This problem can be mitigated by using pyrethium foggers instead of 

direct application. One technique is to point a fan at a tray of clones and 

lightly mist the pyrethium into the fan for long-term systemic protection. If 

direct application is necessary, rinse it off immediately to avoid plant burn. 

Since pyrethium is largely indiscriminate in its slaughter of insects, it 

should not be used in conjunction with any beneficial insects. 

Spinosad is a relatively new class of organic insecticide that derives 

from naturally occurring soil-dwelling bacteria. It appears to kill suscepti¬ 

ble species like thrips by causing rapid excitation of the insects’ nervous 

system, but it doesn’t appear to work on sucking insects like spider mites 

because it must be ingested in order to work. This has led some biologists 

to experiment with applying spinosad to the root zone in order to control 

mites. Studies suggest that the technique may actually work for rockwool 

substrates. Be aware that both spinosad and highly concentrated doses of 

neem can destroy bee colonies (and surely other beneficial insects as well) 

if applied indiscriminately outdoors. 

Lessons Learned 
Ten or 15 years ago, growers could have been forgiven for thinking that they 

might one day have to move into a spider-mite tent when their Avid no 

longer worked. As cannabis grow information has proliferated in books and 

on the Internet, today’s growers understand their pest threats and treat¬ 

ment options far better than they did back then. 

By studying the life cycles and features of the primary cannabis pests, 

growers can replace toxic pesticides with natural substitutes. And by timing 

the release of beneficial insects with the application of organic chemical 

treatments, we can create artificial ecosystems within our indoor grows. 

After all, it was the artificial-grow environment that created the runaway 

pest problems to begin with. Nature’s tendency, by contrast, is a balanced 

ecosystem where most bugs never get a chance to explode out of control. 

Clearly, nobody can blame the bugs for wanting to munch on our sugary 

buds—it’s not their fault that they have such good 

taste in cannabis. But we have to figure out ways 

to solve our bug problems that don’t involve 

harming people or the environment. The indoor 

organic pest-control philosophy has turned indoor § 

Get the free mobile app at cannabis cultivation into a process that any atten- § 

http^/gettag .mobi tive grower can master. ^ 8 
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ou re about to discover how easily you can enlarge 
the power dimensions of your plant's roots and 
guarantee yourself bigger harvests with custom- 

designed microbially active supplements... 

These powerful supplements create ideal root zone 
environments better able to intake nutrients ... resist stress 
and diseases ... and your roots stay stronger because 
beneficial microbes break down old root material, providing 
nutrition while enabling roots to repair themselves and create 
new tissue 

VooDoo juke 
enhanced 

v* Lr • control 
plant 1 

Fast Facts 
PRODUCT TYPE: 
Beneficial Bacteria Root Booster 

GARDEN TYPES: 
VooDoo Juice has been sped =11 / ^signed for use 
with all hydroponics, sphagnunTtoco coir and 
soil growing mediums, VooDoo Juice has been 
developed for use with any and all hydroponic, 
aeroponlc, drip irrigation, NET, flood & d rln Jr ip 
emitters and continuous liquid feed growing 
systems. 

WHEN TO USE; 
Early Veg Phase, Early flowering, Cloning, 
Transplanting, Growing from Seedlings 

DISCOVER HOW 
BOOSTING YOUR 

IS EASY WAY OF 
.ANT’S ROOTS G 

Root (Twjj of tomato platiti, Kirns? sired, m/ne age. same number, har¬ 

vested after 42 days q1 growth. Plants on left received VaoOoa Juice, 

Plus, microbes help oxygen to penetrate more into your roots 
.... capture nitrogen ... and help pump more phosphorus into 
your plants, 

MIXING DIRECTIONS: 
Use 2 ml per Liter during weeks 1 through 2 
of your flowering phase, and during weeks 1 
through 2 of vegetative growth. 

GROWER 
EXPERIENCE MSttM 

The question has now become,.,what is the best way to 
install beneficial microbes into your hydroponics root zone? 

To answer this question Advanced Nutrients scientists 
conducted a multi-phase research project on a unique suite 
of beneficial microbes contained in VooDoo Juice. They 
discovered, when used as directed., VooDoo Juice provides: 

■ Faster-developing roots on your seedlings, transplants 
and ctones 

* You r roots have m ore bra nc h i n g, root de n si ty, root mass 

* Increases in your root size up to 11 7% 

* Faster, more efficient intake of nutrients, saving you time 
and money 

* Your plants give faster growth, larger flowers 

- Your roots are more resistant to heat, stress, drought, 
nutrient burn and other common problems. 

LEVEL; 
Hobbyist, Expert, 
Professional and 
Grand Master 
Growers 

COMPANY 
FOUNDERS' 
NO-RISK, 100% 
MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE; 
If for any reason 
you're 
not absolutely 
delighted, well 
refund all your 
money back it's that 
simple. 
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Acclaimed international ganja guide Jorge 
Cervantes proudly presents this Collectors’ 
Edition Box Set, which includes his first two 
best-selling DVDs for HIGH TIMES, plus a 
brand-new bonus disc featuring never-before 
seen garden tours and growing tips, hilarious 
outtakes, advice on how to build a wheelchair- 
accessible garden, a video biography and 
Jorge’s definitive guide to Amsterdam. 

Disc One, Ultimate Grow: Indoor Marijuana 
Horticulture, gets you started with a complete 
overview of the cannabis plant and its lifecycle. 
Disc Two, Ultimate Grow: Hydroponic Cannabis 
Indoors & Organic Marijuana Outdoors, features 
Jorge on a magical tour of the best gardens in 
his home country of Spain. 

The Collectors’ Edition Box Set also comes 
with a beautiful, full-color 48-page booklet that 
includes the behind-the-scenes story of these 
informative DVDs, plus a selection of Jorge’s 
best articles for HIGH TIMES magazine. $49.95 

JORGE'S GUIDE TO AMSTERDAM* MORt! 

REVIEW AT 

DISC ONE INCLUDES: ^ building a growroom 
^ LIGHTS, LAMPS AND ELECTRICITY ^ SEEDS, CLONES 
AND SEEDLINGS VEGETATIVE GROWTH AND FLOWERING 
^ PESTS & DISEASES HARVEST, DRYING AND CURING 

PLUS: SPECIAL HASH-MAKING BONUS! 

OUTDOORS VS. INDOORS 
HYDROPONICS AND ORGANIC HYDRO 
PLANTING GUERILLA GARDENS MAKING SOIL 
JUDGING CONNOISSEUR CANNABIS 
PLUS: CLONING & HARVESTING BONUS FEATURES! 

GUIDE TO AMSTERDAM 
BONUS GARDENS UNRELEASED SCENES 
HILARIOUS OUTTAKES JORGE BIO 
HELPFUL HINTS 

HIOHTIMES.COM/HEADSHOP 
OHTIMES.COM/JOROEDVD 
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Rosin Reaper 
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AQUA A LAB 
technologies 

Call, Click or Visit Our Store 
www.aqualabtech.com 
Customer Service: (951) 683-4940 
1960 Chicago Ave. Suite P-9 Riverside, California 92607 

f; FUnfl US Qflh 

facebook Face boo kxom/AquaLabTech Yo i±t u hexo m/us er/A q ua LabT ech sad—®a J3 

Visit our new store in Riverside, CA! 
2220 Eastridge Ave. *C" just off the 215/60! 

^#$^(888) HYDR098^% 

lOOOw HPS Light System Hydro ton - 50 Liter Bag 

$169.99! 

Limit 6 wlthOLft grow 

system purchase 

Only $25.99! 

t OOOw HPS Or MH Bulb Hydrohut 4’x4' Crow Tent 

a* Just $34.99! 

Other -sizes 
j available - call 

to mqu3ne 

$299.99! 

\\6 

11 
.COM aysHYDRQ 

we make yosr garden greener in All KATi! 
www.allwayshydro.con7)— 

■ UR 
GARDEN 
American Ian Generators emit positive 
and negative ions into the air anti 
GET RfD OF SKUNKY ODORS 

AND ELIMINATE SMOKE ENTIRELY 

CALL 912.354.3777 
MENTON PRCMO CODE 

flB-390 
TO RECEIVE S50 0FF 

YOUR PURCHASE ORDER. 

AMERICAN ION 
- i ■ • i - 

Breathe the Benefits'* 

Thii AfDEjriusn Jan g^nwralor aba 
purifies liift uir .tiid li 1:411; gui rid 
of viruses and bacteria to create 
a healthy growing environment 
inr yunr precious crops. 

www.breathethebenefits.com 
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^#.^(888) HYDROSB**®0^ 

lOOOw HPS Light System Hydroton ■ 50 Liter Sag 

$169.99! 

Limit 6 wlthOLft grow 
system purchase 

Only $25.99! 

1OOOw HPS Or MH Bulb Hydrohut 4’x4' Crow Tent 

•i* Just $34.99! 
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$299.99! 
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WATCH OUR VIDEO 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE 

TO WATCH OUR 
SMOKE TEST 

GARDEN 
American hn Generators emit positive 
anil negative ions into the air and 
GET RID Of SKUmV ODORS 
AND ELIMINATE SMOKE ENTIRELY 

TO RECEIVE S50 OFF 
YOUR PUP.CHASE ORDER 

1 he American Ion generator el so 

AMERICAN ION P*,ri^s ft® tor *™ btilps gel fiii 
■ i 1 ■ i - ■ - ■ of viruses and bacteria to create 

areofhe thr Benefit*^ a healthy growing environment 
tor ye ur prRcious emps. 

www,breathelhebenefits.com 
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WEED POSTER (left) 
I am a longtime fan of your mag¬ 

azine, I took a picture of this 

Kush bud, pipe and joint. Every¬ 

one loved the picture and sug¬ 

gested I submit it to my favorite 

magazine. I was thinking about i 

but everyone kept saying I 

SHOULD! I hope you and the 

HIGH TIMES readers 

appreciate the picture as my 

friends did.—Jeffrey DuPree, 
Mason Lee Photography 

MARTY’S MEDS (above) 
Here’s a pic from a 62-year-old 

cannabis crusader in California. 

Thanks for all the advice! 

—Marijuana Marty 

WHO NEEDSANUG? 
(lower left) 
This is a creation of mine: 

White Skunk x Purple Kush. 

I call it Wurple! Much respect! 

—Nowstopwhining 

LEGAL LOVE lower right) 
This is a pic from my last crop of 

legal medication. The plant is 

called Forbidden Fruit, also 

known as Le Fruit Defendu. All 

my plants are grown in soil. Hope 

you guys like them.—Grecco 
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R.K is a grand master grower of high profit plants from Santa 
Rosa, California, For over 15 years he used the same 3-part General 
Hydroponics fertilizer in his 20 light grow room. 

But luckily, RrK. heard about a brand-new 3-part formula and 
... he had a lot of clones he could afford to try a new fertilizer on. 
Although he was sceptical, he decided to test this new scientist- 
developed formula against the fertilizer he had been using for over 
Fifteen long years in a straight up, head to head, growing test. 

An d the res u Its a mazed him .., 
Right off the bat, it was easy to see that my dones grew 

faster they were greener and stronger and they were ready for 
flowering about two weeks earlier 

''My btoam cycle was more productive ... t used less fertilizer 
overall... and got better growth and yield‘ / guess I learned ro 
keep an open mind and to always iook for the best way to do 
something, not just the way you're used to. Now. Grow-Micro- 
Bloom (GMB) is the solid foundation for my 20-light garden!*' 

Why RiMiae Growers 01 High-value 
Plants Demand A Superior 3-Part Formula 

While a premium 2-pari formula like our Connoisseur is actually 

the most effective way to precisely dial in the exact nutrients and 
ratios your plants need many growers enjoy the simplicity of an 
easy-mixing 3-part formula ... and they still want the most effective 
formula possible, 

Thais why they demand only the best when it comes to; 

- Using 3-part formulas specifically designed for their high-value 

plants,,, 

- Using formulas with the absolute best and most potent nutrients 
and ratios... 

Using the most advanced, state of the art "carrier molecules" to 
ensure their plants get the maximum amount of nutrients in the 
least amount of time .,, 

■ U sing t he form u la s wh i ch have been proven, I n mu It ipi e sc tentific 
studies, to get more color, more aroma, more size, and more 
potency from our plants.,, 

■ And using Formulas which are not only highly-advanced and 
easily customizable, but easy to mix and use,.. 

In fact, Grand Master Growers have found Grow-Micro-Bloom {GMB} 
from Advanced Nutrients is the only 3-part formula on the market 
which meets all these criteria. Here's why the others don't measure 
up 

The 3 Biggest Problems With other 3-Part Formulas 

If you've been growing for any amount of time, these three problems 

will be very familiar to you: 

Big Problem #1: Most 3-part 
formulas are NOT made for the types of 

plants we grow because you'll discover 
they're about the same as the little 

$3.50 bottles of granulated fertilizers 

the average homeowner uses on 
their garden flowers. They're made in 
generic ways with generic ingredients. 

Big Problem #2: Is directly related to 

the fact other 3 part formulas are nut 
made for high-value plants tike ours ... 
and that is ... they're hard to mix and 

monitor and are the direct cause of 

many of your plant growing problems. 

Many include artificial dyes of an 

unknown amount and molecular 

structure which could harm your plants 'instead of harmless, organic 

dyes} ... they don't have the right PPM ur pH ... they burn roots ... 

they don't feed plants the right nutrients leading to slow growth 
and reduced harvests ... and they may contribute to ether growing 

problems. The bottom line?They basically wreck crops and waste your 
garden's potential! 

Big Problem #3: If you're using other, different, formulas ... even if 
.. you do manage to get a formula with nutrients which are good for 

you plants (which, as you've seen, most don't have) ... then ... you're 

probably still wasting most of those nutrients because those formulas 

don't have carrier molecules to drive those nutrients straight into 

your plants faster and more efficiently. This is actually a big problem 
because most of your nutrients are not getting into our plants which 

wastes your money ... and ... this causes longer crop cycles which 

wastes your time. But it doesn't need to be this way .., 

Here S HDM GflOW-MlCRIf-BtfOM (GMB) 

is Actually 5-PrtMlucts-in-D itel 
The fact of the matter is: GMB offers you more value for your money 

than any other 3-part formula on the market and it's simply because 

you get 5-products-in one with this formulation, 

Here's how .., 

* GMB now contains Wet Betty which is an organic surfactant that 

lowers the surface tension of your water, allowing easier spreading 

and uptake of nutrients into your plants. 

- The second i ngred fern Is humic acic which provides natu ra I ca rri er 

compounds that transport nutrients and vitamins into your plants 
more efficiently, so they grow faster and have stronger cellular 

processes, 

« The third Ingredient is fulvfc acid which gives you quicker nutrient 

absorption, nutrient transport, and more cellular metabolism. 

Together, these two acids work synergetically to maximize the 

time your plants spend in bloom. 

* The tourt h ingredient in GMB is the highly-potent bud-potentiat ing 

nutrients themselves that feed your plants exactly what they need 

for fast, high-powered growth and impressive finishing harvests. 

* And the fifth and final ingredient is the specialized ,vchelates" weVe 

already talked about that get these high- 

powered nutrients Into your plants as fast 

ard as efficiently as possible! 

COM PAN V FOUNDERS' NO-RJSK, 100% 
MONEY B ACK GUARANTEE: If for any reason 

you're not absolutely delighted, we'll refund 
all your money back it's that simple, 

Advanced 
Nutrients 



ALWAYS YIELD (above) 

Here’s a pic of my harvest. I hope 

you all enjoy it as much as I do! 

Thanks!—Chris 

FLUORO BUREAU 
(above) 

This is my stocky White Widow, 

three weeks into flowering 

under fluorescent lighting. 

ANEW BREED (right) 
Hello, HIGH TIMES! Y'all rock! I’ve 

been crossing and breeding and came 

out with some amazing results! 

Here’s a shot for you to enjoy! 

—Mauvefarmer 
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MONDAY ■ SATURDAY 
10AM ■ 6PM 

SUNDAT 
12PM-4:20PM 

BANK 
USCAN. KMOER 

iviiKVUfONiU. INC, 

Product Info 

5S31- Unir k PARK AVENUE 
wiONTEEAlj OUE&EC 

H2V4HJ 
WAIL ORDERS TO: 

MONEY TRANSFERS 
Pi Hi m MADE PAYABLE 10 
um IaIMMI M.S.B. INTERNATIONAL 

WHITE WIDOW $120.00 
AK-40 $95.00 
05 £ £55.00 
BIG BUD $105-00 
SLUE MYSTIC $95-00 
BUBBLEUCI0U5 $95 OO 
CALIFORNIA ORANGE $95.00 
EARLY GUO $inS (M 
EARLY MISTY $105,00 
WHITE RHINO SlOS.OO 
ICE $105.00 

3DM7 nrz Ml AT TOUR LOOK#*! RB1, 
fJUl Fqn :.fi!jl1 HINA E.TH/iirjS 

LOWHYDER #2 $55.00 
PURPLE RYDER $85.00 
LO WRYDER 01ESEL S135.00 

A-M-S, £140,00 
THE CHURCH $140.00 
BIG BANG 3140,00 
WHITE WIDOW $140 DO 
WHITE RHINO $140.00 
HIMALAYAN GOLD $150.00 
SUPER SILVER HAZE 3135,00 
SUPER LEMON HAZE $150.00 
EL NINO $140.00 
great White shark $145.do 
Afl JANS STRAWBERRY HAZE $150.00 
ARJANS HAZE * 1 $150. OD 
ARJANS HAZE * £ $ 1 SO.OD 
ARJANS HAZE S3 $150.00 
AR JANS ULTRA HAZE * 1 $150.00 
ARJANS ULTRA HAZE *2 $1 SO 00 
AR JANS ULTRA HAZE #3 SI SO. 00 
TRAIN WRECK $145.00 
KING KUSH $145.00 
LEMON SKUNK $140,00 
DAMN SOUR SI 45.00 
CR6£N 0 MATlC $140.00 
K-TRAIN $145,00 
NL HAZE $150 00 
HAWAIIAN SNOW $140.00 
JACK MERER $175.00 
CHEESE $150.00 
BUBBA KUSH $150.00 
MIXED PACKS CALL FDR DETAILS 

5175.00 
$175.00 
$175.00 
$175.00 
$175.00 

□ DMT SEE UUHJVT TOUR LDCKIWS FDP'7, 
U11J FTlHAUBmONAL FTBA1NS 

LDWRYOER S135.I 
LOW RYDER #E Sl35.( 

DOHT BEE WMffT rm=| LDO«Idu FDR’ 
CALL. KJT ADOTTICHAL STHAfeVS ZOMBIE VIRUS $125.1 

ROW TANG ®126,( 
DOWT £€£ WHAT YOUR LOOKING FDR?. 

CALL FOR ADtaTHJNAL STRAINS 

SWISS BUSS 
MAGiC BUD 
NEBULAR 
SATJVA SPIRIT 
BELLADONNA 
WAPPA 

$1 E5.0O 
$145,00 
$105.00 
$155.00 
$140,00 
$165,00 

MANITOBA POISON $140 00 
EARLY SATTVA $140-00 

EK3MT £££ WHAT" VOUFt LDOKHNC FOR?, 

CALL FDR AOGTIOMAL STOAl^ 

ROX SlSS.t 
opium si acu 
SPOETNtK SIB 5,1 
ICECREAM S105.[ 
jacky White sias.t 
WHITE BERRY S10S-t 
DfcLAHAZE SlB5.r 
NEBULA SlBO.t 

oattf eee WHflf raw fop^ 

SKUNK #11 
WHITE WIDOW 
MAZAR 
POWER PLANT 
JORGE'S DIAMONDS 
BRAINSTORM 
EUFORIA 
DURBAN POISON 

TWILIGHT $1SQ. 
BLUEBERRY S2QG 

DOWT BEE WHAT VOufl UKJKINC TOR?. 
CAU FOP AOOmOft|fl.L 5THAINSI 

KUSHAGE $24000 
MK-ULTRA S2E0.0Q 
SAGE N SOUR $250.00 
BURMESE KUSH $235,00 
SKUNK XXX $140.00 

DOWT DEE ‘AHA! rtn* LDQjLWD FOOT, 
call fop ftoarr^wAL snuir.N5 

Serious Seeds 
REGULAR PACKS OF 10 

KALI MIST $200.00 
BUBBLE GUM $200,00 
WHITE RUSSIAN $200.00 
CHRONIC $ 190.00 
AK 47 $200.00 
W ALSO STOCK FEMINISED SEROUS STRAHvS 

CAu. reft DcTaplI 

AK $140,00 
JACK $140.00 
MAUI MIST $140 00 
SUBSLE FUNK $140.00 

UDN F^bb iWHAlJJuTSpJ^NG FDR?, 
_CACL*FQRTADDlFlQrt<A.j5TR&l*siG 

MIGHTY MITE $140.50 
££A LEVEL $140.00 

□ORTT SEE VIH&T TDjn LOOKING FO«’ 
CULL 135 JdJL'IirfJ-'.L B TWINS 

NORTHERN: 
iWKfiTuVQUfilSoKlPjFFDR^ 

Wlua1 r 0 R’ i no I TJ^ji sYSTFj AiUSW 

Solar Warrior 
RAIN SOW SKUN K $140.00 

OOWT SEE WHAT VtRJR LDCKihiG FDfl?, 

Wdifef! 

OPR 
GEMETIC5 

CANNACENTIAL $235,00 
CANNALOPE HAZE $235,00 
Cl 3 HAZE $195.00 
ANUNNAKl $195.00 
CONNtECHUNG $535.00 
LA CONFIDENTIAL $200.00 
SOURCREAM $235.00 
KUSHBERRY $235.00 
LEMON SKUNK $235 00 
PURE AFGHAN $140. DO 
SWEET HAZE $235.00 

OCWT JCC WAT VDUFLQOl£IM3.rOFr?. 
tAJL Hen JU5CHT|[WJ. smnta* 

QXOSMCSI 
HA5HY SEN5I STAR $90,00 
KEMO SEN SI STAR $90.00 

oc*jt eee wi-iat voua looking 
CALL FDfl ADDITIONAL STRAINS 

BWEET WIDOW $1 ID-00 
AK-47 $110.00 
BLUEBERRY $110,00 
WHITE WIDOW $110,00 
GREAT WHITE SHARK $110.00 

POINT WHAT VOI.jp LOOKING F£W1’. 

CALL f OP ADDmONAL STRAI NS 

AVALON 9140.00 
BONKERS SI 40.00 
ROM ULAN X HASH PLANT 5140.00 
ROM ULAN X ISLAND SKUNK £140 00 
ROM ULAN >! TlMEWARP $140 00 
TlMEWARP £140 00 
ROM ULAN X DIESEL $140.00 

QtlNT UbE WHAT VDUfR LEUKINE. IFQP?, 
c-,cl ron f-cjf r dfju Stitajms ___—2 



PIX OF THE CROP 

i ^ jT 
Vf 

V-l •'5. ..v 

SHRED THE CHEESE 
This is my nug of Big Buddha 

Cheese. It’s got the perfect 

high, not too heady and not 

too sleepy... just right! 

—Swiftmud 

A 

GROWING WITH 
GRANDAD 
This is some Granddaddy 

Purple, all-organic and 

grown under a 400-watt 

HPS and 68-watt CFL. Grow 

Yer Own Man says, “Thanks, 

HIGH TIMES!”—Dan the 

Urban Garden Man 

Pix of the Crop is reader-driven. Your submissions make all the stoners of the world dream of kind nugs. Send pictures (no Polaroids), tips, questions and stories to: 
HIGH TIMES, 419 Park Avenue South, 16th floor, New York, NY 10016. Digital photos can be e-mailed to mailbagTBhightimes.com and must be hi-res for publication. Remember, 
by submitting photograph(s) you thereby grant permission to the publisher to reprint photograph(s) in HIGH TIMES, as well as in any other Trans-High Corp. publication. 
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Now To GetTh 
Micro and Macro N 

’JfXHSlBLo, 
p ]i: the sport of bodybuilding, athletes supplement with 

;unirw at ids to help fuel muscle growth because they’re 

ilic essential "budding bloeW on which protein growth 

is bused, 

Rut your plants ear benefit from the addition of amino 

acids too! That’s why the 4ih ingredient in this one of a 

kind 2-part base nutrient is amino acids. These amino 

adds iire the building blocks of proteins that fuel metabolic 

pathways for enhanced ilunil Eind essetuuil oil production. 

Ingredient n5 is, of course, the actual pla/U-maximizing 

nutrients IhcmscK es. But, you should know ,.. 

\n"S TRE'LAiirnMm&EN 
To ensure your plums gel the most out of the nutrients ytxfre feeding them, 

Lhe seientEsts rely on chelation to enhance absorption. In tact, this 5-iit-l 

formula contains the optimum number or'chelated inacronuiricnts that your 

plants need for faster growth and bigger blooms. 

In addition. the following niitronuhients Eire 100% chelated: iron, zinc, 

manganese, molybdenum, copper, boron and cobalt ... which of course 

means ... your plants more easily absorb and use these nutrients—giving 

Sl-iN-r BLOOMVHASi: YiXliNOlOGY... 

jt iij* ,11 GRAND MASTER 

L >tCW. GROWERS HAVE USED 

' 1E1 WIN EVEKY MAJOIt 

GROWING COMPETITION IN THE WORLD! 

2:10 ^ ©. K 13 3 M 
mm A *+ «r - m » 

Now, you don't have to be an Expert, Grand Master Grower in order to gel you higher bods and more yield from the same bloom time! 

bigger, juicier, more aromatic, and more potent hnds from your plants. All 

you have m di> is pm die same secret grand master grow ers have used to vs in 

every major growing contpetilion in the world to use with your plants. 

Here’s die story: recently, a respected team of over a dozen plant scientists 

and graduate assistants disew erod, alter 109 man-yeare of research. how to 

combine k different plant improving formulas into one breakthrough 2-pan 

Tliis team of respected scientists and their graduate assistants worked 

around the clock to ensure this nutrient worked unlike any other: 

* You gel earl ier fitrw eri ng w iili unire hi idd i ng si tes ... 

bloom base nutrient. * You gel a shorter btfemode length and more buds per stem ... 

What’s more: you'll never have to worry' about pH issues again because 

these scientists have completely eliminated the need for pi I-PPM metering 

or even adjusting pH levels w ith their patented pi 1-Perfect1’'1 Technology. 

All this in effect means it is now possible for even the most inexperienced 

hydroponics rookie to start experiencing "pro levef1 juicy yields and buds! 

Ingredient ttl ensures Lhal Lite nutrients m this (bmuifalion gel into your 

plants as quickly as possible. Its an organic surfactant called Wet Betty and 

n dues something every plant grower wants 

... SurfbcUmts are welting agents that lower the surface tension of a liquid 

(in this ease, nuufeni-rich water) allowing easier spreading and uptake of 

nutrients into your plants. Which of course means your plants will gel the 

organic nutrients they crave Faster and more efficiently titan ever before — 

which greatly increases your planks bloom yield. 

Ingredients #2 and £3 arc humic and fuh ic acids. These organic acids give 

your plants an edge when it conies tn grow mg quicker, stronger, and bigger 

... with less stress... than with any other formulation. Here’s how . 

The humic prov ides natural earner compounds that transport nutrients and 

v iiamins into plants more efficiently; so your plants grow (lister and have 

stronger cellular pntxjcsses. En addition, Lite lukie here gives you quicker 

nutrient absorption, nutrient transport, and more cellular metabolism. 

1 together* they work syncrgistically to maximize die lime your plants spend 

in hloom. 

And ingredient =£4 completes the package because ifs. 

■ You get thicker diameter lluweis with better floral structure because tfic 

powerful, pure ingredients I bed your plums more dfeciivdy ... 

- You gel more t ime i n peak bloom bee auso your plants flower earl ier 

giving you more weight, more aroma, more color arid more potency ... 

If they had slopped there, you would still have seen an impressive increase 

in your total yield. 

Htm e\er, i n developing £h is advanced 2 part bloom feni li zer Sens ibloom 

this team of scientists went the extra mile! 

It’s a known fact that the further you move away from feeding your plants 

their ideal nutrient ratios, potency and yield rapidly deteriorate. 

You sec, your plants use a small amount ol phosphorus during (lowering, 

but what they really love to use is nitrogen and potassium. The scientists at 

Advanced Nutrients discovered litis only alter inking thousands of weekly 

tissue samples from buds, stems, leaves ami roots of many varieties using gas 
chromatography analysts throughout all phases of plant growth. 

Other nutrient companies tire over-using phosphorus in hydroponic bloom 

fertilizers- And to compound problems they use high levels of ingredients 

like mono ammonium phosphite (MAP) or dumirnofmim phosphate (DAP) 

These substances are what give some plants their harsh taste. 

But the good news is: with Sensibloom you’re guaranteed to have the 

correct nutrient ratios for your plants! 

COMPANY' FOUNDERS’ NO-RISK. 100% 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: If for any 

reason you’re not absolutely delighted, we’ll Advanced 
refund all your money back it's that simple. Nutrients 



WHEELS OF 
PROGRESS 
Any shreds of doubt that 
cannabis is good medicine 
were eliminated once and for 
all at this year’s Patients Out of 
Time conference. Now, only 
ignorance stands in the way of 
its acceptance. 

Story 8 photos by Dan Skye 
At this year’s Patients Out of Time conference 

in Rhode Island, the latest studies and reports 

focusing on the therapeutic value of medical 

marijuana were once again disseminated to 

health professionals and the media. Of course, 

whether the mainstream media will ever per¬ 

form its task honorably and report the truly 

miraculous news regarding cannabis contin¬ 

ues to be an open question. Regardless, the 

detractors of medical marijuana have become 

isolated by their stubborn—if not downright 

perverse—refusal to recognize the stark 

truth: Cannabis is the “medicine plant." And 

that was precisely the theme and formal title 

for the sixth Patients Out of Time Clinical Con¬ 

ference on Cannabis Therapeutics. 

Patients Out of Time is an organization 

founded by the husband-and-wife team of A1 

Byrne and Mary Lynn Mathre. Mathre, a regis¬ 

tered nurse, is one of the nation's leading 

patient advocates and has been instrumental 

in bringing the American Nurses Association 

onboard as supporters of medical cannabis. 

Byrne, a retired Navy officer, works with the 

remaining federally supplied cannabis 

patients enrolled in the Compassionate Indi¬ 

vidual New Drug program. The biannual con¬ 

ference that Mathre and Byrne oversee has 

gained a reputation as the most prestigious 

and comprehensive forum on medical mari¬ 

juana in the world. 

Although this year's lecturers categorical¬ 

ly affirmed the therapeutic benefits to 

patients who use cannabis, the keynote 

speaker at the conference reminded attendees 

that these findings are not as earth-shaking 

as they may seem. Dr. Raphael Mechoulam, a 

professor of medicinal chemistry at Hebrew 

University in Jerusalem, whose primary focus 

is the chemistry and pharmacology of 

cannabinoids, cited physicians and scholars 

from 2,000 years ago who were equally con¬ 

vinced that cannabis is the “medicine plant.” 

Pliny the Elder, the famed Roman natu¬ 

ralist of the first century, noted that 

cannabis roots boiled in water offered relief 

for gout, cramped joints and violent pain. The 

Greek physician and botanist Pedanius 

Dioscorides, of the same era, also wrote of its 

anti-inflammatory properties. And as late as 

the 19th century, the highly influential Eng¬ 

lish physician Sir J. Russell Reynolds wrote: 

“For the relief of certain kinds of pain, I 

believe, there is no more useful plant than 

cannabis within our reach." 

Dr. Mechoulam led off the conference with 

this declaration: “The mammalian body has a 

highly developed immune system, whose 

main role is to guard against protein attack 

and reduce the damage caused. It is incon¬ 

ceivable that, through evolution, analogous 

biological protective systems have not been 

developed against non-protein attacks.” He 

then posed the question: "Are there mecha¬ 

nisms through which our body lowers the 

damage caused by various types of neuronal 

as well as non-neuronal impairments? The 

answer is, of course, positive, and I assume 

that endocannabinoid-like molecules are part 

of numerous protective systems which work 

in conjunction with the immune system and 

with various other physiological systems.” 

Dr. Mechoulam also noted that the human 

brain has abundant cannabinoid receptors 

and that many vital physiological processes 

are affected by endocannabinoids—every¬ 

thing from appetite and blood pressure to 

digestion, inflammation, pain, memory and 

mood, just to name a few. 

Dr. Mechoulam's presentation served as a 

worthy prologue to the wealth of material pre¬ 

sented by the 30-plus speakers featured. By 

the end of the conference, an overwhelming 

consensus had been reached: that the 

cannabinoid CBD [cannabidiol] serves as a 

healing agent for a variety of conditions. In 

fact, Dr. John McPartland, a professor of family 
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Then you should definitely consider our unique: 
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Dr. Robert 
Melamede 

Dr. Mark Ware 

Dr. Donald 
Abrams Veteran advocate 

Michael Krawitz. 

medicine at the University of Vermont, stated 

that if Marinol (synthetic THC) is considered a 

"silver bullet," then herbal cannabis—or, bet¬ 

ter yet, a CBD-rich strain—is a "synergistic 

shotgun" in which the "many constituents 

work by multiple mechanisms to improve the 

therapeutic activity of THC" and "mitigate the 

side effects.” 

Numerous speakers emphasized that CBD 

is central in pain and anxiety management 

and has also shown efficacy in the treatment 

of cancer, epilepsy, inflammation and dia¬ 

betes, as well as improving brain and heart 

health. Additionally, Dr. Heather Bradshaw of 

Indiana University discussed the remarkable 

results that cannabis has shown in treating 

reproductive and pelvic pain, which affects up 

to 30 percent of women globally. 

Mark Ware, a professor of family medicine at 

McGill University in Montreal, assured the con¬ 

ference attendees of the safety of cannabis as 

medicine; in case studies, he noted, no differ¬ 

ences in the biochemical, liver, renal or 

endocrine functions of patients using cannabis 

were shown. And Dr. Denis Petro, a neurologist 

and drug researcher, offered a glowing 

appraisal of cannabis as a means for managing 

the symptoms of multiple sclerosis. 

Dr. Donald Abrams, the chief of the hema¬ 

tology/oncology department at San Francisco 

General Hospital, reviewed his own studies 

showing that cannabis interacts safely with 

opioids like morphine and oxycodone—which 

may, in fact, allow for the longer use of opioids 

‘For the relief of 
certain kinds 

of pain, I believe, 
there is no more 
useful plant than 
cannabis within 

our reach.’ 
at lower (and safer) doses. Dr. Abrams also 

challenged the wisdom of denying opioids to 

patients who tested positive for cannabis. 

Michael Krawitz knows a bit about that 

firsthand: He's a disabled vet who found that 

cannabis, in conjunction with a low dose of 

prescription medication, works best for his 

chronic pain, the result of a serious motorcy¬ 

cle accident he suffered while stationed in 

Guam. Unfortunately, in the state of Virginia, 

where Krawitz lives, medical marijuana can 

only be legally used for cancer and glaucoma. 

Even worse, the policy of the Veterans Admin¬ 

istration is to refuse medication to patients 

who test positive for pot. As a result, Krawitz 

has become a tireless advocate for veterans 

and medical-marijuana patients alike. He 

spoke of the terrible disservice that America 

does to its returning veterans as they seek out 

the means to deal with the effects of their 

injuries and, very often, the post-traumatic 

stress disorder (PTSD) that affects thousands. 

The presentation of Steve DeAngelo, the 

executive director of Harborside Health Center 

(HHC) in Oakland, CA, was also revealing. It 

came on the heels of HHC’s recent announce¬ 

ment that it was commissioning growers to 

cultivate CBD-rich strains, which reportedly 

reduce the more unpleasant side effects of 

THC. (For newcomers to cannabis medicine, 

the high THC content can be disconcerting; 

CBD-rich strains offer a more “direct" pathway 

to treating pain and anxiety.) But perhaps no 

one was more far-reaching in his professional 

assessment of cannabis than Dr. Robert 

Melamede, a professor of biology at the Uni¬ 

versity of Colorado: He posited the notion that 

the endocannabinoid system is actually 

responsible for the evolution of human intelli¬ 

gence and encouraged everyone present to 

smoke more and be healthy. 

Those who already champion cannabis 

would hardly dispute Dr. Melamede's claim. 

However, the federal government remains 

cloistered in its Drug War rhetoric, ever resis¬ 

tant to the cannabis wave that is now crest¬ 

ing. Cannabis science desperately requires 

the aid of our lawmakers: Researchers and 

clinicians need to be assured that their efforts 

to explore the many healing effects of the 

plant will be legally sanctioned, and that the 

results of their studies will be acted upon. 

Until that time when our leaders actually 

function as servants of the people, millions 

will continue to be denied the badly needed 

benefits of this "medicine plant." ^ 
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Consult your local physician about issues associated with medical marijuana use, 

r- 
CALIFORNIA 
Cali Green Rx 

Evaluations by Licensed 

Medical Doctor 

5105 York Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90042 

OR: 440 Fair Drive, Suite S 

Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

www.CaliGreenRx.com 

(877) 387-CGRX 

The Green Cross 

Premiere Delivery Service 

San Francisco, CA 

(415)648-4420 

Open 10am-7pm daily 

www.TheGreenCross.org 

Greenway Compassionate Relief 

140 Dubois St. 

Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

(831)420-1640 

Mon-Sat 11am -7pm 

Organic-All Grades-Edibles-Tincture 

Healing OC 

1665 East 4th St. Suite 112 

Santa Ana, CA 92701 

(714)835-4206 

www.healingoc.com 

Harborside Health Center 

1840 Embarcadero 

Oakland, CA 94606 

(510)533-0147 

www.harborsidehealthcenter.com 

"Out of the Shadows, Into the 

Light..." 

Nature's Nexus 

1647 Hartnell Ave 

Redding, CA 96002 

(530)222-6700 

www.natures-nexus.com 

Sherman Oaks Co-Op 

13671/2 Ventura Blvd. 

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 

ValleyVillagecoop.com 

Greenlight Deliveries 

909 9th Ave. 

San Diego, CA 92101 

(619) 602-1713 

Highest quality meds 

since 1997. Open 7 days a 

week, 10:30 am-6:30 pm 

420greenlightilgmail.com 

Life member VFW 6 DAV. 

J6J Compassionate Care 

Information Center 

960 South Spruce 

Exeter, CA 93221 

(559) 592-0420 

9:30am - 8:30pm, 7 days / wk 

Free internet in the lounge. 

New patients must arrive before 4 

pm for Prop. 215 verification. 

420 Highway Pharmacy 

18710 S. Normandie Ave, Ste D 

Gardena, CA 90248 

(310) 808-0420 

(310) 808-0215 

Open 7 days, 8am - 8pm 

MJ's Place 

9449 Main Street 

Upper Lake, CA 95485 

(707) 275-9291 

Nature’s Top Shelf Medicinals 

1530 East Wardlow Road 

Long Beach, CA 90807 

(562) 989-9000 

Mon. to Sat., 11am to 7pm 

Coffee Shop Blue Sky 

37717th Street 

Oakland, CA 94612 

(510)251-0690 

Open 9am-8pm Mon-Sat, 

10am-6pm Sunday 

www.Oaksterdamgiftshop.com 

Valley Patients Group 

8953 Woodmen Ave, Ste 101 

Arleta, CA 91331 

(818)332-0736 

Open 7 days, 7am - 10pm 

Pathways Health Co Op 

20 East Acacia Street 

Stockton CA 95402 

(209)451-3940 

Stockton 6 San Jaoquin 

County’s First Cooperative 

Santa Ana Patients Group 

1823 East 17th Street 

Santa Ana, CA 92705 

(714) 568-0041 

patients.group@gmail.com 

"True Compassion In Orange 

County" 

COLORADO 
Kush Caregivers - Denver 

High-powered medical marijuana, 

hash, licenses, and grow videos. 

(303) 949-3618 

wholesale inquires email Kush- 

cafe@DR.com 

The Releaf Center, LLC 

2000 W 32nd Ave. 

Denver, CO 80211 

(303) 458-LEAF (5323) 

thereleafcenter@gmail.com 

www.thereleafcenter.com 

Sunshine Wellness Center 

In Colorado Springs: 

31 N.TejonSt., Ste. 400 

Colorado Springs, CO 80903 

(719) 632-6192 

In Pueblo: 67 Silicon Drive 

Pueblo West, CO 81007 

Phone (719) 543-7482 

Fax (719) 634-8207 

sunshinewellnesscenter.com 

Doctor Evaluations Provided! 

New Hope Wellness Center 

210 Edwards Village Blvd, Suite 

B110 - Edwards, CO 

Convenient to Vail 6 Beaver Creek. 

Offering the finest Meds 6 Edibles. 

Open Mon- Sat, ll-6pm 

(970) 569-3701 

newhopewellness@gmail.com 

Natures Medicine 

In Grand Junction: 

1001 Patterson Road #1 

Grand Junction, CO 81506 

(970)424-5293 

Fax:(970)424-5294 

In Pagosa: 

100 Country Center Drive #1 

Pagosa Spring, CO 81147 

In Durango: 

129 East 32nd Street 

Durango, CO 81301 

(970) 259-3714 

Fax:(970)259-3718 

In Longmont: 

1260 South Hover St Ste C 

Longmont, CO 80501 

(303)772-7188 

In Loveland: 

843 N. Cleveland Ave 

Loveland, CO 80537 

(970)461-2811 

Fax:(970)461-2833 

Dacono Meds 

730 Glen Creighton Dr., Unit C 

Dacono, CO 80514 

(303)833-2321 

http://www.daconomeds.com 

Hours: Mon-Sat, 10am - 7am 

Handicap Accessible 

Medicalm Limited 

4202 North Garfield Ave 

Loveland, CO 80538 

(970) 669-5105 

Medicalmltd@Q.com 

Colorado Alternative Care Services 

Caregiver and Dispensary 

Servicing Monument, Colorado 

Springs and Canyon City. 

(719) 963-8495 

www.csmmd.com 

Minturn Medicinal / Vail Valley 

Minturn, CO 81645 

(720) 490-0458 

Free Delivery 

www.minturnmedicinal.com 

MICHIGAN 
Michigan Medical Marijuana 

Certification Center 

29877 Telegragh Road, 

Suite 303 B 

Southfield, MI 48034 

(248) 932-6400 

www.MMMCC.net 

MONTANA 
Cannabis Connection Caregivers 

Bozeman, MT 

(406) 599-8385 

cccaregiver@gmail.com 

All new patients receive 1/2 .oz of 

medicine free 

Greener Pastures 

Setting a High Standard 

Serving Montana 

(406) 587-HEMP 

info@MTMedicalMarijuana.com 

Grassrootz, LLC 

1117 North 7th Ave. Suite #5 

Bozeman, MT 59715 

(406) 600-3055 

Best Medicine in Gallatin Valley 6 

SW MT. 

Feel Good Medicines 

(406) 595-0356 

www.montanamedicalmarijua- 

nacaregiver.webs.com 

Servicing the whole State MT! 

The Healing Center 

Compassionate Caregiver 

Quality Organic Medicine 

Bozeman, MT 

(406) 581-8712 

www.ThehealingcenterMT.org 

A Kinder Caregiver Inc. 

The statement’s in the name. To 

uphold the spirit of Initiative 148. 

AKinderCaregiver@yahoo.com 

-“I 
montanamedicalmarijuana.net 

(406) 587-2335 

Caregivers Montana 

Livingston, MT 

(406) 600-2981 

www.caregiversmontana.com 

Ray Rae's Medicine 

Caregiver Who Cares! 

Servicing Southwest MT 

(406)274-2281 

RayRaesl48@yahoo.com 

OREGON 
Eugene Compassion Center 

2055 W. 12th Ave 

Eugene, OR 97402 

(541)484-6558 

WASHINGTON 
Green Hope Patient Network 

Shoreline, Washington 

(206)801-7099 

A Safe place for Meds 

Tacoma Cross 

1126 Commerce Street 

Tacoma, WA 98402 

(253) 627-1377 

Fax: (253) 627-1378 

www.Tacomacross.com 

CANADA 
CALM Toronto 

P.O.Box 47023, Stn. 425 

220 Yonge St. 

Toronto, ON M5B2H1 

Office (416) 367-3459 

Fax (416) 367-4679 

Open 7 days a week 

wwww.cannabisclub.ca 

DISPENSARY 
SERVICES 
Canna Fresh 

www.cannafresh.com 

Wholesale: 424-442-0232 

"Custom Glass Containers 

For The Medical Industry" 

Gaslamp Insurance 

11116th Avenue, 3rd Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

(619) 238-4367, x. 205 

Fax: (619)238-4387 

Medical marijuana insurance for 

dispensaries, growing facilities, 

bakeries 6 medibles. 

www.mmjinsurance.com 

To advertise on this list, call Michael Czerhoniak, Advertising Director - (SIS) 387-0500, ext. 240 
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FEATURING 420 THINGS TO 00 WHEN YOU'RE STORED 

By David Biencnstock and the editors 

of High Times magazine 

Loam how to roll the perfect joirtl 

Make the most potent pot brownies 

Smoke-proof a dorm room 

Order off an Amsterdam coffeeshop menu 

Improve your jay^uf. 

And much, much more? 
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CHANGE IN THE HEARTLAND 
Support for drug-policy reform is growing in the Midwest and South. By Amber Langston 

Recent polls have shown that the Mid¬ 

west and South are the two parts of the 

US that least support drug-policy 

reform. But that is about to change. 

Affectionately referred to as the "New 

Northeast” (after SSDP’s most well- 

organized region), Midwest SSDP is 

proving to be the fastest-growing region 

of powerful new chapters in the country. 

As a Midwesterner myself, I am incredi¬ 

bly inspired by the change I see occur¬ 

ring in my cousins’ mindsets. A new 

conversation has begun, and the voices 

of America’s youth are coming through 

loud and clear. 

As one example, amazing things are happening in 

Ohio, where new chapters have sprung up at Hiram 

College, Kent State University, Miami University and 

the University of Cincinnati. Kent State hosted Ohio’s 

first SSDP State Strategy Summit, and all hands are 

on deck in preparation for next year’s legislative ses¬ 

sion. Watch out—these kids are going to make Ohio 

the 15th medical-marijuana state for sure! 

In Michigan, where SSDP was integral to passing 

the 2008 statewide medical-marijuana initiative, our 

burgeoning network of nine chapters has success¬ 

fully held two state-strategy summits; is working 

toward a statewide medical-amnesty policy that 

includes all drugs; and has been partnering with 

patient-advocacy groups for effective implementa¬ 

tion of the new medical-marijuana law. And, of 

course, the Hash Bash at the University of Michigan 

in Ann Arbor is always a success! 

Students in Illinois have also been working 

toward a statewide medical-amnesty policy and are 

creeping ever closer to passing med¬ 

ical marijuana through their state leg¬ 

islature. Special props go to the 

chapters at Roosevelt University, 

where members participated in the 

2009 Walk for Recovery with the Illinois 

Drug Policy Consortium, and at North¬ 

ern Illinois University, which built an 

impressively large public coalition in a 

mere matter of days from their incep¬ 

tion. Just a little bit of elbow grease and 

some sensible statistics, and the 

Republican candidate for state attorney 

in DeKalb fell in love with SSDP. 

Likewise, the medical-marijuana movement in 

Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri and Wisconsin has 

recently taken off with help from SSDP’s foot sol¬ 

diers. While students in Iowa were testifying before 

the Iowa Board of Pharmacy’s medical-marijuana 

hearings, their counterparts in Wisconsin held a 

massive day of action across the state, logging hun¬ 

dreds of calls to their representatives in support of 

patients’ rights. With Iowa’s Board of Pharmacy now 

recommending that marijuana be rescheduled as a 

substance with medical value, and with support 

building in the legislatures of Minnesota, Missouri 

and Wisconsin, SSDP is stepping up to the task. 

As for Indiana and Kentucky—y’all are next! I 

hope to hear soon from students in those states, and 

throughout the Midwest and South, who are ready to 

join us as allies in the fight for justice and truth. 

Peace on the Drug War! 

Amber Langston is the SSDP Outreach Director for the 

Midwestern and Southern Regions. 

Amber Langston 

£5? Dr. Mitch, 

I keep hearing that marijua¬ 

na use is on the rise for older 

adults, but when I look around 

the retirement home, I can’t find 

any. Is this increase just pro¬ 

paganda? 

Clay Moore 

Hi Clay, 

Although recent data indicate that 

folks age 50 and above have increased 

their marijuana use in the last few 

years, they're still in the minority— 

only about 5 percent of them used 

pot in the past month or so. 

One of the parents in my PTA thinks 

that drug problems come from low 

self-esteem. I find this idea too sim¬ 

plified. Can you help me out? 

Concerned in Iowa 

Hi Concerned, 

Decades ago, a lot of drug-preven¬ 

tion programs focused on building 

self-esteem—and some of them, 

perversely, made kids think that 

they were invulnerable to drugs, 

which actually led to more drug use. 

For some new perspectives, you 

might want to check out my book, 

The Parents’ Guide to Marijuana. 

Also, my buddy Steve Sussman has 

created an extensive program 

called “Toward No Drug Abuse" that 

is substantiated by research. For 

more information, go to tnd.usc.edu. 

FISMTEl1! 
THIS VETERAN’S STILL FIGHTING 
“More veterans have committed suicide since 2001 than we have lost on 

the battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan—each one a tragedy.’’ Those 

words, uttered by US Secretary of Veterans Affairs Eric Shinseki last Octo¬ 

ber, underscore the crisis of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) affecting our returning troops. 

New Mexico is the only medical-marijuana state where PTSD is specifically listed as a qualifying 

condition under the law (though it also qualifies in California under Prop. 215 language that allows 

physician recommendations “for any other illness for which marijuana provides relief”), and more 

people are registered as medical-marijuana patients in New Mexico for PTSD than any other condition. 

However, Veterans Administration doctors are forbidden from recommending this state-authorized 

medicine because of the federal ban on its use. Vets even report being denied their prescription phar¬ 

maceuticals if they test positive for using cannabis medicinally. 

Paul Culkin is an Iraq War veteran living in New Mexico who decided to do something about it. Like so 

many others, this former Army sergeant found that the drugs prescribed to him by the VA’s doctors left him 

feeling like "a zombie.” He turned to medical cannabis and found that it calmed the PTSD without numbing 

his mind and doping his body and “made me a father and husband again.” 

Culkin leads the New Mexico Medical Marijuana Patients Group, which he formed by networking 

with other vets through Craigslist after attending the International Drug Policy Reform Conference in 

Albuquerque last November. Since then, he has made local news by opposing a proposed state tax on 

medical marijuana. He also debated Dr. Andrea Barthwell, a former deputy drug czar under George W. 

Bush, on Fox News Channel concerning the use of cannabis for treating PTSD. 

Paul Culkin is a perfect example of what can happen when committed people attend drug-law 

reform conferences and take the next step of organizing their fellow like-minded citizens at the grass¬ 

roots level. This Iraq War veteran is a true Freedom Fighter! 

I’m having a debate with a censor 

about marijuana in the movies. He 

says that watching movies about 

marijuana will lead people to use it. 

This can’t be true, can it? 

O. Welles 

Hi 0., 

Some data do show that people who 

use cannabis have seen more 

movies depicting cannabis use, and 

these studies have been getting a lot 

of press. But I just analyzed some 

data of my own showing that 

cannabis users see more movies of 

all kinds—it doesn’t matter if 

they’re about cannabis or not. In 

fact, movies about cannabis don’t 

cause to people use it, but cannabis 

users sure do love the movies! 

Dr. Mitch Earleywine, Ph.D., is an 

associate professor of psychology at 

SUNYAlbany. He is the author of 

Understanding Marijuana and The 

Parents’ Guide to Marijuana. Got a 

question for Dr. Mitch? Email him at 

420research(dgmail. com. 
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Six reasons legalization is 

While most well-informed 
HIGH TIMES readers can 
probably cite hundreds of 
good reasons why cannabis 
prohibition should end imme¬ 
diately, I’d like to hone in on 
what NORML believes are 
the top six reasons why 
these long-sought reforms 
are finally coming about. 

It’s the Economy, Stupid 
Just as the Great Depression 

helped end alcohol prohibi¬ 

tion, the current crushing 

economy is causing otherwise 

prohibition-supportive deci¬ 

sion makers to re-examine 

their fiscal priorities. As a 

result, economists, editorial 

boards, columnists, politi¬ 

cians and commentators of all 

political stripes increasingly 

support ending the federal 

government’s counterproduc¬ 

tive prohibition of cannabis. 

Baby Boomers or Baby 
Bongers? 
Men and women between the 

ages of 50 and 70 years have 

taken over the country's insti¬ 

tutions of government, law, 

medicine, science, education, 

media and entertainment. 

Baby boomers have primary 

and secondary experience 

with cannabis that the so- 

called World War II genera¬ 

tion simply doesn’t possess. 

The Public’s Acceptance of 
Medical Cannabis 
The passage of Proposition 215 

in 1995 was a genuinely 

epochal event: California citi¬ 

zens—who comprise one- 

eighth the population of the 

United States—voted to 

endorse the medical use of 

cannabis. This set in motion a 

domino-like effect that has 

currently resulted in 14 states 

(plus the District of Columbia) 

legalizing patient access to 

medical cannabis for nearly 

90 million Americans. 

In states such as Califor¬ 

nia, Colorado, New Mexico and 

Montana—and very soon in 

Rhode Island, New Jersey, 

on the way. 

Maine and DC—lawful patients 

enjoy so-called “Main Street” 

retail access to hundreds of 

strains of cannabis, “medi- 

bles,” tinctures, balms and 

hash products. 

Worldwide Web of Weed 
The Internet has been trans¬ 

formative for cannabis-law 

reformers, helping us politi¬ 

cally organize consumers, 

disseminate information, 

debunk prohibition myths 

and raise money. I’ve been at 

NCRML so long I pre-date the 

Internet, and I can tell you 

from firsthand experience: A 

busy day at NORML pre-Inter¬ 

net pales in comparison to 

what's being accomplished 

today. 

NORML's webpage and 

podcast attract over 30,000 

daily visitors, who download 

millions of pages weekly in 

the privacy of their own 

homes. And there are now over 

one million “friends” within 

NCRML's Facebook universe. 

Whereas the mainstream 

media has largely failed 

cannabis consumers and soci¬ 

ety as a whole, the Internet 

provides citizens with ready 

peer-to-peer communications, 

unprecedented social net¬ 

working, and unfiltered infor¬ 

mation (uncensored by either 

the government or the corpo¬ 

rate media) that empowers 

and fuels reformers’ modem 

advocacy efforts. 

Opposition to Cannabis-Law 
Reform Recedes 
In general, do business, med¬ 

ical, educational or religious 

communities organize 

against groups like NORML? 

No. 

Then who are the sup¬ 

porters of cannabis prohibi¬ 

tion? The five pillars of pot 

prohibition should be famil¬ 

iar by now: Law enforcement; 

government agencies born of 

prohibition (i.e., the DEA, 

NIDA, etc.); the drug makers 

who'd have to compete with 

legal cannabis (tobacco, 

pharmaceutical and booze 

companies); government- 

funded "parents’ groups” 

(i.e., CADCA, NFIA, etc.); and 

companies that prosper from 

drug-testing services, pri¬ 

vate prisons and high-tech 

drug-trafficking detection 

devices. 

Prohibition Fatigue? 
Having endured 73 years of 

unsuccessful cannabis prohi¬ 

bition, a national weariness 

seems to be setting in. Maybe, 

just maybe, after 20 million 

arrests (90 percent for simple 

possession alone), hundreds 

of billions in tax dollars wast¬ 

ed or uncollected, children 

having more access to 

cannabis than alcohol or 

tobacco, and the destabiliza¬ 

tion of America's borders—all 

basically for naught—a solid 

majority of Americans are 

ready to support legalization. 

Currently, in national 

polling, about 44 percent 

favor legalizing adult 

cannabis use. That total is up 

to 5B percent in California, 

where people go to the polls 

this fall to vote on—and, 

hopefully, pass—a legaliza¬ 

tion initiative. 

Are you and your friends 

ready to get involved, make a 

difference, and help end 

cannabis prohibition once 

and for all? Please join 

NCRML today and/or support 

the California legalization 

initiative 

(taxcannabis2010.com). 

-Allen St. Pierre, executive 
director of NORML 
Visit norml.org or call 888- 

67-NORML. 
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ALABAMA Omar Figueroa 
Fax:323-653-1225 Tel:(303)-634-2244 

Law Offices of Omar Figueroa 
allisonbrandifdmac.com Fax:(303) 260-6401 

Alan R. Elledge, Attorney at Law 7770 Healdsburg Ave, Ste. A 
allisonmargolin.blogspot.com email: robert.corryfdcomcast.net 

7404 Hwy 43 Sebastopol, CA 95472 www.robcorry.com 

Florence, AL 35634 (707)829-0215 Bruce Margolin Graduate of Stanford Law 

(256) 757-4007 omarfdstanfordalumni.org 8749 Holloway Dr. School, specializes in criminal 

Fax: (256) 757-4003 www.omarfigueroa.com West Hollywood, CA 90069 defense and civil rights, free 

aelledge1380hotmail.com Founder of Cannabis Law Institute 310-652-0991 or initial consultation 

Vigorous statewide marijuana and graduate of Stanford Law 800-420-LAWS 

defense.'No representation is School, Yale University and Trial bmargolinfdaol.com Sean T. McAllister, Esq. 

made that the quality of the legal Lawyers College, specializing in www. 1800420laws.com Founder of Sensible Colorado 

services to be performed is greater cannabis cultivation and medical www.margolinlawoffices.com Phone:970-453-6594 

than the quality of legal services marijuana cases. Free case con- Marijuana and criminal defense Fax: 970-453-6877 

performed by other lawyers. sultation. jYo hablo espanol! since 1967. Director, L.A. NORML 

Call for a free guide to marijuana 

mclawofficefdcomcast.net 

www.mcallisterlawoffice.com 

ARIZONA Paul L. Gabbert 

2115 Main Street 

laws in all 50 states . Offices in Denver and Breckenridge 

Jamal Allen Santa Monica, CA 90405 Randy Sue Pollock FLORIDA 
Allen & Associates, Lawyers 310-399-3259 2831 Telegraph Ave 

3029 N. Alma School Rd, Ste 216 PLGabbertfdaol.com Oakland, CA 94609 Robert 0. Bauer, Jr. 

Chandler, Arizona 85224-1475 National criminal defense practice Phone:510-763-9967 Bauer, Crider, Pellegrino & Parry 

P:480-820-3300 since 1977. Specializing in federal Fax:510-272-0711 1550 South Highland Avenue, #C 

goodazlawyers.com and state asset seizure and forfei- PollockEsqfdaol.com Clearwater, FL 33756 

All Stops, Arrests & Seizures ture defense. Millions of dollars in (727) 446-4800 

currency and property returned. Eric Shevin Offices in Clearwater, Tampa & 

Lee Phillips 15260 Ventura Blvd., Suite 1050 Port Richey. Board Certified 

Law Offices of Lee Phillips Christopher M. Glew Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 Criminal Trial Lawyer 

323 N. Leroux St., Suite 101 1851 E. First Street, Ste. 840 Phone:818-784-2700 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 Santa Ana, CA 92705 Fax:818-784-2411 Bjorn Brunvand 

928-779-1560 Fax: 714-648-0501 eshevinfdaol.com 615 Turner Street 

www.notguiltyl .com Phone:714-648-0004 

marijuanalawyerfdyahoo.com 
www.shevinlaw.com 

Clearwater, FL 33756 

Phone:727-446-7505 

Marc Victor 

3920 S. Alma School Rd., Suite 5 

www.glewkimlaw.com 
Law Offices Of 

Fax:727-446-8147 

bbrunvanfdtampabay.rr.com 

Chandler, AZ 85248 Imhoff & Associates, P.C. 
Sean Tabibian & Associates 

www.acquitter.com 

Phone:480-755-7110 Criminal Defense Attorneys 6794 La Jolla Blvd., #201 

Fax:480-755-8286 Vince Imhoff, Managing Partner La Jolla, CA 92037 Bradford Cohen Law 

marcfdattorneyforfreedom.com Los Angeles, CA Call Toll Free: 1-800-658-1500 1132 SE 3rd Ave. 

www.attorneyforfreedom.com 800-887-0000 www.WeDefendYou.com Fort Lauderdale, FL33316 

lnfofdCriminalAttorney.com Call us for a free guide "People vs. Phone:(954) 523-7774 

Michael Walz www.CriminalAttorney.com You" a guide for the accused Fax: (954) 523-2656 

Law Offices of Michael Walz Experienced, aggressive Medical lawroninfdaol.com 

45 W. Jefferson, Ste. 225 Marijuana & Criminal Defense Sean Tabibian, Esq. www.crimdefend.com 

Phoenix, AZ 85003 Attorneys Nationwide Tabibian & Associates *As seen on Nancy Grace, Court TV 

602-288-8349 

walzfdpotlawyer.com 

** Free consultation** 1800 Avenue of the Stars, Ste. 404 

Los Angeles, CA 90067 

and the Today Show* 

All MJ crimes: posession, cultivation Michael Levinsohn 1-800-658-1500 Greg M. Lauer 

and MJ-DUI. Also asset foreiture. Law Offices of Bruce M. Margolin www.wedefendyou.com Board Certified Expert in 

www.potlawyer.com 8749 Holloway Drive Your freedom to smoke is no joke. Criminal Trial Law 

CALIFORNIA 
West Hollywood, CA 90069 

Herbal defenders on your side. 
320 SE 10th Ct. 

310-652-0991 or 

800-420-LAWS 
James M. Taylor 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316 

(954)559-0647 

Bob Boyd www.1800420LAWS.com 
Law Office of James M. Taylor 

www.growhouselawyer.com 

107 West Perkins Street, Suite #17 Offices in Broward, Dade, & WPB 

Ukiah.CA 95482 Valerie Lopez 
783 West Ramsey, Suite G 

*Former Drug Trafficking Prose- 

707-468-0500 Law Offices of Bruce M. Margolin Banning, CA 92220 cutor *Free Initial Consultation 

mendocinolawfdcomcast.net 8749 Holloway Drive 951-849-2081 

www.mendocinolaw.com West Hollywood, CA 90069 jamesmtaylor.esqfdverizon.net Donald A. Lykkebak 

310-652-0991 or Dedicated to Criminal Defense 390 N. Orange Ave., 

John Duree 800-420-LAWS Suite #2100 

428 J St., Ste. 352 

Sacramento, CA 95814 

www.1800420LAWS.com COLORADO Orlando, FL 32801 

407-425-4044 

916-441-0562 Allison Margolin Robert J. Corry, Jr. lykkebakfdbellsouth.net 

jdureefdpacbell.net 8484 Wiltshire Blvd., Suite 660 600 17th Street, Ste 2800 http://www.druglawexpert.com 

Practice limited to criminal Beverly Hills, CA 90211 South Tower "Board certified criminal trial 

defense. 
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David Raben Imhoff & Associates, P.C. 

Robbins, Tunkey, Ross, AmseL, Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Raben & Waxman, P.A. Vince Imhoff, Managing Partner 

2250 SW 3rd Avenue, 4th Floor Naperville, IL 

Miami, FL 33129-2095 800-887-0000 

Tel: 305-858-9550 lnfo0CriminalAttorney.com 

Fax:305-858-7491 www.CriminalAttorney.com 

daveraben0crimlawfirm.com Experienced, aggressive Medical 

Experienced and aggressive Marijuana & Criminal Defense 

defense of drug cases in State Attorneys Nationwide 

and Federal Court. ** Free consultation** 

Jeffrey Reisman Peter J. Vilkelis 

304 S. Westland Ave. 53 W. Jackson Blvd. Ste. 1430 

Tampa, FL 33606 Chicago, IL 60604 

877-283-5333 or 813-258-5333 312-408-0258 

www.tampadruglawyers.com pvilkelis0sbcglobal.net 

State & Federal Defense Free Illinois NORML Board member. 

consultation 
INDIANA 

Roger Scott, Jr., P.A. 

Scott & Medling, P.A. Stephen W. Dillon 

1515 E Livingston St., Dillon Law Office 

Orlando, FL 32803 3601 N. Pennsylvania St. 

407-894-0055,(Fax) 407-894-0053 Indianapolis, IN 46205 

RogerScott0cfl.rr.com 317-923-9391 

www.orlandodruglawyer.com dillonlaw0prodigy.net 

www.dillonandthomas.com 

Robert Shafer & Associates, P.A. Chair, NORML Board of Directors. 

Robert Shafer, James Davis I/AUCAC 
24 North Market Street, Suite 305 

IvANbAb 

Jacksonville, FL 32202 

Tel: 904-350-9333 
Chris Meek 

Fax: 904-633-7820 
1031 Military Ave. 

website: shafercriminallaw.com 
Baxter Springs, KS 66713 
Dknn a. Aon 0771 

email: robertshafer0bellsouth.net 
r none, ozu oOu z/ /1 

Fav. A9n QRA 9779 
Criminal defense only. 

rdx. ozu ojo z / / z 

Focusing on drug charges. 
ninsky130hotmail.com 

William (Billy) K. Rork 
Grey Tesh 

1321 SW Topeka Blvd. 
Board Certified Criminal 

Topeka, KS 66612-1816 
Trial Lawyer 785-235-1650 
1610 Southern Blvd. rork0rorklaw.com 
West Palm Beach, FL 33406 www.rorklaw.com 
(888) 4-POT-LAWYER Zealous and successful drug 
Cultivation, trafficking, grow house, defenses on 1-70/1-35 vehicle stops. 
federal & state. NORML Legal 

Committee Speaker. Cal Williams 

Calvin K. Williams Chtd. 
John H. Trevena 280 N. Court Ave., P.0. Box 304 
801 West Bay Dr., Suite 509 Colby, KS 67701 
Largo, FL 33770 785-460-9777 
Phone:727-581-5813 calwilliamsesq0hotmail.com 
Fax:727-581-7758 On 1-70, western Kansas. 
TrevenaLaw0aol.com 

www.trevena.com MARYLAND 

ILLINOIS David E. Kindermann, Esq. 

15 West Montgomery Ave, Suite 300 

Jeffrey B. Fawell Rockville, MD 20850 

Fawell & Associates Tel: 301-762-7900 - 24/7 

500 S. Country Farm Rd, Ste 200 Fax:301-309-0887 

Wheaton, IL 60187 www.KindermannLaw.com 

630-665-9300 dave0kindermannlaw.com 

fawell0fawell.com Licensed in Maryland, D.C. and 

Criminal, DUI, traffic, and Federal Courts incl. U.S. Supreme 

immigration defense. Court. 
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MASSACHUSETTS Fax:816-220-0757 

Norman S. Zalkind 

klouie7110aol.com 

www.caskeyatlaw.com 

Zalkind, Rodriguez, Lunt & Duncan 

65A Atlantic Ave. Daniel Dodson 

Boston, MA 02110 315 Marshall Street 

Phone:617-742-6020 Jefferson City, MO 65101 

Fax:617-742-3269 573-636-9200 or 800-DODSON-1 

nzalkind0zrld.com dd0danieldodson.net 

MICHIGAN 
www.danieldodson.net 

Board member, NACDL; 

Matthew R. Abel, Attorney at Law 

2930 E. Jefferson Ave 

Nationwide advice/referrals. 

Dan Viets 

Detroit, Ml 48207 15 N. 10th St. 

248-866-0864 Columbia, M0 65201 

www.cannabiscounsel.com 573-443-6866 

attorneyabel0comcast.net danviets0justice.com 

Specializing in marijuana defense Former president of MO Assoc, of 

Jason Barrix, Attorney at Law 

Criminal Defense Lawyers and 

NORML Board Chair. 

Barrix Law Firm P.C. 

2828 Kraft Ave. SE #290 NEVADA 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49512 

1-877-4-BARRIX or Scott N. Freeman 

1-877-422-7749 'Defender of the Year 2008' 

616-456-1900 556 California Ave. 

Barrixlaw0aol.com Reno, NV 89509-1450 

Practicing Marijauna and Criminal Phone: 775-786-4788 

Defense Statewide. Since 1993. Fax: 775-786-9333 

Michael A. Mdnerney, Esquire 

defense0freeman-law.com 

www.freeman-law.com 

Law Office of Michael A. Mclnerney 

139 Pearl Street NW, Suite 400 NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503 

(616)776-0200 Sven Wiberg 

Fax: (616) 776-0202 Wiberg Law Office 

mamgrlaw0sbcglobal.net 2456 Lafayette Road, Suite 7 

Mark A. Satawa 

Portsmouth, NH, 03801 

Phone:603-686-5454 

Kirsch & Satawa, PC Fax:603-457-0332 

3000 Town Center, Suite 1700 sven0nhcriminaldefense.com 

Southfield, Ml, 48075 

248-356-8320 NEWJERSEY 
mark0kirschandsatawa.com 

www.kirschandsatawa.com William H. Buckman 

Be sure to check out our new 110 Marter Ave, Suite 209 

website! Moorestown, NJ 08057 

Law Office of John Targowski, P.C. 

Phone:856-608-9797 

Fax: 856-608-6244 

310 East Michigan Avenue, Ste 501 wbuckman0whbuckman.com 

Kalamazoo, Ml 49007-3840 whbuckman.com 

Voice: (269) 290 5606 

john0targowskilaw.com Nathan Kittner 

www.targowskilaw.com 131 Main St. 

2008 NORML HunterS. Thompson Hackensack, NJ 07601 

Scholar, Medical Marijuana 201-488-5565 

Defense Experience vlsgrad0prodigy.net 

MISSOURI 
Criminal defense litigation. 

Get defended. 

K. Louis Caskey Allan Marain 

1102 Grand Blvd, Suite 800 100 Bayard St. 

Kansas City, M0 64106 P.0. Box 1030 

Phone:816-221-9114 New Brunswick, NJ 08903 

Cell Phone:816-536-1411 732-828-2020 
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When pleading guilty is not an 

option. 

Law Offices of Howard Weiner 

45 Broadway, 30th Floor 

New York, NY 10006 

212-785-1100 

917-921-3363 

www.criminal-defense-law-new- 

york-city.com 

Neal Wiesner 

Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax:718-556-0118 

nealwiesnerldaol.com 

NJ State & Federal Criminal 

Defense 

NEW MEXICO 

David C. Serna Serna Law Offices 

725 Lomas Blvd. NW 

Albuquerque, NM 87102 

505-242-4057 

www.sernalaw.com 

Board-certified criminal-defense 

specialist. N0RML lawyer since 

1985. 

NEW YORK 

David C. Holland, Esq. 

David C. Holland, P.C. 

419 Park Avenue South, 16th Floor 

New York, NY 10016 

212-935-4500 

Licensed in NY, NJ & MD. 

Neal Wiesner 

Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax:718-556-0118 

nealwiesnerldaol.com 

Federal Practice Only in New York 

OHIO 

Spiros P. Cocoves 

Law Offices of Spiros P. Cocoves 

610 Adams St., 2nd FI 

Toledo, OH 43604-1423 

419-241-5506 

Fax:419-242-3442 

scocovesldgmail.com 

Federal/State Criminal Defense, 

OH/MI 

OKLAHOMA 

M. Michael Arnett 

Arnett Law Firm 

3133 N.W. 63rd Street 

Oklahoma City, OK 73116 

Tel: (405) 767-0522 

Fax: (405) 767-0529 

email: mikearnett1ldjuno.com 

Chad Moody 

217 N Harvey Street, Ste. 409 

Oklahoma City, OK 73102 

(w) 405-231 -4343 (f) 405 231-0233 

thedruglawyerldthedruglawyer.com 

thedruglawyer.com 

When a Conviction is Not an Option 

OREGON 

John C. Lucy IV 

2121 SW Broadway, Suite 130 

Portland, OR 97201 

Phone:503-227-6000 

Other Phone: 919-720-2513 

johnldlaw420.com 

www.law420.com 

"Medical Marijuana and Drug Crime 

Defense Throughout Oregon" 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Simon T. Grill 

104 S. Railroad 

Myerstown, PA 17067 

888-333-6016 

STG1300fdepix.net 

Marijuana defense. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

J. Kirk Fisher, Esq. 

Cox & Fisher, LLC 

115 Broadus Avenue 

Greenville, SC 29601 

Tel: 864-242-4711 

Fax: 864-242-2937 

jkirkfischerfdbellsouth.net 

TEXAS 

Johnathan Ball, Attorney-at-Law 

1115 Cardinal Ave. 

McAllen, Texas 78504 

(956) 501-6565 Phone 

johnfdjohnballattorney.com 

www.mcallendruglawyer.com 

Jeff Blackburn 

718 W 16th 

Amarillo, TX 79101 

Phone:806-371-8333 

Fax:806-350-7716 

blackburnfdwtxinnocence.org 

Greg Gladden 

3017 Houston Ave. 

Houston, TX 77009-6734 

713-880-0333 

gladdenfdairmail.net 

Gerald Goldstein 

2900 Tower Life Bldg. 

San Antonio, TX 78205 

210-226-1463 

GGandHfdaol.com 

Michael C. Lowe, Attorney At Law 

700 N Pearl Street, Ste 2170 

Dallas, Texas 75201 

214.526.1900 

Toll free: 866.351.1900 

Fax:214.969.0258 

www.DallasJustice.com 

Board certified in criminal law by the 

Texas board of legal specialization. 

David P. O'Neil (managing partner) 

Habern, O'Neil and Buckley LLP 

PO Box 8930 

Huntsville, Texas 77340 

1-888-942-2376 toll free 

doneilfdparoletexas.com 

Over thirty years experence in 

state and federal courts in the 

greater East Texas Area. 

Paul Quinzi 

707 W. 10th Street 

Austin, TX 78701 

Phone:512-535-1081 

Fax:512-535-3386 

paulfdpq-law.com 

Larry Sauer 

Law Offices of Larry Sauer 

1004 West Ave, Austin, TX 78701 

512-479-5017 

sauerlawfdwdo-law.com 

Criminal defense. 

UTAH 

Robert Latham 

845 Main St., Suite C8 

Bountiful, UT 84010 

(801)299-9999 

jrobertlesqfdyahoo.com 

VIRGINIA 

Adam B. Crickman 

Law Office of Adam B. Crickman 

3516 Plank Road, Suite 5-B 

Fredericksburg, VA 22407 

540-785-5500 

www.BUSTEDINVA.com 

Experienced, Aggressive 

Criminal Defense. 

-S 
David A. Downes, Esq. 

14 Chester Street 

Front Royal, VA 22630 

(540)636-8500 

dadownesfdshentel.net 

Licensed in VA, WV.Wash DC, 

and Federal Courts 

Over 22 Years Criminal Law 

WASHINGTON 

Jeff Steinborn 

3161 Elliot Avenue, Suite 340 

Seattle, WA 98121 

Tel: 206-622-5117 

Fax:206-622-3848 

Pat Stiley 

Stiley & Cikutovich 

1403 W. Broadway 

Spokane, WA 99201 

888-440-9001 

fudeafdearthlink.net 

www.legaljoint.net 

If you grew it, we will come. 

WASHINGTON D.C. 

David E. Kindermann, Esq. 

15 West Montgomery Ave, Suite 300 

Rockville, MD 20850 

Tel: 301-762-7900 - 24/7 

Fax:301-309-0887 

www.KindermannLaw.com 

davefdkindermannlaw.com 

Licensed in D.C., Maryland and 

Federal Courts incl. U.S. 

Supreme Court. 

WISCONSIN 

Robert J. Dvorak 

Hailing & Cayo 

320 E Buffalo St., Ste. 700 

Milwaukee, Wl 53202 

414-273-0373 

rjdvorakfdexecpc.com 

Representing the accused since 1978. 

Mark D. Richards S.C. 

209 8th Street 

Racine, Wl 53403 

262-632-2200 

richardslawfdameritech.net 

www.richardslawl .com 

Aggressive drug defense. 
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Adapting the lessons of industrial agriculture to small-scale indoor cannabis cultivation... before Big Ag gets the chance. By Dirty Dave 

If the world’s mighty, trillion-dollar-a-year agribusiness conglomerates ever 

got their hands on poor, defenseless Mary Jane, how exactly would they grow 

her, particularly to service the "high-grade” market that would undoubtedly 

survive the end of prohibition? With legalization literally on the ballot this No¬ 

vember in California—and coming soon (hopefully) to a state near you—no 

doubt that discussion is already heating up in the boardrooms of Monsanto, 

Cargill and the other multinationals. Or perhaps they’re simply dusting off 

their business plans and cultivation production designs from the last time it 

seemed like the weed might actually be set free. 

For most stoners, and especially growers, the prospect of corporate control 

of the cannabis supply offers a mixed bag of pros and cons, hopes and fears— 

particularly for those who depend on marijuana cultivation for part or all of their 

income. In the meantime, White-Collar Boy from Northern Cali has decided to 

learn what he can from the growing methods of the giant agribusiness concerns 

and apply it to indoor marijuana production before they get the chance. 

A self-described "former wage slave,” White-Collar Boy earned an engi¬ 

neering degree in college and put it to use in Silicon Valley’s semiconductor 

industry, basically "working for the Man” and making good money, but not 

liking it much. He’d never tried cannabis, but once he did, it took less than 

two years to quit his job, open up a hydro store, and start devoting his mental 

energies to the much more interesting challenge of trying to design the 

world’s best and most efficient marijuana growroom. 

Perhaps the biggest innovation that White-Collar Boy has adopted from 

his study of agribusiness methods is what he calls a "copy-exact mentality,” 

a concept that literally goes back to the first factory assembly lines and 

stresses that uniformity in design and execution will yield predictably positive 

results, time after time, so long as the initial design is sound and scrupu¬ 

lously replicated. The "copy-exact mentality” also allows future improve¬ 

ments and innovations to be integrated throughout the operation in a 

systematic manner, after being tested and approved on only one specimen of 

the design. For example, if slightly upping the CO2 levels during the vegeta¬ 

tive stage, or lowering the level of a certain nutrient during flowering, yields 

positive results in one controlled growroom, that same adjustment should 

produce the same positive results in every "exact” copy of that room. 

So, while outdoor agriculture is forced adapt to the local climate and even 

daily variations in the weather, with indoor grow ops, only conditions within 

the controlled environment will produce the necessary cause-and-effect on 

the plants. This allows indoor growers to apply the scientific method much 

more precisely, adjusting only one variable at a time and carefully monitoring 

the results. 
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Solar Revolution light movers bring more lumens to the plants for less money. 

"My concept downstairs has been 

successfully replicated more than 100 

times all across the country,” White- 

Collar Boy says as he leads the way to 

the hidden entrance of a legally operat¬ 

ing medical-marijuana growroom. "It’s 

all founded in math and physics.” 

Although novice growers with lim¬ 

ited experience and start-up capital 

probably shouldn’t attempt to get up 

and running by replicating White-Collar 

Boy’s entire 128-plant setup from 

scratch, there are certainly lessons to 

be learned in almost every corner of 

this vibrant indoor garden; it is also a 

blueprint of what to work toward if you 

eventually want to expand the size of 

your own operation. White-Collar Boy 

says his main motivation for setting up 

this "research and development” space 

was to have somewhere to test existing 

products before he decided to carry 

them in his store, as well as a place to 

develop and test his own innovations. 

The first unique quality of the room 

that White-Collar Boy points out— 

again, standard agribusiness proce¬ 

dure—is the fact that nothing’s attached 

to the walls or ceiling. Instead, sturdy 

"grow stands” that he designs and 

manufactures himself accommodate 

the lights, ballasts, light movers and 

fans. The grow stands, made of pow¬ 

der-coated steel, feature pre-drilled 

ballast-mount locations that let him 

hang his lamps safely and easily, with¬ 

out drilling holes or searching for studs. 

Not only does this make the room easy 

to set up and break down (particularly 

in a hurry), but it also protects the home 

he’s growing in from permanent dam¬ 

age—always a good idea whether you 

own the place or rent it. 

Next, White-Collar Boy points out a 

truly "revolutionary” feature of the op¬ 

eration. As part of an overall effort to 

boost energy efficiency—not only to 

save money on power bills, but also to 

lower the end product’s carbon foot¬ 

print—he has installed Solar Revolution 

light movers. Although he didn’t design 

the product himself, White-Collar Boy 

says he bought the patent from the de¬ 

veloper and then "brought it up to mod¬ 

ern manufacturing standards,” 

including high-stress bearings and in¬ 

strument-grade motors, all-metal 

housing, steel arms and a detachable 

six-foot cord—with every unit hand- 

built and factory-tested in the US. 

Hung from the aforementioned 

grow stands, the Solar Revolution light 

movers can accommodate up to eight 

lights at once—if they’re lightweight— 

and will typically rotate them 90 de¬ 

grees in one direction, before reversing 

course and covering the same area in 

the opposite direction. The movers can 

also be programmed to cover 180- or 

even 355-degree rotations, depending 

on the grower’s needs. Those using a 

mix of metal-halide (MH) and high- 

pressure sodium (HPS) lights require 

the increased rotation radius to ensure 

that each plant receives both spectrums 

in steady amounts. 



By slowly moving lights across the top of the 

garden canopy, these movers also provide a more 

even distribution of light, ensuring that the tallest 

plants directly beneath the lamps don’t “burn out” 

from the intense heat of constant direct light, and 

that the smaller plants at the exterior of the room 

don't get shortchanged. Light movers also allow a 

grower to penetrate the canopy with light from 

many different angles, so there are no "hot spots” 

(a strategy that agribusiness engineers call 

"shadow shifting”). The Solar Revolution setup 

even has a built-in “clutch-driven system,” mean¬ 

ing that it won't get stuck, strip its gears or break 

if the moving mechanism butts up against an ob¬ 

stacle, but will simply switch directions and con¬ 

tinue working. 

In White-Collar Boy’s room, six 1,000-watt 

lights cover 128 plants divided into two square 

plots of 64 plants, with three lights over each plot. 

While most growers would mount eight or even 10 

lights over this same area, White-Collar Boy says 

that additional bulbs would bring “diminishing re¬ 

turns," meaning that the increased yield wouldn’t 

justify the time and expense of acquiring, in¬ 

stalling, and running the additional lights and bal¬ 

lasts. He also credits super-efficient Bell Lighting 

Technologies systems—which include bulb, bal¬ 

last and reflector, all designed to fit and work to¬ 

gether—for helping him do more with less. Based 

on his own experiments, as well as discussions 

with lighting engineers and manufacturers, White- 

Collar Boy strongly recommends standard bal¬ 

lasts, insisting that digital ballasts will burn out 

bulbs at an increased rate that negates any energy 

savings gained during their lifespan. 

Another significant innovation in this room, 

once again inspired by White-Collar Boy’s study of 

agribusiness techniques, is the ductless lighting 

system. The high-intensity discharge (HID) lights 

used by indoor marijuana growers produce a lot of 

heat, which can build up in the room and stunt 

plant growth if it’s not properly ventilated. Most 

growers, therefore, "duct” this hot air directly 

from the lights to the outside of the room in order 

to maintain proper temperature. But White-Collar 

Boy says this ducting can be eliminated by calcu¬ 

lating the BTU load of the lights and carefully 

matching it with the capacity of an air conditioner. 

He also recommends replacing all of the air in the 

growroom once every minute if it’s not CC^-based. 

In this room, outside air flows in through an in¬ 

take carbon filter (to remove impurities like mold), 

moves through the room rapidly, and then escapes 

through an exit carbon filter. The air conditioner, 

in turn, maintains room temperature and humidity 

when the CO2 and lights are on and the fan ex¬ 

haust is off, while the exhaust circuit has yet an¬ 

other carbon filter—this time to remove the smell 

of freshly growing cannabis before it leaves the 

growroom during the "nighttime purge.” 

White-Collar Boy houses his plants in growing 

trays that are also based on agribusiness designs, 

in a medium that’s 50% coco and 50% Blue Ribbon 

potting soil by Dr. Earth, plus microbial inoculants 

and a full regimen of fertilizers from Humboldt 

Nutrients. To feed and water the plants, he has a 

top-feed drain-to-waste system, with the runoff 

typically used to feed and water an outdoor garden 

set up not far from the growroom. 
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In honor of our 35th Anniversary, HIGH TIMES is proud to 

offer new digital versions of 5 of our most sought after issues. 

You'll get the most iconic issues of all time, as chosen by our editors— 

including the classic Premiere Issue, second issue, our first Bob Marley 

and Cheech and Chong issues, and the Snoop Dogg Stoner of the Year. 

See how it all started—order your Collector Set today! 

Digital Collector Set—$35 

Plus, you can highlight and make 

your own notes right on the page, 

then save your personalized version. 

You can even print it out for reference 

in the growroom or to hang up on 

your bedroom wall! 

When you subscribe to the monthly 

HIGH TIMES Digital Edition, you get 

all of our expert grow information, 

cannabis news and counterculture 

features delivered directly to your 

computer anywhere in the world. 

HIGH TIMES' monthly Digital Edition 

has a searchable database—making 

it fast and easy for you to locate that 

favorite article, essential grow tip 

or amazing strain shot you've 

been looking for. 



An exotic sativa 
strain from the 
“development” 
end of the garden. 

An automated climate controller keeps a close eye on conditions. 

First find the 
ideal temp and 
humidity, then 
use technology 
to keep ft 
locked in.. 

This is not a game or an app. it’s the future of herb growing. 

rtellOmate 

With 128 plants to take care of and no one to help, 

White-Collar Boy relies on the automated top-feed drip 

system to ensure that each plant receives water and nu¬ 

trients in consistent amounts. He has also added his 

own innovation to this time-tested drain-to-waste tech¬ 

nology, designing a manifold that feeds each plant as 

part of a parallel distribution rather than a sequential 

one, ensuring a uniform distribution from plant to plant. 

This special design, dubbed a "uni-flow” irrigation kit, 

also makes it easy to move the plants into and out of po¬ 

sition, which is particularly handy if you need to quaran¬ 

tine any due to pests or diseases. The tubes also flow 

freely enough to run fish emulsion without clogging. 

White-Collar Boy reports that the automated system 

requires very little time of the grower’s time to keep 

running—20 minutes twice a week to dose the tank, and 

another 20 minutes once a week to flush. Overall, he re¬ 

ports, the grower spends just six hours per week in the 

growroom—mostly to check on all of the systems, re¬ 

move dead leaves, and handle the watering and feeding. 

The only drawback to all this automation is the tendency 

to get complacent and miss the opportunity to fix small 

problems before they get bigger. 

But what about the plants themselves? As men¬ 

tioned earlier, White-Collar Boy has divided his 128- 

plant garden into two equal squares, one a “production 

garden”—or what he calls his "control”—featuring 

medical-grade Granddaddy Purp (and nothing but 

Granddaddy Purp), the other a "research garden”—or 

what he calls his "variable”—where he experiments 

with a mix of more exotic strains such as Chocolope, 

Trey Dog, Blue Dream, Pineapple Thai and Afghooey. 

The Pineapple Thai, a nearly purebred sativa that grows 

far taller than its cannabis colleagues, presents a partic¬ 

ular challenge—but since the room’s lights can be indi¬ 

vidually raised or lowered on chains, White-Collar Boy is 

able to adjust accordingly for that quadrant while simul¬ 

taneously keeping the lights at a "normal” level for the 

traditional indoor strains. 

This focus on "total control” gets even more intense 

when we leave the growroom and White-Collar Boy 

shows off his fully automated Intelliclimate climate con¬ 

troller. Designed to monitor and automatically adjust the 

room’s temperature, humidity, light cycle and CO2 level, 

the controller works to maintain a set of ideal settings 

supplied by the grower, turning the lights off and on ac¬ 

cording to a set schedule, and adjusting the ventilation, 

CO2 and temperature in an integrated way that reduces 

any waste of electricity or CO2. These functions can all 

be adjusted by computer via remote-access software, 

and the program even records and stores the garden 

conditions in real time so they can be reviewed retroac¬ 

tively, and the lessons learned applied to future efforts. 

Best of all, the Intelliclimate hooks into a personal 

computer via a standard USB cord, which means the en¬ 

tire system can be adjusted and even controlled via re¬ 

mote access 24 hours a day from almost anywhere. A 

security feature even sends a text message to the 

grower if the lights fail, any reading moves into a prede¬ 

fined danger zone, or the security of the operation has 

been compromised by outside intruders. 

With all that said, this HIGH TIMES reporter certainly 

hopes that legalization takes the incentive out of indoor 

cultivation entirely and leads growers back out into the 

natural, healthy, environmentally friendly sunshine to 

cultivate our favorite crop as nature intended. In the 

meantime, it’s nice to see someone taking the methods 

of agribusiness and using them to grow the best and 

most energy-efficient medical marijuana possible. *k 
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Mushroom kit is the - The EZ-Gro 
your -own 

It’s That Si 
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* Complete instructions 
with color photos 
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Blades cut fan leaves from 
me uuud ao nicy lumuic 

As more and more growers turn to machines in order to trim and manicure their 
bounty of buds, HIGH TIMES investigates how they really work for commercial crops. 
Story S photos by Erik Biksa 
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to improve their harvesting capabilities. Besides 

saving money on labor and getting their crop 

ready for the drying racks faster, a faster turn¬ 

around means that the growroom can be filled 

with new plants more quickly. If the crop can be 

harvested in a day or two instead of a week, it 

adds up to more production time over the course 

of a year for continuous producers. 

Automated crop-trimming machines vary in 

their designs and output capabilities. There is 

something out there for almost any budget and 

scale of grower. For small to medium-sized har- 

Harvest time is met with excitement, sometimes 

a little bit of nervousness and always a lot of 

work. Even smaller-scale growers can appreciate 

the amount of time and effort that goes into har¬ 

vesting, trimming and drying their yield of buds. 

Historically speaking, this has always been done 

by hand. While bigger fan leaves can be easily 

plucked away from buds, trimming the sugar 

leaves off is a tedious process that often involves 

a pair of scissors. 

Aching hands, backs and necks are common 

symptoms that trimmers endure to bring the har¬ 

vested crop from "raw” to "finished.” It has to be 

done, and it has to be done well: Poor harvesting 

and processing practices can really hurt the qual¬ 

ity of the yield that growers worked so long and 

hard to achieve. 

Thankfully, in recent years, there has been an 

evolution in the trimming devices offered as al¬ 

ternatives to the laborious scissors method. 

While scissors may be fine for a closet cultivator, 

growers on any kind of larger scale are looking 

Untrimmed tops are loaded 
into the unit for processing. 

vests, the semi-automatic upright bud tumblers 

with a rotating cutting wire fit the bill perfectly. 

Basically, you just place your buds (fan leaves 

plucked off) onto a metal screen, pop the lid on, 

and either hit the power switch or crank by 

hand, depending on the model. In about 60 to 90 

seconds, your buds will be perfectly trimmed. 

You can harvest a healthy 1,000-watt yield in 

less than a few hours using this method. 

The way it works is both simple and effi¬ 

cient. Rubber fingers inside the lid gently tum¬ 

ble and rotate the buds sitting on the mesh 

rack. At the same time, a cutting wire is rotating 

underneath, clipping off any leaf matter sticking 

out from the buds and collecting the trim below. 

Besides speed and ease of use, there are two 

advantages to this method: First, it’s relatively 

quiet, and second, the trim is in great shape for 

further processing. 

For serious crop-trimming needs, the indus¬ 

trial vacuum-operated machines with rotating 

drums and fixed cutting blades are the ticket. 

These machines can trim a pound of dry mari¬ 

juana in less than 10 minutes with very little labor 

required by the operator. The most innovative 

models have a sorting table located on top of the 

machine; from there, buds are continuously fed 

into the unit by simply brushing them into an 

opening in the table. This drops the buds into one 

end of a rotating tumbler that runs the length of 

the machine. As the buds travel down the tum¬ 

bler, any leaves sticking out are pulled toward the 

cutting bed by the suction created inside the cut¬ 

ting area by the industrial vacuum connected to 

the unit. By the time the buds reach the exit point, 

they have been completely trimmed of excess leaf 

material before being discharged into the collec¬ 

tion bin below. Even the smallest buds come out 

perfectly trimmed—not only faster than doing it by 

hand, but often better. 

These machines save huge amounts of time 

and can literally do a week’s worth of trimming 

in the course of a well-planned day. The vacuum 

units make some noise, and the unit itself takes 

up some space, so a little bit of planning is usu¬ 

ally in order (as it always should be when strate- 

gizing any large-scale crop processing). Another 

plus is that on some models, the operator can 

adjust the depth of the cut, creating the desired 

bag appeal they’re after. 

These devices don’t replace people. Trim¬ 

ming machines all require an operator—and in 

the case of big industrial trimmers, a team of 

workers—to keep feeding them; because they 

work so fast, they can actually be a challenge to 

keep up with. But since they make everyone’s 

job much quicker and easier, in the end, every¬ 

body wins. ik 
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Our cannabis culinarian remembers a day when Jack Herer took a step further. By Ashley Boudreaux 

The infamous Chris Little 

called me from California with 

the heartbreaking news: "Jack 

died." 

He didn’t need to explain 

which Jack. In the New G 

Nation, there was only one 

Jack—Jack Herer, the Emper¬ 

or of Hemp, Cannabisaurus 

Rex, the man, the legend ... 

Jack. I felt myself sinking into 

the bed as tears streamed 

down my face, into my ears, onto the pillow. 

I can’t remember exactly when I met Jack. 

1996? 1997? The precise moment is inconse¬ 

quential—I loved him instantly. We were intro¬ 

duced by Kevin Aplin of the Florida Cannabis 

Action Network. Indeed, without Jack, there 

would have been no Cannabis Action Network. 

The stones he threw at our ridiculous drug poli¬ 

cies will cause ripples throughout generations 

of activists for years to come. 

He was a giant teddy bear of a man with an 

infectious smile, a booming laugh and a mind 

that idled at 75 mph. I used to tease him and say 

that if we threw a microphone into a pool, he’d 

drown. Jack always had something interesting to 

say, and when he spoke, he captivated all those 

around him. He had an enormous intellect and 

an even bigger heart. He was irascible, incredi¬ 

ble, and left an indelible impression on everyone 

in his glorious wake. 

I guess it's fitting that I share an anecdote 

about Jack that only my closest friends have 

heard. I ran into Jack on my very first assign¬ 

ment for HIGH TIMES. I’d been obnoxious in my 

pursuit of an HT byline, so after a year of annoy¬ 

ing one of the editors, he told me to interview 

Jiva, queen of the Rainbow Gypsy Tribe. He gave 

me no contact information and was undoubtedly 

aware that Jiva was en route to Oregon for HIGH 

TIMES’ own WHEE Festival. I wondered if I was 

being set up to fail. 

But Jiva and I had been good friends for 

years—no way was I going to be 

deterred. So I hitchhiked across 

the country with $100 (don’t try 

this at home), bullshitted my 

way into the festival with the 

help of a hippie named Brother 

Bliss, and found Jiva. 

While at the WHEE Festival, 

I ran into Gideon Israel of Rain¬ 

bow Valley. We were relaxing in 

the shade when Jack Herer 

walked up, gave me a bear hug 

and joined us. About two minutes later, Ken 

Kesey appeared, exchanged pleasantries with 

Gideon, and sat down to chat as well. It was the 

first time the Merry Prankster had met the 

Emperor of Hemp. I knew Jack, I knew Gideon, 

but Kesey was a legend to me. He had piercing 

blue eyes that would assess a person’s soul in 

half a second, and I was stunned into silence. I 

was in the presence of greatness, a witness to 

history, sitting there with three counterculture 

giants at a table built for four. I shut the hell up 

for once in my life and just listened. 

A young man stopped in his tracks in front of 

our table, mouth agape, and said something to 

the effect of "Holy shit, you’re Ken Kesey! And 

Jack Herer!” He loaded a bowl of some tasty 

sweet and offered it up to the four of us. As Ken 

passed it to Jack, he shared his thoughts with 

nobody in particular. 

"I don’t care much for bowls,” the Prankster- 

in-Chief intoned. "I prefer joints; joints don’t belong 

to anyone.” Then he passed the bowl back to the 

groupie-man with a half-smile and launched into 

an in-depth rant about farm subsidies. 

Farm subsidies? 

That’s it, folks: The words of wisdom that I 

was so blessed to hear at this historic meeting of 

three great minds involved farm subsidies and 

the Zen-like detachment of joints. But I wouldn’t 

trade that moment in time for all the dank in 

Oregon. I was there. 

And now—alas—they’re gone. ^ 

FUNERAL POTATOES 
I adapted this recipe from a dish that my cousin in Utah fed me recently; it’s traditional to serve this 

comforting fare as part of a funerary repast in Mormon country. And since Jack has left us to join 

Ken Kesey at that great hippie festival in the sky, we can use all the comfort we can get right now. 

7 to 10 grams quality Cannabis sativa shake 

10 tbsp butter 

1 tbsp water 

1 32-oz bag frozen shredded hash browns 

2 cans condensed cream-of-chicken soup 

1 pint sour cream 

2 cups shredded sharp Cheddar cheese 

V2 cup diced green-onion tops 

2 tbsp minced garlic 

Salt and pepper to taste 

2 cups corn flakes, lightly crushed 

Combine ganja, butter and water in a double-boiler. Simmer gently over low heat for 40 minutes. 

Strain well and set aside. Preheat oven to 300°F. Combine soup, sour cream, cheese, six table¬ 

spoons of ganja butter, green onions, garlic, salt and pepper in a large bowl. Mix well. Gently fold in 

frozen hash browns and mix thoroughly. Spread mixture into a greased 9” x 13” pan. Cover with 

corn flakes and then drizzle the remaining ganja butter over them. Bake for 30 to 40 minutes. 

Stones 8 to 10. 
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They live life to the beat of a different drummer, are sure of who they are and what they stand for. 

They're the free and forward thinkers, innovators and creators whos ideas and words inspire, polarize, spark 
imaginations and powerfully connect. 

They're rebels, outcast*^ 

They tread where ottilK fi 
machine because thetMtri* 

Pra world of Goliaths, that come from the least likely of places. 

o, disl ike conforming to the norm, and don't care much for the man or his 
'die freedom. 

le they have a dear perspective on the world and see things for what they really are, 

affright and wrong, speak their minds and take no prisoners, 

society can't pigeon hole them or putthem in box, and they see things where others 

Their ideas are sometimes out on the fringe, the ragged edge. They have to be, because they're open to the 
possibilities and realities that change the world. 

Some see them as a fish out of water, trouble makers and oddballs. We see them as gifted, profound and 
uniquely brilliant. 

Advanced 
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DEAR DANKO This Golden Nugget duster was grown out in Hawaii using seeds acquired 
from marijuana-seeds.nl. The Jack Herer father and /Mca-dominant 
mother combine to produce huge and compact frosty buds. ANSWERS BY DANNY DANKO 
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LIGHTING UPGRADE 
I’m planning to start a new grow cycle and I’m 

looking to upgrade my bulb. The last space I had 

was 3’ x 3’, with three plants at a time under a 

400-watt metal-halide (MH) system switching to 

high-pressure sodium (HPS) during flowering. I 

want to go bigger, and I was wondering: If I get a 

600-watt cool-tube system, is it possible to grow 

12 plants within a 4’ x 4’ area? Is that enough 

space for all 12 /naf/ca-dominant plants? Better 

yet, is a 600-watt system powerful enough to 

cover a 4’ x 4’ area? Can I go bigger? My main 

question is on coverage, though I will eject plants 

as necessary. My plants finish off around 3 feet 

high. Thanks! 

DEXS-V379 

Dear D~V, 

You will have no trouble at all lighting a 4’ x 4’ 

space with a 600-watt light. Twelve 3-foot-tall 

plants will be a bit crowded in that space, so you 

may want to spend less time growing the plants 

in their vegetative stage and induce flowering so¬ 

oner in order to have enough room for the plants 

to mature. 

Be aware that with higher-wattage light 

comes the added problem of more heat. The 

cool-tube system you mentioned pulls hot air 

away from the bulb, so you’re already on the 

right track. Good luck on your upgrade! 

GREEN CRACK? 
Congrats on the column! I’m disabled and can’t 

work a computer. Can you please tell me the line¬ 

age of the Green Crack strain as well as its flow¬ 

ering time? 

Also, I’ve got a tip for your readers on getting 

resin off your hands after trimming. Instead of 

soap and water, use popcorn! That’s right, eat a 

bag of buttery popcorn and, by the time you finish 

the bag, your hands will be clean of resin, and 

you’ll also have an extra buzz from eating the tri- 

chome-soaked kernels. Thanks for your answers 

and time! 

Wheelchairs for Cannabis 

Hot City, Arkansas 

Dear WcfC, 

Sorry to hear about your condition. The unfortu¬ 

nately named Green Crack strain hails from So¬ 

uthern California and is very prevalent in the San 

Diego area. Available in many dispensaries in 

both bud and clone form, it’s a very Kushy strain, 

but more on the sweet and lemony side, with less 

of the fuel and anise flavors and odors of the OG 

Kush. 

Green Crack’s original heritage is from a 

1989 Super Sativa Seed Club (SSSC) Skunk #1 

crossed with an unknown indica back in Georgia. 

Soon after, some clones made their way west. 

The Cali growers fell in love with this fast-flow¬ 

ering, saffYa-dominant strain that finishes in just 

under 50 days. Thanks for the popcorn tip, too! 

Sounds tasty. 

WHEN TO FLUSH 
I have a friend who has a friend who bought Grav¬ 

ity Flower Hardener. He knows that you’re sup¬ 

posed to flush 10 to 14 days before harvesting, 

but the directions say to apply it for two consecu¬ 

tive waterings beginning about three weeks be¬ 

fore the end of flowering. It also says that it can be 

applied with other nutrients; my buddy’s using 

FoxFarm Tiger Bloom. The real question is, after 

he uses the flower hardener, how long should he 

keep using the FoxFarm before he flushes? And 

since Tiger Bloom is supposed to be organic, can 

he still use it after he flushes? 

Jim A. 

Dear Jim, 

You are correct that plants should be flushed for 

10 to 14 days, and that goes for organic nutrients 

as well as chemical ones. Always give your plants 

plain water for their last two weeks of growth in 

order to leach out the salts and minerals that £ 
O 

have accumulated with every feeding. Your bud g 

will burn smoother and taste much better, and ^ 

you’ll see a clean white ash on your joints instead £ 

of them burning like coal and constantly needing 1 

to be relit. Well-flushed cannabis is also essential § 
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for medical patients whose immunity may be 

compromised. 

SLUG BAIT 
In the past, I’ve had huge problems with slugs 

and snails—just a couple of slugs can wipe out 

one of my seedbeds overnight! I’ve found that 

iron-phosphate-based molluscides are effective, 

safe, and okay for organic growing, but chemical 

products such as Ortho Bug-Geta are extremely 

toxic to birds, wildlife and your plants and should 

never be used. Is there anything else that can 

help rid me of these slimy little buggers? 

Tony in Maine 

Dear Tony, 

Another great way to handle slugs is to use sim¬ 

ple beer traps. Bury some plastic or styrofoam 

cups almost up to their rims in your garden and 

pour in some cheap beer about halfway. The 

slugs will be lured into the cups by the yeast in 

the beer and then drown their sorrows (and 

themselves) in your bitches’ brew. It’s a highly 

effective (though admittedly kinda gross) way to 

deal with the pesky mollusks that hope to eat 

our plants and ruin our gardens. 

GOT PURPLE 
Why do some strains turn purple while others 

stay green until they’re done? We’ve seen so 

many purple strains around here recently, and 

everybody has a different theory on how they get 

that way. One friend even said the growers use 

dye to color the buds! 

Violet Jay 

Dear Jay, 

There are only two natural reasons that a canna¬ 

bis plant or flower will turn purple; one is gene¬ 

tics and the other is temperature. Some strains 

inherently shift their coloring from green to 

many different shades of lavender as they ma¬ 

ture due to their particular chosen traits, while 

others do so as a reaction to cold air towards the 

end of flowering. 

Varieties such as Purple Urkel, Grape Ape, 

Purps and The Black were selected and bred for 

this particular trait. They tend to start changing 

colors from about four weeks of flowering on. 

Strains that turn purple because of colder tem¬ 

peratures usually do so in the last two weeks or 

so of their lives. No grower worth his watering 

can would ever use any kind of dye or adulterant 

in order to color their buds—it’s dangerous, dis¬ 

gusting and unethical. 

STRAIGHT TIME 
As you know from the envelope, I’m currently in 

jail and don’t have many prospects for a job when 

I get out. How many plants do I have to grow to 

get two pounds every 60 days? 

Mo 

Dear Mo, 

Sorry to hear about your current situation. You 

should very carefully consider your future plans, 

as the cultivation of marijuana is treated just like 

other serious crimes in most states and could 

easily land you back in jail if you’re not careful. 

So decide and plan accordingly. 

As to your question, the amount of plants 

isn’t important to achieving the results you’re 

after. The crucial factors are how much light you 

can provide and how much space you can devote 

to your project. A perpetual harvest requires 
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multiple growing spaces in order to have vegetat¬ 

ing plants ready to flower as soon as you’ve har¬ 

vested the last batch. Invest most of your budget 

into grow lighting, ventilation/odor control and se¬ 

curity. 

When it comes to the amount of plants, less is 

more: Simply allow them to stay in their vegetative 

stage for a month instead of two weeks to grow 

bigger plants in larger containers. You’ll be doing 

less work overall, and the consequences for you in 

a worst-case scenario are better with lower plant 

numbers. 

DON’T GET GASSED 
I have a friend who also grows buds. After having 

used CO2 on my own organic garden and seen the 

increase in yield and quality, I recommended it to 

him, but he’s totally against it. He claims that be¬ 

cause he grows hydroponically, it won’t do any 

good. I say nonsense! He’s got a 12’ x 12’ room with 

four big containers with four plants each under two 

1,000-watt lights. He’s been yielding fine already, 

but do you think he could improve his harvests with 

more carbon dioxide? 

K.B.G. 

Dear K.B.G., 

Typical levels of carbon dioxide in the air are 

around 300 to 400 parts per million (ppm). Raising 

the level to 1,500 ppm using a tank or a generator 

along with a sensor and regulator will greatly in¬ 

crease your plants’ ability to convert CO2 and light 

into sugars through the process of photosynthesis. 

Keep in mind that going higher than 2,000 ppm 

is counterproductive and can give you quite a 

headache as well. CO2 is heavier than regular air, 

so always dispense it from above your plant tops. 

The gas will displace oxygen, so never go to sleep 

on your growroom floor when using CO2! 

COOL IT NOW 
I have a very small growroom, just big enough for 

my six medical plants. I’m using a 1,000-watt air¬ 

cooled HPS light and was wondering how many 

cubic feet per minute (cfm) of air do I need to evac¬ 

uate in order to cool the light? The room is only 

about 100 cf. I tried a 250-cfm fan, but the temper¬ 

ature two feet below the light was still 115°F. Be¬ 

cause of the limited height of the room, I need to 

substantially reduce that. Any ideas would be ap¬ 

preciated. 

Ben N. 

Dear Ben, 

Unless you’re willing to incorporate air conditio¬ 

ning in your growroom, your space may just be 

too small for a 1,000-watt light that, even when 

air-cooled, can generate a large amount of heat in 

a small area. Instead of trying to upgrade your 

fan, you may simply need to downgrade your light 

to a more manageable 600-watt or even 400-watt 

HPS and keep the fan you have. You’ll find that 

your six plants will be happier in cooler temps, 

and you’ll definitely have less issues with heat in 

your small space. 

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR SEEDS 
I’ve been searching around the Internet for cannabis 

seeds, and I have a question: What’s the difference 

between "indoor” and "outdoor” seeds? I keep see¬ 

ing them listed this way and I don’t understand what 
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they mean. Any help would be greatly appreciated! 

I’m struck numb in the brain. 

Mark in TX 

Dear Mark, 

The difference is in the genetics of the plants 

that the seeds will grow into. Seeds more suit¬ 

able to the outdoors grow stocky branches that 

have no trouble holding up the weight of heavy 

colas and can withstand the harshness of wind 

and rain. Plants from indoor seeds may need to 

be staked up in order to thrive and may be more 

susceptible to pests, molds and diseases. Many 

plants will do fine either indoors or out, but 

some simply can’t hold up to the rigors of nature 

and require a bit more pampering to thrive. Oth¬ 

ers, such as extreme sativas with very long flow¬ 

ering times, shouldn’t be grown outdoors in 

higher altitudes and colder climates with early 

frosts—they won’t have nearly enough time to 

finish before they freeze and die. Choose your 

seeds wisely! 

MISTY MORNINGS 
Greetings. We’ve been growing our cannabis in 

the mountains outdoors using hoop houses and a 

greenhouse in order to extend the season. The 

problem is, with our typical foggy mornings, 

we’ve had some serious issues with molds such 

as botrytis. It takes hold and spreads quickly, in¬ 

festing our plants and killing our medicine. What 

can we do? 

Horse Meat 

Dear HM, 

One innovative way I’ve seen greenhouse grow¬ 

ers dry off morning dew is by using a wood-fired 

stove to burn off moisture with heat. Anything 
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you can do to reduce humidity inside your grow¬ 

ing areas will help keep the molds you’re expe¬ 

riencing at bay, and sometimes just airing the 

place out can work wonders. 

I also recently heard from my buddy Dark Cycle 

from the Pacific Northwest, who’s somewhat of a 

reluctant expert on treating powdery mildew. He 

reports that harpin protein, the magic ingredient in 

the no-longer-available Messenger, is now being 

manufactured under the new brand name Employ 

from Plant Healthcare Inc. It’s available over the 

counter or via the Internet in packets that each 

make 50 gallons to use as a foliar spray to combat 

plant molds and mildews. 

UN-LED-ED 
I have a walk-in closet that’s 6’ x 6’ x 8’. The 

space my plants will be occupying is only 4’ x 3’. 

I’m considering using either a 430-watt HPS 

setup or one of the new LED systems on the 

market. Which would you recommend? Also, can 

I still use CO2 with the LED? 

Tex 

Dear Tex, 

My recommendation is to go with the 430-watt 

HPS system for your particular needs. Almost 

all of the LED lighting systems we’ve tested and 

seen still need work on either the design level or 

pricing. As they continue to develop and become 

cheaper, LEDs may become more viable, but for 

the time being, stick with high-intensity disc¬ 

harge (HID) lighting for your primary source of 

lumens. 

If you choose to go with the LED, rest as¬ 

sured that you can supplement your air with CO2 

just as you would with a typical HID or fluores¬ 

cent lighting system. FYI, the Stealth Grow LED 

system featured in this issue’s STASH Awards is 

the best one we’ve tested out so far. 

WINE COOLER 
I wanted to share a little backwoods savvy from 

Washington State with your readers. Every year, 

we produce 15 gallons of homemade wine in 5- 

gallon glass carboys. I put these in with my herb 

plants, and they really seem to enjoy the extra 

carbon dioxide given off during the process. 

We’ve also got a group of bats that frequent 

the eves on the back of our house. I strategically 

place a bucket to catch the rainwater and bat 

guano, which I strain and feed to my plants. Just 

another way of making ends meet and still enjoy¬ 

ing some of God’s great green. My question: How 

much guano water would you recommend per 

liter of plain water? I’ve been using 1 tablespoon 

per liter with seemingly fair success. 

Mike on the Mountain 

Dear Mike, 

Thanks for the wine tip! Hopefully, some of our 

readers will try that out. Just be sure to cover the 

carboys or wine jugs completely to avoid letting 

them get light. As for your home-collected guano 

water, why mess with a good thing? Keep feeding 

them as you have been and only increase the 

dosage if you see the leaves beginning to turn 

yellow, or decrease it if you see signs of burning 

at the tips of your leaves. Fresh guano can be 

quite “hot” for an organic nutrient, so only raise 

the dosage in small increments as needed, 

Chranlc 
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Ctietks; Motley Orders Vita. MC. AMX, Dlecover Si Debit Cards AodepLtid. 
ADD A S3 PRO. FEE ON CREDIT CARD ORDERS. 

24 HR. CC ORDERS 1-916-577-1226 FOREIGN 1-916-771-4204 

QUESTIONS CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

^1-916-771-4203 1-800-635-B883j 

SUPER STRAINS OF MAINE 
Check out the top pot in the northeast corner of the US. Senior Cultivation 

Editor Danny Danko and star pot-ographer Brian Jahn travel up the rocky 

Atlantic coastline to check out the flourishing marijuana farms of Maine. 

GROW THE HEALTHIEST GAN JA 
Cannabis should be grown free of biological or chemical contamination. 

Thanks to the standards of their profession, combined with the experience 

of direct patient care, nurses are in an ideal position to teach people how to 

grow, preserve and use cannabis safely. Learn the basics! 

ROLLING WITH SNOOP 
Why get your lessons on how to roll a blunt from anyone less experienced 

than Snoop Dogg? Our exclusive step-by-step photo spread breaks down 

the basics of this art form with a true legend! 

PHI BETACROPPA 
College towns are often known for their local breweries, but the times, 

they are a-changin’. These days, there’s a healthy demand for great bud 

wherever young adults congregate, and growing in a college town offers 

unique opportunities for entrepreneurs. 

LEWIS BLACK ATTACK 
When Lewis Black lets loose on politics, education, entertainment or 

what’s considered “moral” in America, we share his outrage. We laugh, but 

at the same time we realize that something is terribly wrong. It’s called 

“black humor” ... find out how it works, when Executive Editor Dan Skye 

checks in with the talented comic. 

ACTIVISM ON CAMPUS: TOP SO COLLEGES 
Marijuana legalization has never seemed so close, especially if you live in 

California. As the nation’s largest state prepares to vote on “tax and regu¬ 

late” in November, we proudly present our annual list of the top colleges and 

universities for cannabis activism, compiled by our good friends at Students 

for Sensible Drug Policy. 

ON SALE 8/17/10—DON'T MISS IT! 
134 NIGH TIMES 



POWERED BY 

MEDICAL 
DISPENSARY 

LOCATE 
DISPENSARIES 

PRICES 

A truly revolutionary iPhone app designed to 
serve the needs of medical marijuana patients. 

You can use this tool to locate the highest- 
quality, most affordable medical cannabis. 

SEARCH 
STRAINS 

AVAILABLE NOW 
FOR MORE INFORM ATION OR TO SB A VIDEO DEMO, 



HEADSHOP.HIGHTIMES.COM 
STONER GEAR: 
HATSBBAGS 

ORDER ONLINE AT HEADSHOP.HIGHTIMES.COM AND CHECK 

HQ DD1ES 0UT 0UR FULL PRODUCT LINE, OR CALL 1-866-POT-SHOP 

TODAY TO GET GREAT GEAR! 

jV 

DrriCIflL HIGH TIMES 
ZZH" CANNABIS CUP 
Collectors Items! Only limited 
amounts available. 

HDDDIE 
A. Sizes M—XL. Color: Black $39.99 

T-SHIRT 
B. Sizes M—XXL. Color: White $19.99 

HflTC. Produced by Grassroots. 

Awesome design with pot leaf print on 

inside, plus a stash pocket! $30.00 

NEW RELEASES 
a me ML HIGH TIMES 
PGT SMOKER'S HANDBOOK 
Since 1974, High Times magazine has 
covered marijuana in all its aspects and 
wonders, from cultivation to legalization 
to the herb's enduring (and exalted) 
place in popular culture. Packed with 
inside information, The Official High 
Times Pot Smoker's Handbook rolls up 
all of this collected wisdom into one 
indispensable ganja guide. With a life¬ 
changing list of 420 things to do when 
you're stoned, this is truly, finally, the 
ultimate guide to green living. $19.95 

HIGHTIME5' 
GREATEST HITS 
DUO Over two hours 

of our greatest stoner 

hits including comedy, 

interviews with Tommy 

Chong, Snoop Dogg. 

Dave Chappelle plus 

tons of ganja smoking! 

Includes "How to Roll a 

Joint” and "How to Beat 

Drug Test." $12.99 

ZOTH 
ANNIUERSARV 

CANNABIS CUP 
DVD is loaded with over 60 

minutes of performances. 

interviews, and non-stop 

smoking of the biggest and 

best buds in the world. 

Relive the magic or see 

what you missed—this 

DVD is a must have for 

any stoner. $16.99 

ncrnpuscoNSPiRAcv 
The Octopus Conspiracy 

and Other Vignettes of the 

Counterculture from Hippies to 

High Times to Hip Hop & 

Beyond. Written by Cannabis 

Cup founder and editor at HIGH 

TIMES for almost 20 years, 

Steven Hager. This book takes 

you deep into the fomenting 

cultural waves that few get to 

experience personally. $19.95 

BDNGHITTER JER5EV 
N. Show your pride by sporting the 

same shirts worn by the legendary 

High Times Bonghitters Softball team. 

Sizes: M.L&XL. $19.95 

nmCIflL HIGH TIMES 
35th ANNIUERSARV 
T-SHIRT 0. Collectors Item! 

Only a limited amount available. 

Sizes S—XXL. Color: Black $18.99 

5TDNER ICDN 
T-SHIRTS & MORE! 
6]—L. Choose from a wide variety of 

shirts, hats and bags: Bob Marley, 

Willie Nelson, plus, your favorite 

stoner movies. Shirts available in 

men’s and women’s sizes. Check out 

headshop.hightimes.com fora com¬ 

plete listing of colors, sizes, styles 

and prices. 

POT LEAF POSTER 
So you think you have heard every name 

out there for marijuana? Some are funny, 

some are creative and some are just out 

there—but what people don’t know is that 

the United States government keeps an 

official list of all these names. We are 

proud to offer "The Marijuana Leaf." creat¬ 

ed using the official United States govern¬ 

ment list of the 647 

"street terms" for pflN/WM&O 

marijuana. 24" x {%CKY . 

30 poster. $13.99 
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TIMES’ GROW GUIDES AVAILABLE NOWS 

iRnWjBfll 

r , The Easy Guide for 
! Cannabis Aficionados 

'—j New book by Jorge 
Cervantes. This practi- 
cal, informative guide 
is packed with more 
than 700 full-color 

^ illustrations and pho- 
□0 tos that detail more 
O than 150 affordable 

marijuana grow setups. 
Become an expert on 

^ grow room and inter- 
hb ^ net security, feminized 
™ ™ seeds, seedlings, 

cloning, mother plants, 
singling out male and 

female plants early, peak sinsemilla harvest, as well as manicuring, 
drying and curing your crop for highest potency. 

Design and set up your grow room with supplies from your 
local hardware store and garden center. Plus troubleshoot prob¬ 
lems and control common pests & diseases! $21.95 

l!H DO n n Mu IJUANA. HORT It ultu b f 

£f£0 by Step Iftstnmtons for Beqinncn 

ROPOMI[ Cam mab Em doors fi 
Cm CAN It MARIJUANA OUTDOORS 

ULTIMATE GROIN COMPLETE 
BOH SET Three -disc DVD box set includes 
Ultimate Grow: Indoor Marijuana Horticul¬ 
ture, and Ultimate Grow2: Hydroponic 
Cannabis Indoors & Organic Marijuana Out¬ 
doors, PLUS a full disc of never-before-seen 
bonus features! Extras include Jorge’s 
Guide to Amsterdam, helpful hints for your 
plants, and more garden tours! $49.95 

mm 

1 Pi HW 

HOMEMADI 

i!» 
COL^n A, V 
IP-ArjBta^ MUbM 

- 

j O t fr f Cl A M T it 

MARIJUANA 
HORTICULTURE: 
The Indoor/Outdoor Medicaf V 
Grower’s Guide Jorge Cervantes' 
best-selling book! $29.95 

HI-VIELU HOMEMADE 
HVDROPDNICS Our best 
selling grow book, now 
updated with organic-hydro 
how-to information. $9.99 

READV, SET GROIN The ONLY video 
you need to grow great weed. $19.95 DVD 

REAOV, SET, GROIN 2 
Growing instruction from the masters. 
Bonus: Hashmaking & security tips. $19.95 DVD 

Buy both and save! Ready. Set. Grow 1 & 2 for $34.95 

ULTIMATE GROIN OVD 2: 
Hydroponic Cannabis Indoors & Organic 
Marijuana Outdoors You’ll grow 
indoors, outdoors, hydroponically— 
and even plant a guerrilla garden hid¬ 
den deep in the countryside. $19.99 

ULTIMATE GROIN OVD I: 
Indoor Marijuana Horticulture Jorge 
Cervantes, the world's ultimate ganja 
guide, brings his expertise to this 
instructional DVD—taking you step- 
by-step from seeds and clones to 
harvest in the high style. $19.99 

rvr nT n M I— W I I 
LsJ ui I ^ HIGH 

1 1 GLOBAL GROW 2010 

m** & i 

r? * mfmji 
GRIM GUIDE 2009 
HCftWr 

GAHJASUIDEEDOS 
AuilL.-i'lU 
W1 PH VIIV FD 

^ DE^DOS 

kid* 
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Best of HT #56: 
Grow Guide 2010 

Growrooms 101: how 
to set up a new grow-op 

anywhere! Gear 
reviews, security 

secrets, and step-by- 
step instruction from 

seeds to smoke. $6.99 

Best of HT #55: 
Global Grow 2010 

Exotic grow-ops 
around the world: 

Greenhouses, indoors, 
outdoors and more! 

Get stoned in Hawaii, 
Mexico, Iraq, Africa or 

even Cuba! $6.99 

Best of HT #54: 
Grow Guide 2009 

Tip and tricks to 
perfect your grow-op: 
airflow, cooling, soil 

mix, easy cloning, odor 
control, and learn how 
to grow a pound every 

3 weeks! $6.99 

Best of HT #53: 
Ganja Guide 2009 
Best strains, how to 

clone, perfect mother 
plants, exotic pot from 
Amsterdam, Cali and 
Canada,plus breed¬ 
er’s secrets. $6.99 

Best of HT #52: 
Gear Guide 2009 

Hydroponics for begin¬ 
ners, D-l-Y projects, 

gear reviews, vaporiz¬ 
ers, money-saving tips 

& more! $6.99 

Best of HT #51: 
Master Grower's 

Guide 2009 
Aeroponics, lighting & 

LED guide, organics, 
breeding, making bub¬ 
ble hash & tinctures, 
urban grow secrets & 

more! $6.99 



BED LIGHT DISTRICT 

PERSONALS 

GRAND OPENING MAY 1, E010 
STARRING BUSTY PORNSTAR 

"SUMMER SINN" S HER SEXY FRIENDS! 
"LIVE" DN WEBCAMS E4/7 

WWW.PINKCHERRYCAMS.COM 

0IR@niTOi 
t UP WITH SEXY LADIES m 

PERSONALS 

1*888-535-3757 
H/7 W MV MV) jWK.i (M( ■ 5 II- 

GIRLS! 
Wanna Gat 

n Naughty 
* With You 

Right Hornlit 

GIRLS 
HARDCORE 
UVE T-0W-T 

■800-572-8999 

li-MO-MT-gag] 

■ Tm| TVTJLi 

EAVESDROP 
LINE 

Secretly listen in on LIVE, 
uncensored phone sex calls! 

1-800-655-5533 

PERSONALS 

Connect cu<ih Jleol People 
MOLD for UJfld live connections! 

1-206-203-7733 
IB- LD roc*i nf^y apply 

TOTALLY FREE TALK! 
lull pin mmm m mt hmibhii 
uvi t-on-t chat* cum cm 

THOUSANDS CALL BALLY! 

1-270-250-6000 
Hi- i; ipki >i] ™i, www.TwttHifFrtnT-ilN cur* 

FREE PARTY LINE 

1-775-533-3323 
NEVER ANY CHARGE 
ONLY A REGULAR CALL TO NEVADA 

CALL DAILY I 

PERSONALS 

DIAL-A-BABE 
1-800-448- 

7588 (SLUT) 
99C/MIN. 18+ 

NEUROTICA. FANTASY. FETISH. 
No Limits. Provocative talk with imaginative 
uninhibited beauty. 18+ 866-464-8487 

LOCAL GALS' SEXDATE 
1-888-899-8488; 1-509-858-1689 ($1.14 
pm+, phonebill], 18+. 

LIVE PHONE SEX -1-900-537-4000 
No CC Needed. Connect Instantly. 

UNLEASH YOUR DESIRES! 
Meet local men/women/couples! 
www.OesiredConnections.com 

10,000+ ADULT MOVIES! 
No Memberships! No Monthly Fees! 

Watch online NOW! www.AdultFlixNow.com 

FREE CATALOG! 
Oncensored Adult DVDs, videos, magazines! 
FPHT, Box 191H, Montreal, Canada H3G8K7 [18+] 

FREE TOYS ADULT SHOP 
DVD's, Live Chat. Top Rated CASINO 
/SP0RTSB00K! www.PornDetour.com 

ADULT MOVIES ONLINE 
LINGERIE, TOYS AND DVDS OF EVERY 
DESCRIPTION. WWW.BUSTYYXXX.ORG 

TRAVEL 

ROAD TRIP 
We're looking for 18-25 
adventurous adults to 

work / travel entire US. 
We offer 4 weeks paid 

training. Cash plus 
bonuses daily. No 

experience necessary. 
If you are enthusiastic 
and free to travel Call 

1-800-949-1038. 

GROW AIDS 

DUTCH SEEDS 
IN ORIGINAL 

SEALED PACKAGING 
AT 25% OVER 

AMSTERDAM RETAIL 

SHIPPED 
ANYWHERE 

CONVENIENTLY AT HOME 
P.O. BOX 72036 

15B2 DANFORTH AVENUE 
TORONTO, ONTARIO 

CANADA M4J1N4 

08 HIGH TIMES 



Cl Ta pines a rtauifiad ad in HIGH TIMES, contact Matt Stans at 312-387 0500. ext. 206. 

GO T FEMlNmm SEEDS? 

WANT FEMINIZED SEEDS? 

(WWW.HERM-IT.COM) 

MERCHANDISE 

ENTHEOGEN 
HERBAL PSYCHOTROPIC BLEND 

"CREATES GOD WITHIN' 
A MIND-OPENING AND 

VISIONARY HERBAL HIGH. 
1«R LEGAl IN AL.L FIFTY STATE'S, 

ta OR OLDER. 
VWW.MATuREttOLUriONS.0R& 

www.RealKava.com 

4-30 Kova Time 

PHANTOM VIDEO 

LlMCuT Hotner Sh*h.-» tin 1 
R-jpk'iilstan (•npw!* lOfts tit 
r.*nr ‘il.mous A in-rwift llrm 
Dfi VHSrtjVO Ps/ctvcbalc 
SIM ElitS Ealuti A Iar,[Mti 

Wna Stand $4 DG Rai updated 
■,ri:a>vg to P-^Nrow VinK.’i 

f'O bah 73U1 LJepI $ 

_.MPrtM.H 3341=3 

com 
LED 

Snltni 
R«IiwmI 

(In Mll.1i 

ss 

.9162 

SUPPLIES ANYTIME! 
EHTHAITTIQN’: (naci s, WaEherg in li rtf 

5t-B0n£|. SHOW SUPPLIES:'. .1 ts, sydm- 

ponirs. U -sc.J. VAPORIZERS II ess Smn^.H 

Mere TnM Apjfi me [5031A4K10E. 

wvuwIndEiEirijutdCKirgarden&.iinm. 

HPP 

wi »hip 

worldwide 

www.hatfprfcepipes.com 

W» Mil Hugh quality 

aliit fmokinq plptl for 
hat+f of whit retail is-. 

MERCHANDISE 

PARTING YOTR OWN 

MEDICAL MARIJUANA 
1IFI J\T!HY SERVILE: 

111: HUM!# (.w-Jm It1' ItWOWHPt 

fe Hknl i Jr. 

VV-W1V. m;in jiiiiiiiicU-lii-c r vt«K»k. COTT1 

Forflth* original si owe systems 
Used by HT cup winners 

Pollinator Company www.pDllinator.nl 

MERCHANDISE 

WWW.ANTI LOO T ER.COM 
Pratert ynur property with but nqirletM DC 

Power Gw Scour ty Devices 

GONE HALLUCINOGEN FREEWAY 

BY CRAEG M'JUKb HUEilC VESUMART HSVCtt 

DELIC STONER NOYFL HflAR3()USi WTI0! RFEtFI ■ 

UDtlBI AMAZON,CON 

WTfllW.L ANOSC APEVIT AMIN S.COM 

Best Stuff You'll Ever Use BB8-431-BS9E 

PUREGRGANICHDNEYOILfiIBLE.COM 

Gprifa.-iseur honey u.l sh- rat levealad. Str1 

510 mo to Greet GraiHFpappY AbremSi 3903 

Bflfliifitl Rn LifIIp 5. Cincinnati, Ohio 

WWW.THER2G5H □ HS.COM 

BEST FirtCFS AYTAHFPF Gma1 setaptlpn gf I.-Q 

jnpes mater pipes, digital scales, twjhhlers 0 
KCMSHlM. 

JUNGMAVEN.ECM 

IOPTi Hump+ Made in USA ‘ T-Shirts 

GOT UGHTBIB7 
Dmlrn- Emanated L:gh1 erS E Man:1 

Legal ightsr s.nnm/ii emp. F:0G-BFS-FiQ.:,0 

EXPERIENCE SALVIA 

A «tMie-[y til brands and pole.iT extracts We 

also car■; herbal nouneS bindsSp rft arid Pa" 

Low Prices. Cali E1S-5BB4JKUI. 

OILS NAG CHAMPA PATCHOULI 

Handmade Camp, Apotes, Rasta Hats 

ItrbancrLWjTJS.qtjm 

AIR PURIFIERS 

ELIMINATE MOLD G ODOMS. Gu«mrates COS 

3DAYFREF TRIAI BOfl-965-1757 

LOOK! PASS DRUG TESTS 

Guaranteed method ta pass a4iy drug test, sim 

pie nrrt ensy Fnr InFqrmearirrm send 51 CD cash 

check, or rrroneyonser to Mow Enterprises. P.O 

3d< 235. Bristol Ik. «d507 Please slldw 2-3 

weeks fur deliwiv 

DRLJ nTESTTNGBECnETS.COM 

Learn Hew You Can P ift ftnv Dru-g Test 

MEIAL TOBACCO HIRES 

tesortaif de-signs Send SA?i: la H=h nr I he 

He 73154 Carroll Avenue *12J' TeMma 

Pork .MDSG912 

MERCHANDISE 

HERBALSMOKESHQP.COM 
iOOIt Lagal Uur Mood enhancement ui Ik and 

anhrodligiars Flavored pepera, BIumt wraps 

hugs or line stroke shop, 

GLASS PIPES 

Great selection nl I/O fyiEX pieces el unbelt', 

a!i|F pr«W Send SI nn fijr ,nur crtfsdnq tan-ayl 

To No Hushhb Pit Sox 4138B Musa. AZ 86274 

□AVID SPEHO PEUGHO'5 

Tnippy Psychedelic, Knrierly, F'ur-krnk F>n- i 

•irstiTiii. Dull, koise. Weedbent Poetry Weird 
nocc Prankctor Soundz Music satc-u w 

e cMistu-U lu fiwnuf vuui HlSHluneil o ysrh 

ence. L-op hL mj- WEbsite lur a sairdr 

wu r?=M:d=4TRrr praligm mm 

GROW AXD5 

CAN NABISWO RMT€ A,CQ M 

6 r uii nicnetar plants u ju'iijall> In do or pai 

den WTnier Salel 

GROWRGCM SUPPtIES SHIPPED FREE 

n-iW,Eihci(i hvtJjnoomssaodntoro corn 

EXPERIENCED 

INDOOR HORTICULTURIST 

For Sole ultimate luxury growing nren, Newly 

■ u> iajuilJ 3 bed 2 bath home am 1/3 acre 

irrigated luali lanitELape. With UJLi sc It 

heatfid a r-cnadlfckrriEd wiirkshnp. Fecure 

fnt^ance, QetKl PffMia!i= pmdurlrjnn Klunr 

3xfcY35 iiddfii :iah; i ju-n w-'l hank j iu: 

J..:!- Fufdnd IhefL uf PI ui-r.i^, A2 

MUSHROOMS 

Orurd irifluiii> muacona shipping wsildwiile 

Tree catalug. hmad JcikemFd»i:ay[9adE.CDni 

MAGIC MUSHROOM SPORES 

P^ilocybes- '’POTENT' Guhensis [‘POTENT'm 

uapul AKinfttrrn:- ‘aemuPKiri "ACT IVt’ KnVu -jn 

'iuiUdraEa Euid::. CaLalug $-3.30 Pnei'n E«:i:ic 

3(U! i PXI. EkuTQb H] Lee'9 SimmiC. Mo. Q00G3 

GROW ID POUNDS OF 

MUSHROOMS EVERY MONTH 

CamplBle eetupE, hits, mlnialure grsivhsua- 

«•.. ejutlic ij; t w i ng sup pi -s F*ee dialog. 

Call anytime [0ATRI9 JEiSZ Mage. Sn. 

jBK PraapBGt Hfiyhl:.!. u BjOrD U333 Sin¬ 

us ai m ishrodmirngit cam 

HYDROPONICS 

Complete 9 Plant system 5)90 00 Adjustable 

slza from ctosfti ta Idling bKbtram. COLT] 573- 

5?eil wmf.turbnfarms cam 

EXOTIC CANWAHIS SEEDS 

Secure WariilWKlfl Uellveiy ■ liver uDU SteAiYS 

Wlim.SEEOSKD iOM 

REAL ESTATE 

THREE 21S'' PROPERTIES 

IPI l .5 b - U n r l h LA. I AE icres Nu i. ^ 

Detads -i.-ik'n PJF.,t]Tinl rnn f:~p h'.if'r.r 

1661) 765-26 D3 

EGO ACHE CATTLE RANCH 
1.E nt a Runty and 1/2 in tentora Cm/rty lunhanr 

ei shop, wetef and electric. Tar more info call 

!66Lr 251 < OD a vr t mmp r bomwfit nm ranch cut 

REAL ESTATE 

MOUNT AIN-TOP FORTRESS 

UKlensilila 56 acres helipad $19D DOC 

ht t p:1 IP na PP i ] 34/, C a I' as 3Eii 1 F'3! 

ISOLATED FARM 

1.5 ac, Lrtrfis, 4-ln riuust dviarv sletl bjild 

ing, PO'xSB Iri .;f- pani ancIcKu:; JG' end. 

rhir.knn CB^n. Suk ^nsn ojipprtunity 

SI 65.0 00 23B-543-23a9. SWFla 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY! 

P i: ACH: WORKING HYMflOPONII VEGOlt FARM 

WITH 50,000SQ H DFOREEMHOUSES PACKING 

HOUSE B EQUiPMEHT TWO STORV 4DdS[ WITH >1 

BEDROOMS, 2 9ATH9 

DALTFORNtA LAND <4 SALE 

SIERRA FOOTHILLS 

M/£0 flCFfl PJKM-Is 1-iiLi r 1 8G rti'WUllli llllvati! 

Starting JOJk nacti. Ciwnar fmairced 1530] 389- 

P34b. 

NEVADA PRIVATE R.77 ACRES 

3 8EDRDDM HOME 

Men1 Uu'jrispt Hut 3CJ .sHU Cur ..ealcd L*ndei 

ground Ornwranm. All Equipment Needed. Cta&a 

te Reno. 775-315 7431 

RAINBOW FARMS 

Hrcnert^ lar Sn e 10 SLCIUOF. acrae w 1 use 

tarinlfo Ml First $[50,000 I’nm PSJ-fWn-Pl'H 

CDLORADQ Sac, S29.0DO 

M.ii". Belli rety privute.ull yr d. Mimrte-: Id 

aif lield.lakfl.tafm ^nsclacuier rHnt.viewE 

BM-B52 2158 

FINANCIAL 

DIPLOMA FROM HOME 
0-8 Wf&k-i itecreiiite,; Low Cosl FREE 

BrALfiura Cull 1 BOD 264 B33Q WW^'DIPLO 

MAFl70MdDME.C0M 

WWW. M ART J U A N A MIS D.C GM 
lor sale 55,000 Through Escrow.cam. 

Oatcgm ■ iiker aoh n Burancf; cmti 

MAKE SaD.ODD* PER MONTH 
Or nun i llpni n-ppnrtijnitv Difitiibule reuglit- 

ciQnary new High Potent HERB Mir, ip Hnnd 

Shuji-;. Mui lu- Body F.'L-rsing, ratted Molt 

iiluiiiB. m-Lc Aruux Lurii fast. &] DCD niri- 

ntvtn ir renl raenl. ttuw.l 'iahei heu n 'id!. Lxun i 

EASY WORKI EXCELLENT PAYf 
Ad-jUmble FruduCls From HUrtC. For l-ree 

lnfrirfoBtiOp Spnd EASE Name n:..-i:n: ^-HI 

Ra* 450, Yevi SrjTBir. CT Q605QK>4!iQ 

DO YOU HAVE OLD DEUTS7 
Never Pa's 64Ck The Full Amouni'H 

I-300-80 0-5205 wmv g Iota I dob tine con 

BAO CREDIT? 
With thiFi r ncrat i/nij'll laugh ar ynur hfiri 

creAit! Free recorder? necsorjc 1 60! 323- 

7300 I >213; www.Cisd i ’Secrets ESi 3k cur 

CREDIT PROS LEMS? 
?4-Ih recorded masBage Call E40-262H5B10 

AdtlSS 

GRANT MONEY! 

Frnrr Mary SnurceF Pe :innel N^rIs. tduca 

lion. Business SA5E; r^renrs-HT Box 453 N^w 

Britain CT D6D5D G54B 
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